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This Month's

Highlights

...

Silicon Rectifiers
(see page 13)

Transistor Radio Servicing
(see page 25)

Dressing Up Trade-in's
(see page 14)
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FUSE
RESISTOR

¡RC F?9
FR 5.6

Oki

"Skin -Packed"

Stock Na.
FR5.3

Fuse Resistors

5.6 ohms

FUSE

*'STOR

Stock No.
FR5.6

5.6 ohms

CONVENIENT TO BUY-Your
IRC Distributor has IRC fuse resistors now on perforated display
cards. You can buy one, a dozen
or more-each on an individual
"skin -packed" card section.

EASY TO STOCK-Heavy card helps prevent breakage or damage ... "skin -packing"
keeps every fuse resistor factory -fresh.
Just peel off plastic skin, and you're all set.

Improved plug-in type for fast, easy replacement in the newer
TV receivers. Terminal pin holes facilitate attaching leads
where necessary.
Featuring sturdy terminal pins-both attached inside a rugged
ceramic case.

"Skin -packed" cards protect each fuse resistor from dirt
and handling.

Available in

2

HANDY TO USE-Sturdy terminal pins.
Simply plug fuse resistor intd receptacle.
Projections on bottom of case leave air space

types-FR5.6 at 5.6 ohms and FR7.5 at 7.5

ohms to meet popular TV requirements.

so

receptacle won't overheat.

Type and range clearly identified on both fuse resistor and
"skin -packed" card.

ORDER NOW FROM YOUR

Omen* Guit Sa

IRC DISTRIBUTOR

INTERNATIONAL

RESISTANCE

CO.

Dept. 361, 401 N. Broad St., Phila. 8, Pa.
In

Canada. International

Resistance Co. Ltd., Toronto, Licensee

the best color TV picture

AR -22

the growth of color TV means an even greater demand for
-point accuracy of antenna direction.

CDR Rotors for pin

a

2

better picture on more stations

CDR Rotors add to the pleasure of TV

viewing because
they line up the antenna perfectly with the transmitted
TV signal giving a BETTER picture
and making it
possible to bring in MORE stations.

...

J ï3 33'J1.E4'J3

TR -4

3

thousands and thousands of CDR Rotors have proven
their dependability over years of unfailing performance
in installations everywhere in the nation. Quality
and engineering you know you can count on.
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and

tested and proven dependable

12
a

pre -sold to your customers
the greatest coverage and concentration of full minute
spot announcements on leading TV stations is
working for YOU
pre -selling your customers.

...

5

the complete line
model for every need ...for every application. CDR Rotors
make it possible for you to give your customer exactly
what is needed .. , the right CDR Rotor for the r ght job.
a

AR

1

and 2
SOUTH PLAINFIELD. N J.
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PARTS DISTRIBUTOR
HERE'S TO THE

.. .
. ..

M A N

who assures you-the independent service dealer-a complete, fresh
selection of the finest replacement parts in the world.

who offers a priceless wealth of unbiased information whenever you
ask for it.
who supports you in all his relations with the independent parts manufacturer.

...

..

who stands alone ... serving no other boss than you, one of the
thousands of well -established independent service dealers.
who, as an independent parts distributor, is able to supply you with ALL
the exact replacement parts for ALL the sets you are asked to service.

don't be vague... insist on

SPRAGUE
world's largest capacitor manufacturer

SPRAGUE RESEARCH IS CONSTANTLY PRODUCING NEW AND BETTER CAPACITORS FOR YOU
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Simplify Rectifier Servicing
with

PealeraTh
miniaturized

HI -DENSITY
Selenium Rectifiers

J
handle

JUST

TYPES

o

90%

9

of all Radio-TV
replacements!
ACTUAL SIZE
New vs. Old

+9,

UNIT SIZE REDUCED NEARLY

-by

unique, time -tested production process!

Federal's H1-DENSITY Rectifiers mark one of the most
significant advances in miniaturized types since Federal
originated them in 1946!
Manufactured by an entirely new, exclusive -with Federal process, the efficiency, dependability and long
life of these lighter, smaller-plate, high -temperature
rectifiers have been proved -in by the most rugged
service testing.
Just 5 types ranging from 65-100 MA to 600 MA
handle 9 out of 10 radio -TV replacements.
Call your Federal Distributor today about Federal's specially -processed Hi -Density rectifiers
... simplify rectifier servicing ... get the same
top profits with fewer types and less bother...!

Smaller size permits packaging
that saves up to 50%
in shelf space:

1
ONE dozen
Hi -Density rectifiers occupy Yz
the shelf space of one dozen

former types!

Now there's no need to carry
a big variety of rectifier types
to meet today's replacement
requirements.
Federal's Hi -Density rectifiers make servicing simpler
than ever... save shelf, bench
and kit space ... save time on
make calls more
calls

...

profitable ...all with just
FIVE

types

...

!

Order Federal's Hi -Density Rectifiers today
through your Federal Distributor!
Federal Selenium Rectifiers are listed in
Howard W. Sam's Counter -Facts and Photo Facts

Federal Telephone and Radio Company
CORPORATION

A Division of INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
J.
COMPONENTS DIVISION 100 KINGSLAND ROAD CLIFTON, N.
Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
In Canada: Standard Telephones and Cables Mfg. Co. (Canada)
York
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., New

4
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Answers Independent Service Dealers'
Questions About "Captive Service"
What

is

"Captive Service"?

It is the repair work done by service companies
owned by set manufacturers
companies established by them to handle the profitable TV and
radio set maintenance on receivers of their own
manufacture
work that otherwise would be
handled by Independent Service Dealers.

-

Will becoming a Raytheon Bonded
Dealer mean I'll lose my "independence"?
Not at all. You become one of a group of TV -

radio technicians known from coast-to -coast as the
best in the business, yet you retain your own "independence." The Raytheon Bonded Program is
nothing new. It's a proven program Raytheon has
provided for more than 11 years
that has successfully helped build premium customer business
for Independent "Bonded" Service Dealers. It's
Raytheon's investment in your future.

-

-

W II "Captive Service" affect
my volume of business as an

Independent Service Dealer?
conservative estimate by service association
spokesmen indicates that in 1957 Captive Service
Companies could do close to $250,000,000 worth
of TV and radio repair work.
A

Does Raytheon compete with me through
a

`Captive Service" organization?
No, indeed! Raytheon does not have a captive TV-

-

Radio service organization does not now manufacture TV or radio receivers.
Raytheon believes service is your business
serving you is Raytheon's.

How does being a Raytheon Bonded
Dealer help me compete with
"Captive Service" companies?
(1) Your TV -radio repair service is nationally advertised by Raytheon in TV Guide Magazine.
(2) Western Union "Operator 25" is retained in
23,000 cities and towns by Raytheon to send
customers to Raytheon Bonded Dealers.
(3) You are bonded to service

-

of sets

-

a

all makes and models

big advantage.

Will have other advantages over
"Captive Service" organizations?

compete with the
"Captive Service" organizations
of big national companies?
How can

1

Raytheon helps you do this. If you can qualify as a
RAYTHEON Bonded ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, your service and parts guarantee is backed
by a bond
a bond issued through Continental
Casualty Company, one of the country's largest insurance companies. Here is real prestige for you.
What's more, your work on all makes and models
of sets is bonded.

-

Yes, you'll be using Raytheon TV and Radio Tubes.
They are perfect for your replacement work because Raytheon Tubes are designed to give quality
performance in all Television and Radio sets.

How do get the whole story
on the Raytheon Bonded Program?
Ask your nearest Raytheon Sponsoring Bonded
Tube Distributor.
1

N1,T'RI

RAYTH EON

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Opera fions

Newton, Mass.
Raytheon makes
all these
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Chicago, Ill.

Atlanta, Ga.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Receiving and Picture Tubes, Reliable Subminiature and Miniature Tubes,
Semiconductor Diodes and Transistors, Nucleonic Tubes, Microwave Tubes.
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Dear Editor:
In reference to your article "Voltage Measurements" in the October
issue, why are different readings
sometimes obtained between a point
and chassis ground as compared to
that between the same point and the
common negative line?
JOSEPH COLLAZO

Thousands of dealers have increased
their sales of two set couplers
with this beautiful AMPHENOL
Telecoupler display. They are
reaping plus profits from the
growing second set market in TV,
black & white and color.
Don't let plus profits escape you!
See your AMPHENOL Distributor!

1 COUPLER
by AMPHENOL
AMPHENOL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Union City, N.J.
This difference in readings will
occur in chassis using a negative supply line or those which isolate the
common negative line from chassis
ground. In either case, the highest
positive reading will be obtained
when the negative line is used as a
reference. In many receivers, the
common negative or B- supply may
be as high as 100 volts negative with
respect to chassis ground. If B+ is
measured with respect to this common negative line, it will be 100
volts higher than when measured
from chassis ground.Editor
Dear Editor:
I received my first issue of PF
REPORTER and find it very interesting, with subjects that I would like
to know about such as "Analyzing
Lissajous Patterns." Can we have
more on this subject, please? Will
you have more on printed circuits?
Your magazine sure gives out the
info and keeps us up with the latest.
Thanks for doing this for the serviceman.
EVERETT LA CHANCE

Oakville, Conn.
Printed circuits will continue to
receive regular coverage as more and
more sets use them.-Editor
Dear Editor:
Here is a slight variation of the
good idea expressed by Mr. Morris
Gerber on page 9 of the October issue. Instead of using solder to hold
the cord of my soldering iron and
other cords in my tube caddy, I use
rubber bands cut from a bicycle inner tube.
NORMAN R. DARGEL
Gulfport, Miss.

Dear Editor:
I do not agree with the comments
on "comebacks" on page 27 of the
October issue. The customer should
be educated to understand that
"comebacks" are an integral part of
PF REPORTER
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television servicing and that he
should be expected to pay for them
if they are not associated with a recent service call. If a serviceman replaces a high -voltage rectifier on
Monday, he should not be expected
to replace an RF oscillator tube on
Friday just for the price of the tube.
It is true that many of us do not
handle this situation as we should,
thus losing a considerable amount of
revenue that is justly ours. If we do
not charge for "comebacks," we
have no one to blame but ourselves.
As long as our dealings with a customer are straight -forward and businesslike, he is not going to go elsewhere.
The dollar value of entertainment
the customer receives from his TV
set is staggering. One football game
for man and wife is worth a minimum of $10.00, a boxing match
about the same. How many of us
could afford to attend the World
Series for seven games each year?
The customer should be made to
realize that we do not "fix TV sets,"
but provide entertainment. Realizing this, the serviceman should not
be hesitant in charging what he
knows to be honest fees.

UNIDYNES
the world's most
widely used

fine microphones

PROVIDE
41% higher output!
The perfect microphone
choice for use with low gain P. A. systems and
tape recorders... in addition to their famed usage
in

finest quality public

address systems.

C. S. BRYANT

Miami, Florida
Reader Bryant has a very convincing argument. We wonder what
our other readers may have to say on
this sub ject.-Editor
Dear Editor:
While the article "Selenium Rectifiers" in the October issue is very
well written and covers much of the
information required by servicemen,
we feel that some mention should
have been made under the manufacturing processes of the electrical
forming of these stacks. By having
made this mention in your manuturing description, you could have
then pointed out that some sparking
is normal in the forming process and
could have then gone on to the fact
that a selenium rectifier, like an
electrolytic capacitor, has a limited
shelf life, since it will deform on the
shelf. Such rectifiers that may have
slightly deformed will form up almost instantaneously when placed in
use and service. However, there will
be some slight sparking.
We point this out since we have
had some questions from dealers regarding such instantaneous sparking
and in each case, on tracing down
the cause of difficulty, have found
that it is a rectifier several years old
which is first being placed in service.

laette'
ver
5e
The unidirectional dynamic Unidynes are

now more than ever your best choice in
those installations where feedback is a
problem, and for all fine -quality public
address, theatre -stage sound systems,
magnetic recording and remote broadcasting-where critical standards call for
the finest -quality microphone operation.

Another example of the continuous
creativity of the Shure Research and
Development Laboratories.
55S Unidyne

556S Broadcast Unidyne
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$12000

List Price

IN ELECTRONICS SINCE 1925

Ì

ALLEN NELSON

Manager, Distributor Sales
International Rectifier Corp.
El Segundo, Calif.

$7950

List Price

/

/'
-

SHURE BROTHERS, INC.
Microphones
202 HARTREY

Electronic Components

AVENUE

EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
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"Paid for itself several
indispensable."
Really

ever owned.
tester I've
time."
tube
Saves
"Best
Simple to operate.

"Makes lots of money for us.
Wonderful instrument."

500

_Qum
DYNA
MODEL

DYNAMIC MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE TUBE TESTER
FASTEST SELLING TUBE TESTER

IN THE WORLD

Tests overf5b,'OFALL

POPULAR TV TUBES --IN SECONDS
Accurately makes each tube test in seconds
Checks average TV set in minimum minutes

for shorts, grid emission, gas
content, leakage, and dynamic mutual conductance.
Tests each tube

Ingenious life test detects tubes with short
life expectancy.

One switch tests everything. No multiple
switching. No roll charts.
Shows tube condition on "Good -Bad" scale
and in micromhos. Large 4Y2 -inch plastic meter
has two highly accurate scales calibrated
0-6000 and 0-18,000 micromhos.

Automatic line compensation is maintained by a
special bridge that continuously monitors
line voltage.

One extra tube sale on each of 5 calls a day
pays for the Model 500 in 30 days
Enthusiastic comments like those above* come from
servicemen all over the country. Actual experience shows an
average of close to 2 additional tube sales per call.
Instead of the "trial and error" method of substitution
testing, the Dyna-Quik 500 quickly detects weak or
inoperative tubes. Cuts servicing time, saves costly call-backs,
shows each customer the true condition and life expectancy
of the tubes in the set, and makes more on -the-spot tube
sales. Helps keep customer good -will, give a better
service guarantee, and make more profit.
The B&K Dyna-Quik 500 measures true dynamic mutual
conductance. Completely checks tubes with laboratory
accuracy under actual operating conditions right in the home
...in a matter of seconds. Saves time and work in the shop,
too. Simple to operate. Easily portable
NET.
1
in luggage -type case. Weighs only 12 lbs.

$10995
9

See Your 68K

Distributor or Write for Bulletin No. 500-R

Built-in 7 -pin and 9 -pin straighteners are mounted
on the panel

*

NAMES ON REQUEST

Makers of Dyna-Quik, CRT,
Dyno-Scan and Calibrator

B & K

MANUFACTURING CO.

3726 N. Southport Ave.

8

Chicago 13, Illinois

Model 1000 DYNA-SCAN
Picture and Pattern Video
Generator. Complete Flying
Spot Scanner. Net, $199.95

Model 400 CRT
Cothode Rejuvenator Tester.
Tests and repairs TV picture
Net, $54 95
tubes.

Model 750 CALIBRATOR
Designed to check and adjust
test instruments with laboraNet, $54.95
tory accuracy.

PF REPORTER
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MILTON S. KIVER
Author of ..
How to Understand and Use TV Test Instruments
and Analyzing and Tracing TV Circuits
.
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Planning

a

Fig. 1. Master antenna system
10 risers

for

a 10 -story

NUM

1...

Master Antenna System

The best way to appreciate the
problems of a master antenna installation is to lay out a system on
paper and perform all the necessary calculations. This we will do
for a case which may or may not
be typical but which, at least, will
demonstrate the procedure involved. For an example, we will
assume that a master system is to
be installed for a 10 -story building and that 10 distribution lines
or risers are to be employed. Not
all of the lines will be equal in
length, although by locating the
antennas and the distribution
amplifiers centrally, the differences in cable lengths may be kept
small. In any event, even if the
length difference between the
shortest and longest is significant,
we need only concern ourselves
with the longest line since it will

attenuate the signal the most. If
As a rule of -thumb, figure 10' of cable
per story of building.
*

January,
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contingencies. Hence, for our purpose, let us plan on having a minimum of 3,000 microvolts at the
receiver for each channel to be received.
Now, if we want at least 3,000
microvolts at the end of a line, con-

siderably more signal than this
at the distribution amplifier mounted on top of
the building. First, we must determine what losses exist between
these two points. The over-all
length of a cable, here assumed to
be RG -59/U, is 100'* from the
ground to the roof and 50' along
the roof to the distribution amplifier. This would make the total
length 150'. From Table I, the
cable attenuation in db per 100'
for each channel can be obtained.
Let us assume that the TV channels to be dealt with in this installation are 2, 5, and 13. Since the
cable losses are greater at the higher frequencies, those shown for
channel 13 will be used in the
computations and we see that the
attenuation of RG -59/U at channel -13 frequencies is 5.8 db per
100'. For 150' of cable, the loss is
will be required

8.7 db.

with

Table

building.

Chan.

1r.
we provide enough signal for this
riser, we will have more than

enough for the shorter cables.
In the vertical layout of the
building shown in Fig. 1, each
cable will feed one apartment per
floor. Generally, these apartments
are situated one above the other,
such as 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, etc. In
buildings constructed horizontally, such as garden apartments,
the various risers would extend
horizontally. Since most apartment buildings are built vertically,
this is the situation we will consider here.
The first step is to determine
how much signal strength is required at the end of the longest
cable. Let us assume that this is
represented by the riser shown at
the left in Fig. 1. A workable signal level at the receiver for a snow free picture is 1,000 microvolts.
Generally, however, between two
to three times this amount should
be available to take care of any

2

3

4
5

6
7
8

9

10
11

12

13

I

-Cable

Losses

db loss per 100 feet
RG-11/U

RG -59/U

1.60
1.70
1.80
1.90
2.00
2.70
2.75
2.80
2.85
2.90
2.95
3.00

2.50
2.64
2.80
3.00
3.13
5.20
5.30
5.40
5.50
5.60
5.70

5.80

In the installation of Fig. 1, vertical risers are being used, with
one tapoff per floor. This means a
total of 10 tapoffs per cable. Each
of these tapoffs will remove some
signal voltage from the line, and

the attenuation thus introduced
must be figured. This brings us to
our next step.
In tapping off a signal from a
riser, it is quite apparent that the
signal level will be higher at the
beginning of the line than at the
end. Since we desire to provide
each receiver fed from that line
with approximately the same
amount of signal, the tapoffs used
at the start of the line should
provide greater attenuation than
Please turn to page 48
9

Make More

Make More Than Profit!

Than

Profit...

Replace

SELLTHE...

1.4

Super-Fidelis' 4 -Speed Changer!

Everybody loves profit, and we all think

it's great. But there are other things that
are important too. You get them in generous measure when you sell and install the
sensational V -M 'Super-Fidelis' Changer
with Siesta-Matic. Here's what you get:
lasting customer satisfaction and repeat
business; simple, fast installation without
annoying callbacks; a manufacturer that
stands four-square behind its product and
V -M's expert, nation-wide service facilities.
With all these V -M pluses, profit takes care
of itself.

with V -M !

Upgrade with V -M!

Install New

with V-M!

1 Exclusive V -M SiestaMatic preserves changer's

V- M

hi-fi characteristics indefinitely! It automatically
retracts and protects the
precision drive idler to
retain its perfect contour

"Make More
Than Profit"

for constant speeds.
Siesta-Matic can even
shut off everythingpower and amplifier-

FEATURES...

after last record plays...
wonderful convenience
feature.
2

Four -Speed Control

... to play everything on

records-automatically plays 78, 45 and
records plus the 16 rpm speed.

33 rpm

Patented Drive Motor (Pat. No. 2655812) assures constant speed at all times with minimum wow.
4 Low -Torque Mechanism gives twice the life,
half the wear.
5 Exclusive Tri-o-matic Spindle protects records,
makes them last longer. Records are gently lowered (not dropped) to spindle shelf.
6 Excellent V -M Styling. All -metal construction in
smart charcoal gray and antique white. Rubber
turntable mat protects records-keeps them dust and lint -free.
3

S... E... L... L V-M'Super-Fidelis'
Model 1200!

See

Your V -M Rep!

'Slightly higher in the West.

Chef ice
V -M CORPORATION

of

Music

BENTON HARBOR 7, MICHIGAN

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF
PHONOGRAPHS AND RECORD CHANGERS
10

'Super-Fidelis' Changer Model 1200,
Audiophile Net, $37.20.*
$46.50 List.*
V -M

-
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Radio Models Surveyed
KEY NO. MAKE & MODEL
Regency TR -1
Raytheon 8TP1
Emerson 838 (hybrid)

1

2
3

Mitchell 1101
RCA Victor 7 -BT -9J
Dewald K -701-A
General Electric 675
RCA Victor 7 -BT -10K

4
5

6
7

TRANSISTOR

8

Raytheon T2500
Raytheon T-100-1
Emerson 842
Motorola 6TAS8 (hybrid auto)
Crosby 1M-8BG
Regency TR-1G
Raytheon T-150-1

9
10

APPLICATION

11

12

13
14
15

17

Truetone D3614Á
Dewald K-544
Roland 6TR
Philco T-7
Arvin 9562
Zenith 800
Westinghouse H587P7
RCA Victor 8 -BT -10K

18
19

20
21

22
23

Many service technicians are
asking for more information on
transistors-so, we have taken a
survey of 25 of the first transistorized, or hybrid tube-transistor,
radios that have appeared on the
market. The results of this survey, conducted exclusively for this
article, show what transistor types
are being used and the sets they
are in.
In the column headed "Radio
Models Surveyed," each model
has been assigned a key number
to simplify cross-reference between columns. If the key number
for a particular set appears to the
right of a transistor type number,
one or more transistors of this
type are used in some or all versions of the set. Two or more
transistors of the same type are
often used in different stages of a
single radio, but this fact has not
been taken into consideration in
the preparation of these lists in
order to avoid the complexity of
a frequency -of-use chart. Such a
chart is impractical at the present
time-not only because of the
relatively small demand for replacement transistors, but also because of the lack of standardization among transistor circuits.

24
25

Miscellaneous Notes
1. Standard replacement transistors are not listed for radios 1, 3,
4, 14, or 21. Refer to manufacturers' part or type numbers for
suitable replacements.
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RF -IF

ORIG. MFR.

USED IN SETS

2N146
2N147
2N168
2N168A
2N169A
2N172
2N211
2N212
234

T -I

830
CK760
CK760A
GT760

T -I

Raytheon
Raytheon
G -T

11 16 17 24
6 16 17 24
23
23
23
16 17 24
22
22
5 8
5 8
611 24
19
19
20

GT761

G -T

20

Applications

TYPE

ORIG. MFR.

USED IN SETS

2N94
2N112
2N112A
2N135
2N136
2N137
2N139
2N 140
2N145

Sylvania
Raytheon
Raytheon

22
10 15 18 19
19

G -E
G -E
G -E

7
7

T-I

G-E
G-E
G-E
T -I

Sylvania
Sylvania

235

Motorola 56T1
Magnavox AM-2

16

Introduction

TYPE

2918

Audio Applications
2N35
2N44
2N78
2N109

RCA

22

G-E
G -E

7
7

2N130
2N132
2N133
2N138
2N176
2N185
2N187A
2N190
2N214
310

Raytheon
Raytheon
Raytheon
Raytheon

9 10 15 18 19

Motorola

12

T -I

RCA

581325
9
10 15 18 19

9

353
354

T-1
T -I

24
23
23
22
6 11 17 24
6 11 17
16

CK721

G-E
G-E

Sylvania
T-1

RCA

7
25

RCA

25

GT20

Raytheon
G -T

20

T -I

6 17 24

R35

T -I

16

2. The "orig. mfr." listed for
each transistor is the manufacturer who first marketed it or registered it with RETMA and is
usually, but not necessarily, the
only one now producing it. The
following abbreviations apply in
the "orig. mfr." column:
G -E ... General Electric Co.
T -I . .. Texas Instruments,
Inc.
G -T ... General Transistor
Corp.
3. The numbers having the prefix "2N" are standard RETMA
registration numbers for triode
transistors. The figures following
the prefix are assigned in serial
order as the transistors are registered, and they have no particular
significance.
4. The 2N172 supersedes the
830, and the 2N112 supersedes
the CK760.
5. The 2N135, 2N136, and
2N137 and also the 2N145, 2N146,
and 2N147 form two series of IF
transistors which have very similar characteristics but which are
not meant to be freely inter-

2

changed for replacement purposes. Different combinations of
transistors within either series are
picked to suit the peculiar requirements of each radio produced. For instance, the two IF
stages of some individual sets in
a model run may contain two
2N146 transistors each having
medium power gain, while other
sets of the same model may have
one lower -gain 2N145 and one
higher -gain 2N147 in place of the
2N146 transistors.
6. Matched pairs of power -output transistors are frequently selected at the factory for use in
push-pull audio stages. If these
units must be replaced, another
matched pair should be obtained.
7. In the majority of the radios
in the list, a crystal diode is used
as a second detector. All sets except 2, 3, 4, 7, 12, 13, 16, 21, and
24 use a diode of the 1N2951N64-1N60-CK706A family. Set
21 uses a 1N527 diode, and set 24
uses an 880. In the remaining
radios, a transistor or tube is used
as a detector.
A
11

Cetera"ee
{oC

seAce

for the expanding
independent service -dealer
More and more independent service -dealers
are strengthening their competitive position by
broadening their activities. They are adding to
radio and television service: Marine, mobile and
industrial
sound systems
citizen radio
equipment ... special electronic devices ... etc.
These forward-looking independent service dealers are discovering expanded lines of CBS industrial tubes and semiconductors ready to help

...

...

CBS
Reliable products through Advanced-Engineering

them in their profitable new fields. New PA-5
and PA -17 reference guides describe respectively over 200 CBS industrial receiving, power
and a wide line
and special-purpose tubes
of CBS crystal diodes, transistors and silicon

...

power rectifiers.
Both guides are free . . from CBS Tube
distributors or direct. Just ask for Bulletins
PA -5 and PA -17.

tubes

semiconductors

CBS-HYTRON
Danvers, Massachusetts
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
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SILICON RECTIFIERS
Something New for
TV and Radio
Power Supplies

Fig. 1. 'type N1500 silicon diodes
br, Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.

made

reverse leakage current of some
silicon rectifiers is as low as a few
microamperes; moreover, they
have a very low internal dissipation of power and therefore generate little heat in operation. For
this reason, diodes with moderate

current ratings do not require
cooling fins and they can be made
Fig. 2. Silicon rec-

tifier for military
and industrial use.
(International Rectifier Corp. Type
3F51 .)

If someone handed you the
components shown in Fig. 1 and
asked you to identify them, what
would be your guess? Fuses? Oscillator crystals? Ceramic capacitors? Their appearance is deceptive, for they are actually silicon
diode rectifiers designed for use in
the low -voltage power -supply circuits of TV receivers. We have
been testing these new units in our
editorial labs by installing them in
a number of television sets. The
results of our experiments will be
described in this article.
Before presenting the test data,
we might mention some facts
about the construction and operation of the new rectifiers. Silicon,
the material of which they are
made, is a semiconductor widely
January,
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used in transistors. In fact, the
diode rectifier is physically similar
to one half of a junction transistor.
In the construction of one typical
silicon rectifier, one lead is connected to a tiny slab of crystalline
silicon which contains a trace of
an electron -rich (N -type) impurity. The other rectifier lead is in
contact with a thin layer of silicon
into which an electron -deficient
(P -type) impurity has been injected by either an alloying or a
diffusion process. This P -layer is
formed in a small area within one
surface of the main crystal.
Silicon diodes rectify current in
somewhat the same way as selenium rectifiers and are very efficient
because they have a high ratio of
reverse to forward resistance. The

very compact in form.
Silicon diodes for low -current
applications have been on the
market for some time, but only
the most recent technical developments have made it practical to
produce silicon power rectifiers
with high enough current ratings
for use in power supplies. During
the past year, a number of companies have introduced fused junction rectifiers similar to the
ones shown in Fig. 2. Units of this
type generally have output DC
current ratings of approximately
300 ma when cooled by normal air
circulation. If a heat sink is used,
it becomes possible to increase the
current rating to more than 1
ampere. One king-size diode (with
a body size of about one cubic
inch) has been developed by General Electric Co. and is capable of
rectifying enough current to operate a 15 -hp DC motor.
Although rectifiers of the type
shown in Fig. 2 would operate satisfactorily in many TV sets, they
were designed and marketed especially to satisfy military, aircraft, and industrial requirements.
The first silicon rectifier to be sold
specifically for the direct TV rePlease turn to page 54
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1. THE TRADE-IN

This particular TV cabinet needs
much more than ordinary cab-

inet touch-up techniques to
make it appeal to the average
buyer. There is much that can

What can be done to improve the resale value of TV tradein's having old or damaged cabinets? One way is to improve
the outward appearance, since that's what attracts a prospective buyer's eye. A badly marred or stained cabinet can
be covered with a self-adhesive vinyl material or a regular
plastic veneer. If needed, the decorative picture tube mask
can be cleaned or sprayed with a new coating. Knobs and
excutcheons can be replaced or refinished to match the
cabinet covering. Adding wrought iron legs or combining
the set with a table or stand should help to make a beat -up
trade-in a very salable item.

be done with a little ingenuity

and 2 or 3 hours' time. Naturally, a dealer has to consider
how much of his own money he
can tie up in each trade-in, but
with a little forethought and a
head for figures, a good merchandiser can make a profit on
all those old sets he took in prior
to the holiday season.

2. CABINET PREPARATION

Blemishes or irregularities on the cabinet surface may be
noticeable after the new covering has been put on. Therefore, the wood should first be sealed and sanded as smooth
as possible. If the cabinet is completely covered with
scratches or small cracks in the finish, it may be easier to
coat the entire surface with paint or varnish and then sand
until smooth. Sections of veneer which are split away from
the frame can be tacked down with small finishing nails
which should be driven below the cabinet surface and the
holes filled in with a wood or fibre filler.

3. PICTURE TUBE MASK
On some sets the face molding and safety glass can be removed, but the mask itself is actually part of the cabinet.
A new coating of paint, sprayed or brushed on, will help the
over-all appearance. For this particular set, a light grey was
used for the beveled edge of the mask and a flat black paint
for the remaining mask surface. The flat black lends a
modern contrast to the limed oak wood grain chosen as the
cabinet covering in this example.

4. COVERING MATERIAL
Paper backing is easily removed from the selfadhesive material. The plastic veneer type must
be soaked in water before the backing will come
off. Although the adhesive material is less expensive and somewhat easier to apply, it is only
available in 18 -inch widths, thus necessitating the
use of two pieces to cover any larger surface.

5. APPLYING THE
VENEER

Plastic veneer is first applied
to the cabinet with a wet
sponge, and a small squeegee
is then used to remove the air

bubbles. Complete instructions are given with either
type of material.

6. CABINET CUTOUTS
A sharp pen -knife or razor
blade can be used for cutting
out the speaker grille openings and the holes for control
shafts. If plastic veneer is
used, this operation should
be performed after the covering has dried.
7. SPEAKER GRILLE CLOTH

Spray paint can be used to decorate the speaker
grille cloth. In some console and combination
models, more than 50% of the cloth may be
visible. In such cases, you may want to replace
it with one having,a color pattern which blends
with the new veneer.
8. KNOBS

Knobs and escutcheons which are missing,
worn, or of an undesirable color may be replaced or redecorated with spray paint. Paint
will cover better if the knobs are first gone over
with a medium -grade sandpaper. If a flat or
soft -finish paint is used, it should be coated
with clear lacquer or plastic to protect against
wear. If you feel it necessary, new decals may
be obtained for channel numbers, control identifications, etc.

e

9. THE FINISHED PRODUCT
Hard to believe this is the same set shown in
picture 1, isn't it? Cost of materials for dressing
up this set, including paint, new wrought iron
legs, and the more expensive plastic veneer,
totaled approximately $9.00. Actual time spent
on the job was about 3 hours. Of course, every
set won't require the time and energy expended
on this job, but you should be able to at least
roughly estimate your costs from the data presented here.

NOTES ON
TEST

Testing a transistor in a modern tube
checker. Transistor can be seen in the
subminiature socket directly to the left
of the panel meter.
by

Leslie D. Deane

EQUIPMENT
Latest Information on Application,
Maintenance and Adaptability
of Service Instruments
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Fig. 1. Simplified schematic of the transistor test circuit in the Triplett Model 3423.

How Transistors Are Tested in
Modern Tube Checkers

The service technician is aware
by now that transistors differ
from ordinary vacuum tubes in
many ways. He can not look at a
transistor and determine if a filament is lit, nor can he tap on the
unit and expect any change in its
operation as is often done with
vacuum tubes.
Heat is not generated within a
transistor as in most tubes; therefore, a dead stage can not be lo16

For measuring current amplification factor
of p -n -p transistor.

2. Simplified transistor -test connections in EICO Model 666 tester.

"

UNDER TEST

SIGNAL SOURCE

7.5V TAP ON
FIL TRANS.

Fig.

TRANSISTOR
C1

10MFD

cated by merely feeling the transistor. In addition, the old
screwdriver test of momentarily
shorting a grid to ground may
permanently damage a transistor.
Many transistors are soldered directly into the chassis wiring, thus
making it more difficult for a quick
substitution. Because of these different characteristics, new techniques and procedures must be followed when servicing transistorized equipment.
Transistors are operated at relatively lower potentials than tubes

and are physically designed to
withstand considerable shock and
vibration. Unless a transistor is
damaged by excessive heat or
voltage, its life should outlast that
of a comparable tube. Regardless
of this fact, the technician will at
some time or another suspect a
transistor of being defective, in
which case he must either make a
direct substitution or test the
transistor by some reasonably accurate means.
Here then, are facts aimed at
familiarizing the technician with
some of the basic methods used
for testing transistors in modern
tube checkers. Keeping in mind
that transistors are essentially
current amplifiers, let us examine
a couple of the available commercial instruments for testing
them and find out how they do it.
Triplett Model 3423 Tester

In this particular instrument,
PF REPORTER
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Fig. 3. Checking accuracy of a VTVM by using
750 calibrator as a standard voltage source.

the transistor to be tested is
placed in the 7 -pin subminiature
tube socket provided on the front
panel. (Certain transistors may
require that the base element be
connected to the "X" grip -cap
lead which is also provided on the
front p,: nel.) To distinguish between the base, emitter, and collector leads for various transistors,
refer to the manufacturer's transistor data sheets.
In the Triplett Model 3423, the
quality of a transistor is determined in one simple operation. After all controls and levers are set
according to the roll -chart supplement, the value lever is held in
the VALUE position. The current
amplification factor of the transistor is then measured on a linear
scale of the meter. Current amplification factor, Beta, is represented by the change in collector
current caused by a slight change
in base current.
The schematic diagram of Fig.
1 illustrates the basic set-up for
testing a p -n -p type transistor in
the Triplett Model 3423. A test
signal of either 1.2 or 0.6 volts is
supplied from within the instrument. Normally, the 1.2 -volt signal is used when testing transistors. The emitter element of the
transistor is grounded while R1
and R2 form a fixed bias network
for the base element. The collector
returns to a 1.4 -volt tap on the
filament transformer through a
reactive load. Inductor L1 develops the AC signal present in the
collector circuit and this signal is
rectified and applied across the
meter. All transistors listed in the
Triplett manuals, except type XJanuary,
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B & K

Model

Fig. 4. Calibrating a marker generator with
calibrator, 4.5 -mc crystal and head phones.

23, will have a normal meter reading of 70 on the 0 -to -100 scale.
EICO Model 666 Tube -Transistor Tester

The EICO instrument has a
special socket to accomodate both
n -p -n and p -n -p type transistors.
Checking a transistor in this instrument requires two separate
test operations. The first test
measures leakage current of the

collector with the emitter

grounded and no signal applied to
the base. This test is illustrated in
the schematic of Fig. 2A where a
p -n-p type transistor is used as an
example and the transistor test
selector is placed in the PNP1 position. The meter is in the collector
circuit in series with the current limiting resistor Rl. With the
emitter grounded and no base signal, the leakage current will be indicated by the meter reading.
If the transistor is in satisfactory condition, the meter will
read between 0 and 40 on the 0 -to 140 scale. If the reading is higher
than normal, it usually indicates
that the surface of the germanium
is contaminated or that the transistor has been exposed to extreme
heat or excessive voltage. A
shorted transistor may cause the
meter to read past full scale deflection in which case the selector
switch should be returned to
TUBE position immediately.
During this first test, the polarity of the bias voltage applied between the collector and emitter
elements depends on whether an
n -p -n or a p -n -p type unit is being
tested.
In the second test, illustrated

B & K

Model 750

in Fig. 2B, a 200K -ohm resistor R3
is connected between the base and
B- or ground. This puts current
into the base, thus increasing the
collector current. The meter then

reads the current amplification
factor, Beta. A good transistor will
read within the specified range
given in the tester's roll -chart supplement.
If no tube is left in a tube socket, the settings of adjustments
other than the transistor test selector, line -adjust control and line
push-button are immaterial when
making a transistor test with this
instrument.
At the present time, manufacturing tolerances of transistors
are relatively broad; therefore, if
a transistor test reading on any
of these instruments deviates
from a specified value, it still may
be satisfactory for use in certain
applications. The decision, of
course, must be left to the individual technician. Special transistor checkers are now available to
the service industry, and we will
discuss some of these instruments
at a later date.
B

& K Model 750 Test Equipment

Calibrator

This instrument is a recent
product of the B & K Mfg. Co. of
Chicago. It is of particular interest
to service technicians because it is
designed to be used in calibrating
and testing the accuracy of test instruments found in the average
radio and TV service shop.
Available calibrating standards
are:
Please turn to page 60
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to every

serviceman

the NEW
INDISPENSABLE

1951
STANCOR
TV
014.4G0

TRANSFORMER

aQD
4Le,rah

REPLACEMENT

.
rPOD Aryoy

GUIDE

exact replacement fly backs for Raytheon, G.E.,
RCA, Sentinel, Philco, and

Admiral

The most complete, up-to-date
TV transformer replacement
guide published:
72 pages of valuable information
Easy -to -read, easy -to -find listings, indexed alphabetically by manufacturer, model and chassis numbers
Easy -to -find exact replacement flyback listing of manufacturer and manufacturer's part number
Schematic diagrams of all flybacks
Complete specifications on 260 Stancor TV transformers and related components
Get the new Stancor Replacement Guide from your
Stancor distributor or by writing to Chicago Standard

..NOW!

CHICAGO STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS
3503 ADDISON STREET
Export Sales: Roburn Agencies, Inc., 431 Greenwich St., New York 13, N.Y.
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COFFEE

BREAK
by Verne M.

Ra

Bud McMahon was quite preoccupied as he drove to work one
bitter January morning. Since it
was the start of a new year, he had
been thinking of what the future
held for him. During the past few
years, he had worked and studied
diligently to become a good technician. It hadn't been easy, and although he felt satisfied with his
accomplishments, he looked forward to a time when he might rest
on his laurels, Yet, from the looks
of things, that time seemed to be
a long way off.
Tony was unlocking the door to
the shop when Bud drove up. By
the time Bud got out of the car
and walked in, Tony was already
sorting through the calls for the
day. "Hi Bud," he called in greeting. "Ready for a big day? Looks
like we're going to have one."
"Yeah-I guess so," replied
Bud. This didn't sound like the
usually cheerful, enthusiastic Bud.
Tony paused, turned around, and
looked at him inquiringly.
"Hey boy, what's eating you?"
he asked. "Not feeling well?"
"Huh? Oh! I feel okay," said
Bud coming out of a daze. "I've
just been turning a few things over
in my mind. I don't mind telling
you, Tony-I'm a little worried."
"Worried, eh?" mused Tony.
"Okay-let's go next door and
have an early cup of coffee and
you can tell me all about it."
At the coffee shop, they settled
down at a small table over in the
corner and called their orders to
the waitress behind the counter.
Then Tony said, "All right, Bud,
let's have it-what's on your
mind?"
"Oh, I don't know, Tony. I'm a
little confused, I guess. You know,
I've studied and worked pretty
January,
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doggone hard to become a technician. I thought that by this time
I'd know radio and TV, but somehow I can't help feeling that new
developments are coming too fast
for me to keep up with. First, it
was transistors-I'm still not too
clear on them. Then, out comes
color TV-more new stuff to learn.
On top of this, we have modules,
printed wiring boards, new tube

types, series -string filaments,
transformerless sets, jam-packed
portables, and other modern designs which seem to make servicing more difficult and complicated.
Just last week, I read that mural
TV had been introduced over in
London, England. Pretty soon
we'll have it, too-and more service problems to boot! Darn it,
Tony-how does a guy keep up in
this business?"
This amused Tony, but he
didn't show it. His outward appearance was one of dead seriousness. "Let me ask you something,
Bud. When you first came to work
here, weren't you the one who was
so eager? You had to be the first
one in the shop to figure out how
a new circuit worked, or to tell
the rest of us about the first of a
new model. And you were still wet
behind the ears."
"Sure," answered Bud, "I felt
that I had to prove my ability. I
guess I did some stupid things,
too. But TV was in its early stages
then. I always had a feeling that
the industry would settle down-

like radio did. Who could foresee
the turmoil we're involved in
now?"
"Now hold on a minute," Tony
interrupted. "Settle down like radio did? You seem to forget that
just a few years ago, FM was introduced in radio broadcasting.
More recently, transistors have
been developed to replace tubes in
portable and auto radios. And
printed wiring boards were first
used in radios. All this-more
than 25 years after regular radio
broadcasting began. Talk about
tricky little portables! How about
those pocket-size radios that
aren't much bigger than a pack of

cigarettes? Compared to radio,
I'd say that progress in the TV
field was running in second place."
Bud scratched his head. "Yeah
guess you're right as usual,"
he said, "but it still seems as
though we have to spend too much
time keeping abreast of the newest developments."
"Isn't that the very reason why
TV-and the entire electronics
field is so interesting?" asked Tony
pointedly. "Why-if everything
stayed the same, this business
would become dull. We'd be bored
to tears. And that's not all-what
would manufacturers have to compete with if they didn't improve
their products and develop new
ones. After all, progress comes
about as a result of the competition that is bound to exist under
our free-enterprise system. I'm
sure you don't want to see that
changed."
Bud conceded. "I guess you're
right, Tony. I've just been feeling
sorry for myself-and a little
lazy, too. I feel much better now
that you've shown me more of the
picture."
"I know just what you've been
going through," said Tony as he
gave Bud a sound but friendly
whack between his shoulder
blades. "Felt that way myself a
couple of times. There's an important lesson we can learn, though.
A man is happiest when he's learning. Sound use of your grey matter will make you healthier and
wiser, too. I think we're fortunate
to be in this field. We have to stay
on our toes if we want to earn
our bread and butter. Which reminds me-we'd better get going
if we want to stay in business."

-I
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ASTRON "Seamieteedf CAPACITORS ARE

- -

clearly marked
Astron ... truly a qualify capacitor
to the last detail.
You, as a specialist in replacement parts, must
capture the complete confidence and respect
of your customer. Astron takes every step to
insure this. Designs are accurately tested, production techniques are carefully inspected,
quality controls strictly enforced and protective guards built-in to govern staying power
of each capacitor - - - finally clear, easy -toread markings for quick, positive identifi-

cation.

You can put your trust in Astron, for behind
each Astron capacitor is the meticulous quality
control that insures you of top performance
and the elimination of call backs.
Remember, your reputation is our business.
Build it, guard it, protect it - - - Buy Astron
*Trademark
FREE

Servicing Aid

-

Save time, use handy Astron pocket -sized Replacement
Write Todayl
Catalogue and Pricing Guide (AC -40)

ASTBON
CORPORATION
255 GRANT AVENUE

Export Division: Rocke International Corp., 13 East 10th St., N. Y., N. Y.
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In Canada: Charles W. Pointen,
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EAST NEWARK. N. J.

Alcina Ave., Toronto 10, Ontario
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A Typical Installation
Planned to Meet the
Customer's Needs

by Calvin C. Young, J

F,,.

.
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Fig. 1. A representative commercial sound

While there has been a great
deal of discussion recently about
hi-fi audio systems, there has been
relatively little discussion about
high quality commercial audio in-

stallations. This article presents
January, 1957
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installation.

some of the practical aspects of
the commercial sound systems
which might be installed in business buildings such as night clubs,

auditoriums, funeral parlors, office buildings, etc. These systems

can be classed as high quality
audio units because they have a
frequency range and an absence
of distortion that allows them to
reproduce music and voice to the
satisfaction of the average listener.
To obtain practical material for
this article the author went to
Anderson, Indiana, and inspected
a typical installation which is the
"pride and joy" of the installer,
Mr. Roy Shepherd of that city.
The photograph in Fig. 1 shows
the equipment console, which was
wheeled into the hall for the
photograph. The equipment, consisting of a tape recorder, power
amplifier, control panel and four speed record player, is housed in
a standard metal relay rack cabinet which is equipped with casters. The tape recorder, with extension arms for large reels of
tape, is mounted at the top of the
cabinet and the power amplifier,
complete with five microphone
channels and one phonograph
channel, is located just below. The
control panel has level -set controls and on -off switches for each
speaker, in addition to various
other selector switches. This panel
is located just above the four speed record changer which is contained in a pull-out drawer.
The speakers are installed at
various points away from the console in flush ceiling mountings
which are painted to match the
respective ceilings. The wiring
cable from the amplifier to the
speakers can be seen in Fig. 1, and
it is long enough to permit the
equipment console to be moved
out of the closet for service.
Microphone outlets are provided at four points in the building, and a separate microphone
channel complete with matching
transformer and jack is used for
each location. One of the microphones can be seen in Fig. 1 in a
corner of the closet that houses
the equipment console.
As mentioned earlier, the tape
recorder is equipped with extension arms which makes it possible to play or record on large 10"
reels of tape. This permits a much
longer recording time without
changing tape.
The control panel incorporates
several interesting features-for
example, a voice -operated relay, a
Please turn to page 57
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VOM

...plus a V TV

when you need

it.

DOUBLE USE... HALF THE PRICE
TRIPLETT MODEL 631-In one year accepted as the
standard COMBINATION VOM-VTVM

Battery operated

7

2
3
4

By using the Volt -Ohm -Mil -Ammeter for all general testing

(90% of your testing) and the Vacuum Tube Voltmeter only
when you need it, you have the advantage of a VTVM with
extremely long battery life. Batteries are used only about
one -tenth as much as in the ordinary battery-operated VTVM.
Features: Ohms, 0-1500-15,000 (6.8-68 center scale. First
division is 0.1 ohm.)

Just flip the switch.

Standard sensitivities
as used in servicing
manuals.

ranges-with the
famous Triplett single
knob control.
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Extra long scales

-unobstructed visibility.

Megohms: 0-1.5-150 (6,800-680,000 ohms center scale.)
Galvanometer center mark "-0+" for discriminator alignment.
RF Probe permits measurements up to 250 MC. $7.00 net
extra.
Featured by leading electronic parts distributors everywhere.

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY 52 years of experience BLUFFTON, OHIO
Triplett design and development facilities are available for your special requirements for meters and test equipment.
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TOO LONG. Three to four
months is normal waiting time for
radio repairs in Russia, according
to reports received by Electronic
Week. Chief reason is the difficulty
in getting replacement parts. For
this reason, many customers buy a
complete assortment of spare parts
along with the new radio. With the
needed parts available, repairs can
be made just about as promptly as
in this country.
Old radios are routinely cannibalized to get desperately needed parts.
Batteries are also scarce, and with
most of the country unelectrified this
means that properly operating radios are rare. Recognizing this problem, the government has made a
serious attempt to speed up the
production of radio equipment and
components. As a result, the backlog of orders for parts has in some
areas been cut from three years to
less than one year.

MEN WANTED. Electronic
manufacturers are now looking
abroad for engineers. Large U. S.
companies have advertised in London, in Zurich, Switzerland, and in

Italy for engineers. One even offers
free passage to the United States,
two years' training, and good pay to
men white qualify. In general, however, such offers are available only
to top scientists, approaching the
genius category. Usually, the average engineering immigrant must
work for peanuts in a non-military
plant until he obtains his citizenship
papers and his college degree in this

country.

RADIO BOOM. It now looks as

if radio sales for 1956 will come close
to 14,000,000, of which 6,000,000
are auto sets. In round figures, the
year's sales of home radios divide
into 3,000,000 table models, 2,000,000 clock radios and somewhere
close to 3,000,000 portables. Transis-

tor radios are proving much more
popular than was expected, so look
for them to play a more significant
part in your servicing business. Console radios, on the other hand, have
pretty much dropped out of the picture.
TV sales for the year are again
expected to go over 7,000,000, with
almost a million of these being the
newly -popular portables. The 14inchers predominate in portables,
accounting for nearly nine out of ten
sales in this category, so be cautious
in stocking picture tubes for the
smaller portables.

January,
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BY JOHN MARKUS
Edilo.in-ChLI, M,Cro,.-Mili Rodio Servicing librory

GUARDS. Closed-circuit industrial television equipment makes it
possible for one guard to watch several doors in Philco's government
plant. A TV camera is positioned at
each door and hooked up to a monitor receiver at the guard's station.
If the person visible on the screen is
recognized or carries appropriate
identification, the guard pushes a
button that releases the electric lock
on the door. Here is a logical electronic answer to the high cost of
maintaining 24 -hour guard surveillance in plants having contracts for
classified military equipment.

$ &

C

SWITCHES. In some motels the
TV set is plugged into a wall outlet
that is controlled by the light switch
just inside the door. This helps to
insure that the set gets turned off
when tenants leave the motel, and
may also be intended to keep them
from watching TV in the dark when
they go to bed. If you don't know
about this switch arrangement, you
can easily waste a bit of time on a
dead -set complaint followed by a
dead -outlet symptom.

$

&

C

NEWS FLASHES. Professional
football players make news because
they can no longer be wired for
sound, according to a ruling. Heretofore some of the teams had their
home fields encircled by a buried
loop antenna connected to a publicaddress system, with the captain
and quarterback carrying tiny transistorized receivers inside their helmets. These picked up the audio
electromagnetic signals radiated inside the loop. The coach on the
sidelines could thus give instructions
to his players without going through
the formality of sending a new man
into play. Opposing teams developed
countermeasure receivers and techniques for intercepting the instruc-

tions, with indications that the good
old game of football was being
transformed into a battle of electronic engineering wits. The decision
to outlaw electronics on the playing
field restored the game to its pre electronic form.
Making news also is the helicopter's new fat tummy designed to hold
a huge search radar antenna which,
when carried to an altitude of 1,000
feet or more, can detect low-flying
enemy planes. Normal search radars
on towers can pick up high-flying
planes as far as 400 miles away, but
have a blind region close to the
ground in all directions, a fact well
known to the enemy. When civilian
defense spotters announce planes
coming in low, the helicopters can
be sent up to track their progress
and radio instructions to defensive
forces.

TRAVELERS. Who sells the
most radio sets in the world? East
or West, it's Philips, more formally
known as N. V. Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken of Holland. Most of this
firm's business is done outside of its
home country. Whereas GE, Philco,
RCA, and other big U. S. setmakers
concentrate on their huge and profitable domestic market, Philips has
dived right into the headaches of
economic and political barriers and
learned how to do business with the
rest of the world. So that's the set
you'll see most of when you travel.

CAR ANTENNAS. Indications
are that car radio antennas are moving from the front cowl to the rear
deck. Chief reason is to get complete
visibility as windshields widen.
There should be no change in service problems, unless the lead-in is
run under the floor in such a manner
that it is exposed to damage by
stones or vibration.
23
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POWER -POINTS
THE WAY TO
5

PLUS -PROFITS!

0.1*
Here's Power-Point Pete's
CASH BOX

A NEW and Profitable Promotion

Electro -Voice Ads
Hit Your Major Markets!
Electro -Voice ads in RECORD &
SOUND RETAILING and THE
BILLBOARD pre -sell your prime
customers-record dealers! Eight
thousand record dealers account for
85% of total phono and record sales.
These are the people who can sell
Power -Points in volume. They're
the big -order customers you want.
Go get 'em with-Electro-Voice direct mail pieces and these hard -sell
ads! See them! Sell them! Profit
along with them!

The Package Deal With Extra Profit Built
Right in! Power-Point Pete's CASH BOX is a selfcontained point -of-purchase package containing two
each of three Power -Point models and two each of
three Power -Point mounts. You get the whole package, plus direct-mail merchandisers in color, at a
merchandising price. THERE'S NO CHARGE AT
ALL for some items! You get extra profits and you
pass on an extra profit margin to your dealers, too!

POWER-POINT-the Electro -Voice

phonograph needle -and -cartridge
combination-is taking the market
by storm! The fact that over a million Power-Points are in use now as
original equipment means guaranteed replacement sales for you! Production has tripled! Power -Point is
a natural for customers, a profit
builder for dealers, and very profitable for YOU!

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC.
Canada:
Export:
Cables:

Electro -Voice Follow -Through
Merchandising helps you move
merchandise! You'll remember the
first Power -Point promotion-the
phonograph records, slide film, wall
racks, wall and window banners,
the colorful envelope stuffers, the
4 -page, color folder that tells the
Power -Point story. Have you used
these sales tools? They will help
you sell more merchandise to more
merchants!

BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN

-V of Canada Ltd., 1908 Avenue Road,
Toronto, Ontario
13 East 40th Street, New York 16, U. S. A.
ARIAS
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QUICKER
SERVICING

(left) Transistor portable radio.
(right) Hybrid transistorized auto radio.

by Calvin C. Young, Jr.
Setvicirg Hints for Transistor
Circuits

Transistorized portable radios
are rapidly coming into their own.
Two reasons for this trend are:
(1) the transistor portable is
smaller and lighter than previous
portables and (2) it uses only one
small battery which has a prolonged life mainly because transistors draw such a small amount of
current.
Transistorized automobile radios are also increasing in popularity. Such radios do not have
vibrators, and the transistors and
special low -voltage tubes used in them operate satisfactorily with
the 19.7 volts DC available in
many I955,'56 and '57 model cars.
With the increasing number of
these transistorized receivers appearing on the market, many of
them will soon be coming into repair shops for service. Here are
some practical hints and precautions which will help you service
this type of set.
First of all, transistors are current-sensitive devices, and any excessive current flow through them
can cause considerable damage.
Several things which could result
in excessive current flow through a
transistor during a servicing procedure are:
1. Leakage current from a defective soldering iron.
2. Current from an ohmmeter.
3. Induced current from a soldering gun.
4. Signal currents introduced by
the AC component of the output voltage from a battery eliminator. (NOTE: Some battery
eliminators are currently being
made with low ripple content
and good regulation so as to
January, 1957
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Fig. 1. Long -nosed pliers used as heat
sink during removal of transistor.

permit their use with hybrid
auto radios.)
5. Charging currents from line
filter capacitors in signal generators.
To avoid possible damage from
these extraneous excessive currents, the following precautions
should be observed when working
with transistor circuits:
1. Never use test instruments that
employ transformerless power

2.

3.

4.

5.

supplies unless an isolation
transformer is first placed between the instrument and the
AC line.
An ohmmeter that passes more
than 1 ma with the test leads
shorted on any range should
not be used to make measurements.
Use battery power to operate
transistorized equipment unless otherwise stated by the
manufacturer.
Interconnect the ground terminals of all test equipment with
a common ground wire.
Never ground the base element

of a transistor.
In addition to the ill effects of
excessive current, a transistor can

(A) Connecting the probe.

(B)

Built-in terminal board.

Fig. 2. Hook -on test probe made by
Hook Test Products.

E

-Z

also be permanently damaged by
excessive heat. If a transistor
socket is used, remove the transistor from any circuit that requires
work with a soldering iron. If the
transistor is soldered into the circuit, each lead of the transistor
should be gripped with a pair of
long -nosed pliers whenever an
iron is applied to the solder joint
associated with that lead. (See
Fig. 1.) The pliers will act as a
heat sink, and the heat will be dissipated before it reaches the body
of the transistor.
Hook -On Probe

Often, a test lead must remain
connected into a circuit for long
intervals of time; however, it is
inconvenient to have to hold the
probe in position by hand. The
probe unit shown in Fig. 2 permits
a test lead to be clipped into a circuit with only one hand, and the
fingers need not come in contact
25

with the tip of the probe. The plastic tip cover being pushed back in
Fig. 2A is spring loaded. Forward
pressure of the tip against the connection point bares the metal hook
to permit its connection to or withdrawal from the circuit. Fig. 2B
shows that a terminal board is
provided within the probe to allow the addition of a resistor, capacitor, or crystal diode in the test
lead. The metal loop may be
clamped around the body of the
test lead and thus prevent strain
from being applied to the connections of the terminal board.

This probe unit is manufactured
by E -Z Hook Test Products and is
available through radio and TV
parts distributors.
Water in Auto Antennas

There is one trouble that often
plagues the auto antenna. Water
runs down the antenna whip and
may eventually get into the coaxial lead to the receiver input.
When a customer complains that
he can't seem to get stations after
a heavy rain, this is most likely
his trouble. Replacement of the
antenna and the coax lead will
solve the problem.

_--i

"whip" element for
auto antenna, made by Snyder Mfg. Co.
Fig. 3. Replacement

Speaking of auto antennas,
Snyder Mfg. Co. has marketed a
replacement "whip" element (Fig.
3) which can be fastened to the
stub of an antenna that has
broken off. The stub must be at
least one inch long so that the new
element can be secured to it by
means of the set screws furnished
with the element.
Tube Check

WHY

.>77.r.,

A receiver was recently in

LOOK HIGH

C -D IS

THE ONLY COMPLETE LINE
OF ELECTROLYTICS
C

-D's

"UP"

twist

prong

No matter what you need in electrolytic
capacitors-C-D has it. Every type, shape and
rating ... all of consistent high quality proven
by outstanding field performance. C -D

capacitors are always reliable ... and readily
available-because Distributors who know,
carry the complete Cornell-Dubilier line.
Free! TV Capacitor "Replacement Guide"and C -D Twist Prong Cross Index from your
C -D Distributor. He's listed in your local
Classified Telephone Directory.

YOU SHOULD KNOW...

...

determine expiration dote of your
subscription, refer to number at right on
bottom line of your address inscription.
Example: 357 means that your subscription
expires with the March, 1957 issue.

Blue
Beaver

uninterrupted delivery when
moving, please notify us at least a month
in advance and include your present
address or send along an address label
from one of your back issues.
To assure

There are more C-D capacitors
in use today than any other make.

Copies of the PP REPORTER are mailed
by the first of the month at latest.
If your copy arrives late it is due to
conditions beyond our control.

DABLE

CORNELL-DUBILIEREEN CAPACITORS
PLANTS IN SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N. J.; NEW BEDFORD, WORCESTER AND CAMBRIDGE.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.; SANFORD AND
MASS.; PROVIDENCE AND HOPE VALLEY, R. I.;
CLEVELAND, O
FUOUAY SPRINGS, N. C.; SUBSIDIARY: THE RADIART CORPORATION,
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the following about your
PF REPORTER subscription:
To

C -D's

NTLY

the

shop for a picture tube replacement. After the new tube was installed, the receiver was adjusted
and then given an operational
check for a few minutes. The receiver seemed to be operating satisfactorily, but the technician decided to test the tubes and replace
any that might cause future
troubles. As a result of this test,
three of the four 6CB6 video IF
tubes were found to be defective
(one proved to have a short) and
the 6AU6's used in the sound IF
and AGC keyer stages were extremely gassy. These defective
tubes, had they not been detected
and replaced, could have resulted
in expensive callbacks and, even
worse, a dissatisfied customer.
Whenever a television receiver is
in the shop for extensive repairs,
it will always pay to test all
tubes.

Circulation Department, PF REPORTER
2201 East 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Ind.
......v.4
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BUILD YOUR OWN FINE

jenäen HI-FI

SPEAKER SYSTEM

COMPLETE KITS NOW AVAILABLE -EVERYTHING YOU NEED

NO SAWING

..

.

NO DRILLING

.

.

.

NO WOOD FINISHING

... NO

SOLDERING

Cabinart F:-105 with P-205
Prefinishec Dress Kit added.

Cabinar
K-105 Basic
Cabinet Kit

_*

Cabinart P-205
Prefinished
Dress

Kit-

Grille Cloth

Jensen KT -22 Loucspeaker Kit 4.

$252.50;

YOU SAVE UP TO

YOU DON'T HAVE TO

BE

A TECHNICIAN

YOU DON'T NEED A WORKSHOP

YOU DON'T HAVE TO

BE A FURNITURE FINISHER
*Compared with factory -built Jensen Imperial reproducer

The proud owner of the Jensen 3 -way hi-fi speaker system illustrated
assembled the handsome low boy cabinet in a few hours in his living
room with no tools except a screwdriver, pliers and a stapler. No
cutting, sawing, or soldering. And the wood finishing? He just
wiped off the finger prints, for the beautiful genuine selected hardwood was factory pre -finished and rubbed by professional finishers.
Best of all, he saved nearly $100 compared with cost of the equivalent factory -built speaker system.
You can have the fun and satisfaction of building your own Jensen
speaker system with size and performance ranging all the way from
the diminutive, economical Duette up to the big incomparable
Imperial at savings which will stretch your hi-fi equipment budget.
Jensen and Cabinart with their specialized skills have collaborated
to make this easy and trouble-free. Everything you need is furnished.

Reproducer

3 -Way

1$"
15"

3 -Way

15'

Imperial
Triplex
Triplex

2-Wayt
2-Wayt
2-Wayt
2-Wayt
2-Wayt

IS'
15"

12'
12"
8"
8"

2 -Way

Speaker Kit

Jensen

Size

3 -Way

Model

-

KT -31

Concerto
Concerto

KT -22

Contemporary

Cabinort Cabinet Kits

Jensen

Equivalent

"Woofer"

System
TyPe

Jensen Speaker units are matched components, carefully pretested,
with the smooth, balanced, wide -range performance for which
Jensen factory -made reproducers are famous. Cabinart Cabinet Kits
were designed by Jensen to give the best possible acoustic performance with Jensen Loudspeaker Kits; each is carefully coordinated
with the recommended Jensen Loudspeaker Kit for correct loading
of the low frequency channel ("woofer"). Wood pieces are accurately cut and drilled, with all cut-outs provided. Hardware, cleats
and glue are included with complete instructions for easy assembly.
If you like, you can start with the Basic Cabinet Kit of your choice,
add the Prefinished Dress Kit later.
Here's your way to finest hi-fi speaker performance at least cost!
Ask your dealer, or write now.

KT -32
KT -32
KT -21
KT -21
KT-22

KDU-10
KDU-10

Bask

Cabinet

Price

$184.50
169.50
169.50
99.50
99.50
73.00
73.00
24.75
24.75

Type
Corner* Horn

Ì

For

,n

enäen

JMANUFACTURING COMPANY

Price

$89.00
48.00
48.00
48.00
48.00
39.00
39.00
23.00

P-201

P-211

$54.00
39.00
39.00
39.00
39.00
36.00
36.00
25.00

18.00

P-213

21.00

K I03
K-105

Corner*Boss-Ultraflex

K-103
K-105
K-107
K-109

Corner* Boss-Ultraflex
Low Boy Bass-Ultraflex
Corner* Bass-Ultraflex

Mahogany or Karina Blonde.

information about Jensen Speaker Kits write:

Kitt

K-101

Corner* Bass-Ultraflex

Duane Treasure Chest
Duette
results ago net sidewall. Bass-Ultraflex is a Jensen trademark.
t Cabinet pro ides for expansion to 3 -way system at any time with Jensen KTX-1 Range
Extender Supertweeter Kit. pr'
Available

*Gives excellent

Price

Low Boy Bass-Ultraflex
Low Boy Bass-Ultraflex

For

K-111
K-113
e

Dress

Kit

P-203
P-205
P-203
P-205
P-207
P-209

$43.75.

information about Cabinort Cabinet Kits write:

CABINART
The Pioneers In

High Fidelity Radio Furniture

Division of The Muter Company
6601

SOUTH LARAMIE, CHICAGO 38, ILLINOIS

In Canada:
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COLOR KILLER CIRCUIT

How It Works and How
to Trouble Shoot It.
by Ken Kleidon*

COLOR KILLER
R1

KEYING
VOLTAGE
CI

NEGATIVE
PULSE

The color killer circuit used in
many of the present color receivers
is somewhat different in design
and operation from those employed in earlier models. The
function of this circuit, however,
still remains unchanged-it dis-

ables the chrominance circuits
during monochrome reception.
When the color killer circuits of
several major makes of current
color receivers were recently analyzed, they were found to be almost identical in every respect.
This particular fact makes the
service technician's task of understanding circuit operation much
simpler, since only one basic type
of circuit requires consideration.
Purpose

The color killer circuit provides
automatic control of the chrominance circuits of the color receiver.
During the reception of a monochrome signal, it prevents the
chrominance circuits from passing
undesirable signals which would
appear on the face of the picture
tube as a form of colored confetti.
Yet it allows passage of the chrominance signal during the reception of a color transmission.
Without the action of the color
killer, the chrominance amplifier
would pass monochrome signal
frequencies which fall within the
chrominance channel bandpass of
at least 3.1 to 4.1 mc. These signals would be amplified and
coupled to the chrominance demodulators. The monochrome signals from the chrominance amplifier would be demodulated and
applied to the picture tube and
would appear as random color
noise in the monochrome picture.
The noise would be seen as objectionable low -frequency interference because of the low -frequency passband of each
demodulator. This objectionable
Mr. Kleidon is National Color
Television Manager of Hycon Electrionics, Inc.
*
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interference is prevented by employing a color killer stage to
automatically bias beyond cutoff
one or more stages in the chrominance channel during monochrome
reception.

Fig.

Typical color killer circuit.

1

Operation
A typical color killer circuit is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The pulse
coupled to the color killer grid is
usually obtained from the HV deflection transformer, is negative in
polarity, and occurs during the
horizontal blanking interval (see
Fig. 2) . This pulse is applied to
the color killer grid through capacitor Cl. During monochrome reception, the color killer stage is
allowed to conduct and amplify
the pulse. Because of the phase
reversal from grid to plate, a voltage pulse of positive polarity appears in the plate circuit (see

Fig. 3) .

The positive pulse is coupled
through capacitor C2 to the control grid of the chrominance amplifier and prevents it from conducting thusly. When the pulse is
going positive, during the blanking interval, a positive potential is
placed on the control grid of the

Fig. 2. Negative pulse applied to the
grid of the color killer.
SCANNING
LINE INTERVAL

BLANKING
INTERVAL

ti,
killer plate
during monochrome reception.
Fig. 3. Positive pulse at color

COLOR

KEYING VOLTAGE

KILLER GRID

RI

FROM
COLOR

+

BURST

SIGNAL

3.58-MC OSC.

O

O

TO REACTANCE

TUBE
FROM

3.58-MC OSC.

Fig. 4. Typical color phase detector.
KEYING

6/1,28

.2

'

VOLTAGE

8+--

18 MEG

THRESHOLD-M
CONTROL

chrominance amplifier. This

causes the stage to draw grid current and to charge capacitor C2 in
the polarity shown in Fig. 1. At
the end of the blanking interval,
the positive pulse no longer appears and capacitor C2 discharges
through resistor R4. The negative
potential thus developed is sufficient to bias the chrominance
amplifier to cutoff. The time constant of R4 and C2 is long enough
to keep the stage from conducting
until the next positive pulse occurs, at which time the procedure
is repeated and the amplifier is
held at cutoff during the next line scanning period.
During color reception, however, the chrominance amplifier
must be operating; therefore, the

CONTROL
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Ivania 1-534-1.
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Commercially used color killers.
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FROM DELCO RADIO .. .
come the coils
with highest performance.
You trust them . . . so do your customers!
The core of quality service and really fine radio performance 19 always in Delco Radio coils. Delco Radio coils are
made with powdered -iron cores, specially treated and
compressed to exact shape on tolerance -true machines in
Delco Radio's own plant. Skilled craftsmen wind and
test the entire assembly so that you can depend on Delco
Radio coils for uniform performance characteristics.
Your UMS -Delco Electronics Parts Distributor carries a
compete line of Delco Radio parts, including precision built Delco Radio coils. See him today! And, keep your
eye on the Delco Wonder Bar Radio as advertised in
leading consumer publications. It'll be helping you tune
in to a greater service market.
A

RADIO
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS, KOKOMO, INDIANA

GM
A GENERAL MOTORS PRODUCT

-A

UNITED MOTORS LINE

D,str,buted by Delco Electronic Ports Distributors

complete line of original equipment service parts from the

WORLD
January, 1957
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You need a special tool

for

a

special job

..

cbt,
"PRINTED CIRCUIT"

SOLDERING GUN
for

Printed Circuits
and Miniaturized
Components

Fast Soldering
Exclusive "Controlled
Heat" produces proper amount of heat for

quick, easy soldering.

Prevents Damage
Exclusive "Controlled
Heat.' reduces ppssibilily of damage to

delicate

printed

cir-

cuits or miniaturized
components.
p

Pin -Points

the Work
Precision -designed tip
pin -points the tip on
to the worts quickly
and accurately.

Lightweight
Comfortable

-

Exclusive "Easy Grip''
handle and lightweight
(only l Ib. approx.)
reduce fatigue.

Printed Circuit photograph
courtesy of Electralab, Inc.

Write for name of nearest Jobber

The LENK MANUFACTURING CO.
30 Cummington Street

20

Boston 15, Mass.

color killer stage must be prevented from amplifying the pulse. Also
shown coupled to the color killer
grid in Fig. 1 is a keying voltage
which in effect tells the color killer
stage when and when not to amplify the pulse. This keying voltage is usually a negative bias voltage which is supplied from the
color phase detector circuit.
If the transmitted signal is suddenly changed from monochrome
to color, the chrominance and
color burst signals will appear at
the grid of the chrominance amplifier. This stage is being held at
cutoff during trace time, but is
being pulsed into conduction during the retrace period. Since the
color burst signal is transmitted
during the latter period, the burst
will be amplified and allowed to

reach the phase detector circuit.
As shown in Fig. 4, the phase
detector consists of two diodes
which serve to compare the phase
of the local reference oscillator
signal with the phase of the burst
signal. An error in the phase of
the locally generated signal causes
a correction voltage to be developed at the junction of R5 and
R6. The magnitude of the total
voltage developed across R5 and
R6 varies directly with the amplitude of the color burst signal. If
the burst amplitude increases, the
developed voltage increase3; likewise, if the burst amplitude decreases, the developed voltage decreases. The negative voltage at
the junction of R1 and R5 is utilized as the keying voltage for the
color killer stage.
During monochrome reception,
the color burst signal will be absent and the negative voltage developed at the color phase detector will be reduced. With the low
bias voltage on the grid, the color
killer will operate and amplify the
pulse coupled to its grid, and the
chrominance amplifier will be
cut off.
During reception of a color signal, the color burst signal is transmitted and causes a considerably
higher negative voltage to be developed across R5 and R6 in the
phase detector circuit. The negative voltage is coupled through
resistor R1 to the color killer grid
and prevents the killer stage from
conducting. The negative bias
voltage developed at the color

phase detector is therefore a keying voltage for the color killer
stage and its presence determines
whether or not the color killer will
operate.
If the chrominance signal, which
includes the color burst, is reduced in amplitude due to poor
antenna response, transmission line attenuation at the color sub carrier frequency, etc., the nega-

tive voltage developed at the

phase detector circuit will also be
reduced. The keying voltage applied to the color killer grid will
therefore be reduced and the killer
stage may possibly conduct. The
color killer stage does not cut off

completely until a prescribed

value of bias voltage is present. If
a keying voltage less than this
prescribed value is applied, the
color killer will conduct slightly,
increase the chrominance amplifier bias, and reduce the amplitude of the chrominance signal applied to the demodulators. A reduction in the saturation of the
colors on the face of the picture
tube will result.
To compensate for reception
conditions of this type, a color
killer "threshold" control is provided as shown in the circuits of
Fig. 5. Notice the similarities between the circuits of Fig. 5 and
that of Fig. 1, the main difference
being the use of the threshold control. This control is connected to
the B+ source and varies the positive voltage applied to the color
killer grid; thus the operating
point of the circuit may be varied
to compensate for differences in
reception conditions. For the re-

ception condition mentioned
above, the threshold control
would be adjusted to decrea3e the
positive voltage applied to the

color killer grid and permit cutoff
of the killer stage. A switch provided in the ground lead of the
threshold control may be actuated
by turning the color saturation
control completely counterclockwise. This will positively assure
conduction of the color killer stage
during weak -signal monochrome
reception, since it is possible that
noise pulses present during retrace
time could simulate a burst signal
and inactivate the color killer.
The circuit illustrated in Fig.
5A is the color killer stage used in
Sylvania's 1-534-1 chassis. During
PF REPORTER
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monochrome reception, the voltage reading at the grid measures
-6 volts. With 100 volts on the
plate, the tube amplifies the negative 7 -volt peak -to -peak pulse
(Fig. 2) coupled to the grid. The
positive pulse (Fig. 3) appearing
at the plate measures 28 volts
peak -to -peak and is coupled to the
grid of the chrominance amplifier.
During color reception, the voltage reading at the grid of the color
killer measures -12 volts which is
sufficient to prevent this stage
from conducting. The plate voltage at this time should measure
117 volts.
The circuits of Figs. 5B (Motorola 21CT2) and 5C (Admiral
28Y1) are identical to that of Fig.
5A except for the saturation -control switch, component values and
the tube types employed. The circuit in Fig. 6 (RCA 21 -CS -7815)
employs a slight modification in
that a positive pulse is applied to
the cathode. (This provides the
same action as a negative pulse at
the grid.) Fig. 7 shows the color
killer circuit employed in the
Emerson 120296-D. Notice that a
threshold control is not used and
the grid is coupled to a fixed B+
source. This type of circuit is also
used in the Raytheon 21CT1,
Hoffman 704, and Sentinel 816.
Servicing

When service is attempted in
the color circuits of a color receiver, the operation of the color
killer stage is an important consideration and must not be overlooked. The chrominance amplifier, burst gate or amplifier, color
phase detector and color killer circuits are an integral part of the
color circuitry and are all interrelated. When trouble develops in
one circuit, the operation of the
other circuits is affected because
of the action of the automatic
chrominance control (ACC) circuit. Suppose, for example, that
trouble develops in either the
burst amplifier or phase detector
circuits-the burst signal will be
lost, the negative keying voltage
from the color phase detector will
be reduced, and the color killer
stage will then operate and cut off
the chrominance amplifier. A loss
of color reproduction will result.
If the color killer stage itself fails,
it will have no effect during color
reception, as it is normally inoper-
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Victor
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330n
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ROM.
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18K

22MEG
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Fig. 7. Color killer circuit used in Emerson 120296-D.

ative at this time. The only effect
during monochrome reception will
be the appearance of color snow in
the picture.
Another important consideration when servicing is the adjustment of the threshold control.
Varying reception conditions of
different antenna systems and at

different geographic locations

necessitate adjustment of this
control to obtain color reproduction after the receiver has been
moved. Also, if color is available
on two channels in an area, a compromise setting of the threshold
control may be necessary.
The use of a color bar generator
will prove to be a time -saving asset
when servicing the color killer circuit. This instrument is designed
to produce a signal which simulates either a color or monochrome
signal. When a condition of "no
color" exists and a normal black and -white picture is obtained, the
trouble is usually in the color circuits of the receiver. As mentioned
previously, the color killer stage
may be operating if the trouble is
in either the burst amplifier or
color phase detector circuits. The
color killer is a dividing point in
the color circuitry and should be
the first circuit checked when a
"no color" condition exists.
The RF output of the color bar
generator should be connected to
the antenna terminals, and the
waveform at either the plate of
the color killer or grid of the
chrominance amplifier should be
observed. If the waveform of Fig.
3 is observed, the color killer stage
is operating and it will then be a
matter of determining why it is
PF REPORTER
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miracle age of nuclear power, jets and guided missies the accent
on speed and electronic automation. HICKOK engineering leadership
has continually paced the electronic tester field, and now offers laboratory
accuracy in a tube tester so simplified that a 12 -year -old can completely
evaluate any receiver tube in seconds. Automation cards instantly make
all sittings for the most accurate tube evaluation
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doing so in the presence of a color
signal. A VTVM reading at the
color killer grid compared with
that specified in the service literature will indicate whether the
threshold control requires adjustment or if the keying voltage supplied by the color phase detector
is improper.
If the keying voltage is low, a
sufficient negative voltage externally supplied to the grid of the
color killer will prevent it from
conducting. The keying -voltage
lead to the color killer grid may be
disconnected to prevent unbalancing of the phase detector circuit.
An alternative method of disabling the color killer stage is to
remove the color killer tube from
its socket and substitute a dummy
tube of the same type with either
the plate or cathode pin of the
color killer section clipped off.
With the color killer disabled,
a trouble can be more easily located since the chrominance amplifier will be operating and color
should appear on the face of the
picture tube. The trouble will be
more apparent and can be traced
with less difficulty.
If the waveform of Fig. 3 is not
observed with the color signal applied, the color killer stage is not

operating (normal condition) and
the trouble is then between the
chrominance amplifier grid and
picture tube.
If the appearance of color snow
is noticed during monochrome reception, the color killer is not performing its function and the setting of the threshold control
should be checked. To do this, the
color bar generator is connected to
the antenna terminals as before
and the generator controls are set

that a monochrome signal will
be produced. To determine why
the color killer stage is not conso

ducting, the plate and grid voltages and the waveform at the grid
should be checked.
The color killer circuit is designed to be entirely automatic,
and it should therefore not be
necessary to turn down the color
saturation control when viewing a

monochrome program. When
color is transmitted, the circuit
will automatically respond to allow the receiver to reproduce a
color picture.
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For safe electrical protection
and the elimination of needless blows,
rely on BUSS FUSES .. .
When electrical faults occur, BUSS
fuses open and clear the circuit. The
danger of damage to equipment is reduced
to a minimum.

Yet, BUSS fuses are designed and
engineered so they won't blow needlessly.
When you replace a blown fuse with a
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shutdowns-and you avoid costly, time wasting callbacks.
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troubles.
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ALUMINIZED
PICTURE TUBES
by Leslie D. Deane
HEATING
COIL

What You Should

Know About These
Highly Publicized CRT's

-4

¿T,

ALUMINUM

Fig. 1. Vaporizing process

used to aluminize
TV picture tubes.
BULB

VACUUM
AREA

NECK

The aluminized screen is undoubtedly here to stay, and its
prominence in the field of television servicing continues to
mount. When a service technician
encounters a TV receiver needing
a picture tube replacement, quite
often the customer will ask, "What
about these new aluminized tubes
I've heard so much about?" Nation-wide advertising campaigns,
sponsored by some of the leading
tube manufacturers, have now
brought the aluminized tube to
the attention of the general public.
As a result, the average customer
willing to invest in a new picture
tube has become interested in the
Table
Group
10FP4
12KP4
12ZP4

17QP4
21ACP4
21ALP4
14QP4
14RP4
21 AMP4
16KP4
21ANP4
21AQP4
16RP4
17ATP4 21ARP4
17AVP4 21AUP4

brand and type of replacement
tube the technician intends to
install.
In other instances, the service
technician may ask the customer
whether he prefers an aluminized
tube or one with a conventional

I-Aluminized

I

17LP4

SEAL

21AVP4
211124

21WP4
21XP4
21YP4
24AP4
24CP4
24DP4
24VP4

Tube Classification

Group II

Group III

17BP4
17HP4

10BP4

20CP4
20DP4
21ALP4
21AUP4A
21AVP4A

19AP4
20DP4
2HP4

21EP4
21ZP4

1

2LP4

21FP4

Group V

Group IV
10BP4
20CP4
2011P4

10FP4
1

ORP4

12KP4
12ZP4
21ATP4

21AWP4
21BAP4
21BCP4
21BDP4

21BNP4
24TP4
24YP4
24ZP4
27EP4
27LP4
27MP4
27RP4
275P4

NOTE: All tubes in Group I bearing the suffix letter "A" have aluminized screens.
("A" does not necessarily stand for aluminized.) All tubes in Group Il bearing
the suffix letter "B" have aluminized screens, all tubes in Group Ill bearing the
suffix letter "C" have aluminized screens, and all tubes in Group IV bearing the
suffix letter "D" have aluminized screens. The picture tubes listed in Group V
represent those not bearing any suffix letters, but which have aluminized screens.
These aluminized tubes were therefore the first of their particular type to be
registered with the RETMA. One can safely assume that any tube in Group V,
regardless of suffix, would have an aluminized screen.
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screen, provided that both are
available. Many set owners may
insist upon an aluminized tube
while others will ask the technician to explain the advantages of
such a tube over a nonaluminized
replacement. The customer is
usually concerned with the price
differential involved and whether
or not he will recognize any improvement in picture quality by
using an aluminized tube. So, let
us see what an aluminized picture
tube is, how it is constructed, its
advantages, how it can be identified, and a few general replacement considerations.
What Are They?

Suppose a customer asks the
direct question, "What is an aluminized tube?" The technician
should try to give an intelligent,
straightforward answer to such a
question, explaining the facts in
as much detail as possible.
Actually, the aluminized or
metal -backed screen was developed years ago through extensive
research in the field of light optics.
At that time, the problem of
obtaining brighter pictures from
larger television screens received
considerable attention. During
this period of research, it was
found that the application of a
mirror-like backing to the phosphor screen caused a substantial
increase in light output.
Since aluminum is a white, non corroding metal of very light
PF REPORTER
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weight, it was selected as a likely
material for the reflecting surface.
A thin layer or film of metallic
aluminum was deposited directly
behind the phosphor-coated screen
of certain picture tubes, and tubes
featuring this type of screen became known as aluminized tubes.
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Before applying a metallic film
behind the phosphor screen, the
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penetrate the coating and thus excite the screen phosphors. In addition, the coating must be smooth,
opaque, and possess a high degree
of reflectivity.
The aluminum cannot be deposited directly on the screen because of possible damage to the
phosphor crystals and because the
surface formed would be much too
rough for good reflection. With
these basic factors in mind, let us
examine the manufacturing steps
required.
The aluminizing process begins
shortly after the fluorescent screen
has settled and dried on the inner
surface of the faceplate. The
method of depositing the metal is
accomplished by vaporizing a controlled amount of pure aluminum
under a vacuum. Each tube is first
carefully inspected for any imperfections and then a protective
solution of either plastic or lacquer is applied to the screen surface. One method used to apply
this protective coating includes a
water cushion. In this process, a
film of water is used to cover the
phosphor screen prior to the application of the protective solution. The water forms a smooth
surface upon which the lacquer is
deposited. Then the water is carefully poured off and the lacquer
coating settles and dries. The
lacquer provides a smooth surface
on which the aluminum film may
be applied and prevents the hot
metal vapor from coming in direct
contact with the phosphor crystals.
The metal coating is deposited
by first inserting a small piece of
pure aluminum into the tube as
pictured in Fig. 1. The aluminum
pellet is supported by a coil of wire
which acts as a heater or filament.
PF REPORTER
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for getting even more use from your

SOLDERING GUN
Your Weller Soldering Gun is the most us.ful tool in your shop.
Service technicians find new, practical uses for it every day.
Here are some time -saving applications:
AND COMPONENT
ANALYSIS. Energized
tip of Weller Gun is substituted for signal generator to find defective components in both audio amplifier section
and picture circuit. Quickly uncovers
thermal intermittance trouble.

1

CIRCUIT
DEFECT

2

REACHES COMPONENTS
THROUGH CHASSIS CUT-OUTS.

Weller Guns, with their long, thin electrodes, reach recessed tube sockets and
connections through small chassis cutouts. Pre -focused twin spotlights light
up this hard -to -get -at work.

The neck opening is then sealed
and the air in the bulb exhausted.
When the proper degree of vacuum is reached, current is passed
through the coil, heating it to an
extremely high temperature. The
aluminum reaches a melting point
and because of the reduced pressure in the bulb, it vaporizes. The
vapor particles then condense on
the relatively cool surfaces of the
bulb. Thus, a thin mirror-like film
of aluminum is deposited on the
back of the screen and inner surfaces of the bulb. After this process has been completed, the plastic
or lacquer coating, which had protected the phosphor screen, is
burned or baked out. This actually completes the aluminizing
USABLE
RADIATED LIGHT
LOST RADIATED LIGHT

ELECTRON BEAM

FACEPLATE
PHOSPHOR SCREEN

Fig. 2. Light loss in a tube
aluminized screen.

with non -

process although there are a number of other operations necessary
before the tube becomes a finished

product.
Advantages
üdi

3

NEW SOLDER FOR CATHODE

TUBE BASE PIN. Defectively soldered (or loose) base pin is re -sweated

to remove imperfections. New solder is
then applied to establish uninterrupted
contact. Weller Gun is ideal for this

type of repair.

?Mk,

4

SOLDERING BROKEN TERMINAL LEADS. Weller Soldering
Gun permits controlled application of
heat. Solder is maintained at correct
viscosity. This enables serviceman to
produce rounded joints and prevent
high -voltage
in
discharge
corona
compartment.

SOLDERING KIT 8100K IDEAL FOR

ALL SERVICE WORK
Complete kit for the price of the
gun alone! Latest type Weller Gun
-Model 8100, over 100 watts, with
triggermatic heat control. 2 pre focused spotlights. Reaches through
small openings into dark places. Kit
includes Wire Soldering Brush,
wire -twisting Soldering Aid, Kester
Solder. Top value at $7.95 list.
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Picture tubes with aluminized
screens afford several advantages
over those without metal screen
backing. The aluminum coating or
reflector serves two major purposes. First, it increases light output, and second, it aids in the prevention of ion burns on the
phosphor screen.
In a conventional picture tube,
about one half of the light emitted
from the screen is radiated back
into the bulb ( Fig. 2) and the
other half is radiated out toward
the television viewer. Approximately 15 to 20% of this light,
however, may be absorbed by the
glass faceplate in front of the
screen. Thus, only 30 to 35% of
the total light emitted from the
phosphor is actually utilized.
In an aluminized picture tube,
the metal film behind the phosphor screen is so thin that it contains thousands of microscopic
openings. These openings permit
the passage of accelerated elecPF REPORTER
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trons which energize the phosphor
crystals without appreciable loss
of energy. The metal film is thick
enough, however, to reflect the
light normally radiated back into
the bulb. This is illustrated in the
line drawing of Fig. 3. The aluminized tube effectively utilizes
nearly all of the light generated by
the phosphor screen and will produce brighter pictures than tubes
with conventional screens.
Most technicians are well acquainted with the term "ion
burn." This undesired effect usually reveals itself in the form of a
yellowish -brown spot near the
center of the picture tube screen.
The burn, or spot, results from a
USEABLE
RADIATED AND
REFLECTED LIGHT

ELECTRON BEAM

\

FACEPLATE
PHOSPHOR SCREEN

ALUMINUM BACKING

Fig. 3. Aluminized screen reflects
toward TV viewer.

continued bombardment of ions
in a limited area of the phosphor.
Ions in a CRT are either gas molecules or molecules of the coating
material found on the tube's cathode. They are much heavier and
more massive than electrons, and
when negatively charged will be
attracted toward the fluorescent
screen by the accelerating anodes.
Because of their mass, these negatively charged ions are not easily
deflected by the magnetic field of
the yoke and will concentrate on
the center portion of the screen.
It is this concentration of relatively massive ions that results in
damage to a small area of the
phosphor.
Tube manufacturers have faced
this problem in every magnetically
deflected CRT yet designed. Several methods have been devised to
remove ions from the electron
beam. The technician is undoubtedly familiar with the combination of a bent or tilted gun and a
single -magnet ion trap, or a
slashed gun and a double -magnet
ion trap. These methods have
proven successful in the prevention of ion bombardment of the
phosphor screen provided the ion
January, 1957

555A VOM

light
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YOU NEED THESE FEATURES:

Meter Movement Protection up to 500 times overload
is provided by a rectifier network.

The 555A Measures: AC Current, DC Current, AC Voltage,
DC Voltage, Output, Resistance

43 Unduplicated Ranges

Separate Range and Function Switches
Double Magnetic Shielding

3% DC, 4% AC Permanent Accuracy
Easy to Read, Four Color Scales 4 7/8" long

Metal Case with Die Cast Bezel 61/8" x 4

%"

x

21/8"

Sensitivity: 20,000 Ohms/Volt DC, 2000 Ohms/Volt AC

Complete with Probes and
Batteries at your Parts Distributor

$4450

PHAOSTRON INSTRUMENT AND ELECTRONIC COMPANY
151 Pasadena Avenue, South Pasadena, California
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trap has been properly adjusted.
When the aluminized screen
was first developed, it was believed that the metal backing
would act as a stone wall to the
large ions and no ion trap would
be necessary. This was true to a
certain extent, but it was also
found that in order to completely
block the ions, it was necessary
to construct the metal backing
slightly thicker than originally
planned. This, in turn, required a

... another

MALLORY
service -engineered
product

Etchedade
costly
thCastops

"call-backs"

eke

See your Mallory distributor
for full facts about what etched
cathode does for capacitors.
It's another good reason why

you're always sure of top
performance when you use Mallory!

R R. MALLORY

Resistors
Rectifiers
Filters
Power Supplies
Mercury and Zinc -Carbon
Batteries

8 CO. Inc.

MALLORY
P.

R.

10SP4
12KP4
12KP4-A
16AFP4
21BAP4

21BCP4
21BDP4
21BNP4
24ZP4

These tubes, however, have small
ion and focus magnets built within
the neck of the tube itself. From
this, we can see that only about
25% of approximately 60 or 70

...

Controls
Switches

10DP4
10FP4
10FP4-A
10RP4

There are other types of aluminized tubes such as the
21ARP4-A and 21JP4-A which
also require no external ion trap.

Some capacitors develop hum
after a few weeks' service. The
reason is loss of capacitancecaused by build-up of cathode
oxide film.
This can't happen in Mallory FP
because they have
capacitors
etched cathode construction.
Standard in all FP's and also
in popular Mallory tubular
electrolytics, etched cathode
prevents gradual capacitance loss
that can lead to annoying hum
and costly call-backs. And you get
this extra value in Mallory
capacitors without premium price.

Capacitors
Vibrators

higher second -anode voltage, especially for the larger picture
tubes.
The aluminized screen of today
definitely aids in the prevention of
ion burns, but the majority of
aluminized tubes still call for a
single -magnet ion trap. Several
aluminized tubes not requiring an
external or internal ion magnet
are:

MALLORY & CO. Inc.,

INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

_.J

aluminized tube types can actually be operated without the use
of an ion trap.
Another advantage of the aluminized screen is the improvement
in picture contrast. This is more
of an indirect result of aluminizing, but it still is an important
feature. Picture contrast is usually determined by the degree of
difference between the brightest
and darkest picture elements. In
a nonaluminized tube, the light
given off by the electron -excited
phosphor will radiate back into
the bulb. This light is then reflected from the inner walls of the
tube and will backlight the entire
screen area. Under these conditions, the black elements of the
picture may appear gray, resulting
in reduced contrast.
Screen backlighting is eliminated in the new aluminized tubes
because the metal coating prevents light penetration from either
PF REPORTER
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side. The white elements of the
picture are also brighter due to
the increase in light output by the

mirror-like surface directly behind
the phosphor. It stands to reason
that with darker blacks and
brighter whites the aluminized
tube offers improved picture con-

... another
MALLORY
service -engineered
product

M

trast.
From an electrical standpoint,
the aluminum coating improves
the secondary emission characteristic of the screen. In all picture
tubes, the beam of electrons striking the screen will cause other
electrons to be released. These
electrons must find their way to
the inside aquadag coating and return to the second -anode supply if
the electrical circuit is to be completed. If the secondary electrons
are allowed to accumulate, the
screen will become negatively
charged. This condition is often
referred to as "sticking," which
actually limits the number of electrons that reach the screen and
results in limited brightness and
contrast. The metal backing in an
aluminized tube is highly conductive, thus providing a path for the
return of the secondary electrons.

January,
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BATTERY
LINE

T°w

for miniature

transistor radios
Mallory Mercury Batteries are
your best bet for the big new
market offered by new "pocketsize" transistor portable radios-

Tube Identification

The technician will generally
find it easy to identify an aluminized tube by its physical characteristics. As mentioned previously,
the aluminum film not only covers
the screen area but also the inner
walls of the bulb. Most of the
newer 90° glass tubes have only
a portion of their outer bulb surfaces coated with aquadag. This
makes the silvery, mirror-like
coating readily visible if the tube
is aluminized.
The older glass tubes have
aquadag covering over most of
their surfaces. In these instances,
the shiny aluminum may only be
detected around the high voltage
connector or close to the face of
the tube. In the case of a metal
cone, the coating may be visible
around the rim or somewhere
along the neck. At present, however, the 19AP4-C, 24AP4-A and
27MP4 are the only popular
aluminized metal tubes available.
From another viewpoint, the
technician will find it difficult to
completely identify an aluminized
tube by its type number. Many
tubes will have an additional let-

LoRY

First in performance. Mallory
pioneered the mercury batterythe powerful, long -life power
source that helped make these
new radios possible.
First in value. Mallory Mercury
Batteries cost less per hour of

operation. They're fast-moving,
good profit -makers for you . . .
good value foryour customers, too !
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
BATTERY MERCHANDISER
Because of the remarkable shelf life of
Mallory Mercury Batteries, now for the
first time you can stock batteries without
fear of inventory loss. This introductory
assortment covers all popular transistor
portables. No extra charge for the
display unit! Order yours today!

MALLORY
P.

R.

MALLORY 6 CO. inc.,

INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

Capacitors
Vibrators

Controls
Switches

Resistors

Rectifiers

Power Supplies
Filters
Mercury Batteries

ter after the basic type number,
such as 21YP4-A. As of now, only

"A" through "D" have been used
for these suffix letters. The suffix
designation indicates that there
has been a change in the design of
the original tube type but not
enough of a change to warrant a
completely new number. There
have been no set standards adopted for these additional letters, and
the technician may find this rather confusing. The suffix letter following the familiar type number
usually indicates a change in faceplate, screen structure, or the

addition or omission of an external conductive coating. In order
to help the technician identify
aluminized picture tubes by their
suffix letter, they have been classified in Table I.
Replacement Considerations

The aluminized picture tube
has now become a very popular
replacement item in the field of
television servicing. Advantages of
the new screen design far overshadow the additional cost involved. Service technicians are,
however, sometimes hesitant to

How to increase
your income
* Two-way radio
e Microwave relay

e Home electronics
e Industrial electronics
e Radar
Find out how you can increase your monthly income by in-

stalling and maintaining the types of electronic devices listed
above.
Anyone now in the radio -television servicing field can qualify.
A Commercial FCC license will open the door to new profit

areas

... and the

work

is

interesting.

Don't limit yourself to receiver servicing. Prepare yourself to

handle the more profitable jobs in electronics. Fill out the
coupon below and mail it TODAY. The information

is

free!

Sample
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CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS
Desk PR -1 , 4900 Euclid Bldg., Cleveland 3, Ohio
Please rush the Free booklets to
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aluminized tube replacement
charts or guides made available
by all leading picture tube manufacturers.
Conclusion

The general public will usually
consider that an aluminized picture tube has the advantage of
increased picture contrast. The
aluminized screen, plus a gray or
tinted faceplate, makes picture
viewing much easier even under
bright sunlight. Aluminizing a
tube also increases the useful life
of the viewing screen by protecting the phosphor coating and improving the electron conduction
from its surface.
One of the latest additions to
the family of aluminized picture
tubes is a new rectangular series
of tubes having a deflection angle
of 110° and using a straight gun,
no ion trap, and an improved electrostatic focusing system. The
wide deflection angle results in a
shallower bulb design as compared
to conventional tubes of equal
screen area.

Perhaps the next thing to hit
the TV picture tube market will

.,fl,

rrY

1Q

use an aluminized tube as a replacement. This is true especially
when physical or electrical differences exist between the original
tube and the aluminized tube.
Actually, very small differences in
deflection angle, neck length and
anode voltage are of no major
consequence from a replacement
standpoint.
The technician might keep in
mind that replacement is not
recommended if the faceplates of
the tubes are differently shaped.
In addition, an electrostatically
focused tube is not considered interchangeable with a magnetically
focused tube; however, with proper circuit changes, such a replacement could be made. For detailed
information on the replacement of
various tube types, the technician
should consult one of the many

Address

City

-------------a
Member National Home Study Council

be larger panoramic screens, followed eventually by mural TV. It
is hoped that with an up-to-date
replacement guide and the facts
mentioned in this article, the
technician will be able to answer
any and all customer questions

concerning aluminized tubesand perhaps at the same time feel
confident in recommending them
whenever they can be used.
PF REPORTER
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lam MOSLEY built for

Big

that

2-Set

STABILIZED CERAMIC CAPACITORS

Three new types of
general-purpose ceramic
disc capacitors with highly stable capacitance values over a wide temperature range are being
produced by CornellDubilier Electric Corp.,
South Plainfield, N.J.
M.E
Type JA capacitors
vary no more than ±5%
from their 25° C. value at
any temperature from
-55° to +125° C. Type
JB
units are stabilized to
JI
JA
ME
within ±10% of the 25°
C. value over the same temperature range. Type JC are
also stabilized to within 10%-but over the more limited
temperature range of +10° to +85° C. Maximum values
available are 3,800 mmfd (JA) ; 5,000 mmfd (JB) and
7,500 mmfd (JC).

TV

Motels
Apartments

MOSLEY 902

THICKNESS

JC,

;

Market

Duplex Homes
Any Multi -set

List Price

MOSLEY "Dual -Match" TV CoupInstallation
lers answer the problem of Low
Cost coupling of two TV sets to one antenna-without one

set interfering with the other!
Quick, easy, solderless installation is your assurance
of bigger profits and satisfied customers...insist on and
use MOSLEY "Dual -Match" TV Couplers!
At Radio and Television Parts Distributors, Coast -to -Coast!

MOSLEYsee

.
s

TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMER KIT

8622' St. Charles Rock Road

St.

Louis

14, Mo.

Vokar Corp., 7300

Huron River Dr., Dexter,
Mich., is furnishing a
new IF -KIT 5000 containing three 455-kc IF
transformers and one
455-kc oscillator coil for
use in transistorized circuits. These same components are being produced
by the company for several brands of transistorized portable radios.
A suggested superheterodyne circuit and a
parts list are included in each kit, to aid the technician
or experimenter in building a radio using the transformers.

No. 99JR
ROLL KIT
THE ECONOMICAL WAY TO OWN
THE QUALITY TOOLS YOU NEED !

ALL-CHANNEL FRINGE ANTENNA

The Wonder -Helix

Colortenna developed by
JFD Mfg. Co., Inc., 610116th Ave., Brooklyn,
N.Y., is an all -channel
antenna for deep fringe
areas, especially designed
for improved low -band
performance.
Two 600 -ohm folded dipoles are used as double-driven
elements for low-band reception. Different sections of
the flat -plane helix are separately tuned to various high band channels. The Wonder-Helix is said to have a
good 300 -ohm impedance match which results in low
VSWR, a front -to-back ratio of at least 10 to 1, and a
narrow polar pattern.
January, 1957
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Nut Drivers husky combination handle-all rolled into one pocket-size
kit that's what you get in this 99JR A real
saving over buying separate tools of the quality
you want. What's more, there's a spare
pocket to hold the big new XCELITE 1/2"
SUPEREAMER Your distributor has 'em
4 Screwdrivers, 7

-

R

!

!

ask him

XCELITE

-

!

INCORPORATED

Dept. Q.,
Orchard Park, N. Y.
In Canada

-

Pointon Ltd.,
Toronto, Ont.

Charles
6

W.

Alcina Ave.
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NEW YOKES AND TRANSFORMERS

BEST
BUILT

Merit Coil and Transformer Corp., 4427 N.
Clark St., Chicago, Ill.,
announces the following
additions to its line of
exact replacement parts.
MDF-78 and MDF-80
are 70° cosine yokes for
over 200 models of Mo-

torola, Hoffman, and
Hallicrafters receivers.

MDF-79 is a cosine yoke
with plug for over 50
Motorola models.
HVO-59 and HVO-61 are flybacks which replace
General Electric parts RTO-125, -6, -7 and RTO-129,
-30. New flyback HVO-62 replaces Magnavox parts
360580-1, 360604-1, and 360610-1.
BC -356, -7, -8, and -9 are new 455-kc IF transformers
for use in printed circuits.
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

Anchor Products Co.,
2712 W. Montrose Ave.,
Chicago, Ill., is manufac-

turing a vacuum tube
voltmeter, Model V500.
With the unit, AC and
DC volts can be measured
on 4 scales having fullscale readings of 3, 30,
300, and 1200 volts. Calibration in decibels is also provided. Four resistance
scales, including R x 1 meg, are furnished. Other features include zero centering for FM alignment, a neon
pilot lamp, a polarity reversal switch, and overload protection on all ranges. The meter has a carrying case with
detachable cover and storage compartment for test leads
and line cord.
MINIATURE ELECTROLYTICS

Miniaturized capacitors of the hermetically

aluminum -can
electrolytic type are
sealed
Magic Mirror Aluminized Picture
Tube captures every tone, every detail brilliantly
to bring out the best in every set. It's your best
insurance for loyal, satisfied customers. Tell your
supplier you'd rather have Tung -Sol tubes.
The Tung -Sol

being made by Aerovox
Corp., New Bedford,
Mass. These units, designated Type XPP, are
only 3/16" to %" in diameter and 1/2" to 3/4" in
length. They are available in values of 1 to 50 mfd. at
working voltages of 3 to 25 VDC, and the standard
range of operating temperatures is -20° to +65° C.
SCREWDRIVER KIT

4

TUNG-SOL®

Magic Mirror Aluminized

PICTURE TUBES
TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC., Newark 4, N. J. Sales Offices: Atlanta,
Ga.; Columbus, Ohio; Culver City, Calif.; Dallas, Tex.; Denver, Colo.;
Detroit, Mich.; Irvington, N. J.; Melrose Park, Ill.; Newark, N. J.;

Seattle, Wash.

46

The CK-20 kit sold by
Xcelite, Inc., Orchard
Park, N.Y., contains two
double -ended, reversible
screwdriver shafts and a
detachable handle, all
packaged in a zippered
bag of transparent plastic. One of the shafts has 3/16" regular blade at one end
and a #1 Phillips point at the other and the second shaft
features a combination of 1/4" regular and #2 Phillips
tips. A 7/16" hex bushing, imbedded in the handle, grips
a shoulder which is fastened to the center of each shaft.
The kit lists at $4.40 less trade discounts.
PF REPORTER
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DUAL VOLTAGE CONVERTER

A new DC -to-AC power converter made by
Terado Co., 1068 Raymond Ave., St. Paul,
Minn., will operate from
either a 6- or 12 -volt
automobile electrical system without requiring
any switching or modification in the converter
circuit. The user simply
plugs the input lead into
the cigarette lighter of any car.
Output of the Terado Tray -Electric "Automatic" converter is 110 volts at 60 cycles AC. The power capacity
(continuous rating) is 55 watts when used in a 6 -volt
system and 85 watts in a 12-volt system. List price of
the converter is $49.95.

UEST
FOR

POWER RECTIFIER TUBE

Amperex Electronic
Corp., 230 Duffy Ave.,
Hicksville, L.I., N.Y., has
released technical data
on the GZ34 rectifier
tube, one of a new series
of nine "preferred" types
for hi-fi audio use which
were originally developed by Philips of the
Netherlands and are now
being produced by Amperex. The GZ34, which features 250 -ma output current,
low output impedance, and small physical size, can be
used to replace several popular rectifier tubes such as
the 5U4G and 5V4G. No circuit changes are necessary in
the majority of amplifier power supplies.
PUSH-PULL

SWITCH

A

EVERY

push-pull on -off

switch that can be combined with a Series 47,
15/16" diameter volume
control is now available
from Clarostat Mfg. Co.,
Inc., Dover, N.H. The advantage of push-pull action is that a radio or TV
set can be turned on and off without disturbing the volume setting.
The switches are available in three types having the
following ratings: Series AG -17, .5 amp at 125 vdc or 1
amp at 125 vac; Series AG -18, .5 amp at 125 vdc or 3
amp at 125 vac; Series AG -19, .5 amp at 125 vac.

All Tung -Sol radio, TV or Hi Fi tubes are engineered to one standard of quality-Blue Chip
Quality. Whether they're for famous set makers
or leading service dealers, Tung -Sol Tubes are
identical in design and performance. Tell your
supplier you'd rather have Tung -Sol!

REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGE

The Astatic Corp.,
Conneaut, Ohio, has released a new Model 430
phonograph pickup cartridge. This unit is a direct replacement for Sonotone Models W7500,
7530, and 7540 cartridges
which are no longer being
manufactured. A considerable replacement market exists
for this cartridge, which was employed in many Silvertone record players. List price of Model 430 is $7.50.
January,
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TUNG-SOL®
RECEIVING TUBES
TUNG-SOL makes All -Glass Sealed Beam Lamps, Miniature Lamp
Signal Flashers, Picture Tubes, Radio, TV and Special Purpose
Electron Tubes and Semiconductor Products.
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ON YOUR TV SERVICE BENCH
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BAR GFNERAlGK

MODEL

...the

NEW PRECISION
COLOR BAR GENERATOR
'must' for the color TV service
bench ... indispensable for adjusting
color phasing and matrix networks in
color TV receivers.
A

If you now own or have ever worked
with a PRECIsioN-equipped service
bench, you know that you can confidently expect more engineering -per dollar from this new PRECISION
instrument than from any other on
the market.
IDEAL COMPANION INSTRUMENT

PRECISION

4

E

Provides ALL Required Test Signals
including RF carrier, color sub -carrier,
sound carrier, horizontal sync pulses,
luminance, brightness
Produces 10 Simultaneous Color Bars
including all essential signals for R-Y,
B -Y, I, Q, etc.

All Signals Crystal -Controlled
for maximum stability and reliability
Both Video and RF Outputs Available
for separate testing of video amplifiers
and front ends

Simple Operation and Easy Applicationindividual panel controls permit regulation of each element of the composite
output signal
External Meter Jack
permits convenient and direct metering
of sub -carrier and sync amplitudes.

Model E-420
White Dot and
Bar Generator

Compatible for Color and Monochrome TV.
A standard for dot convergence and

linearity adjustments.
Net

Price:... $150.00

,may

Model E-440 (Deluxe)
blue-grey, hooded steel
cabinet and four-color, satin -brushed aluminum panel with contrasting dark -blue
control knobs. Dimensions 13 x 111/2 x 6
inches. Shipping Weight: 19 lbs. Complete
with tubes, output cables and comprehensive instruction manual.
Net Price:... $235.00
In custom -styled

Apparatus Company, Inc.
PRECISION
I-, N.
70-31 84th Street, Glendale 27,
L.

Y.

Export Division: Morhan Exporting Corp.. 458 Broadway, New York 13, U.S.A.
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto, Ontario
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those which are used near the end
of the line.
Furthermore, coaxial cables
(and most other transmission
lines, too, for that matter) will
attenuate higher signal frequencies more than the lower frequencies. Again, for the sake of equalization, it is desirable to have the
tapoffs possess an inverse frequency characteristic, i. e., they should
attenuate the lower signal frequencies more than the higher
frequencies.
In recognition of these factors,
the firms which design master antenna system equipment have developed tapoff units which to a
large extent achieve the desired
results. For example, Jerrold provides a chart which tells the serviceman the proper tapoff units to
use for various applications and
another which reveals the insertion and isolation losses each unit
introduces at the various channel
frequencies. The two charts are
shown in Tables II and III.
Let us consider Table II and see
what it tells us. Along the lefthand side, numbers 1 through 20
represent the total number of connections to a riser cable. In the
present case, there are 10 such
connections and so we would
focus on this number. Then, running our eye to the right, we see
that for the first four tapoffs, we
should use yellow-coded units
(Jerrold type 1401-Y). For the
next three floors down, we should
use green -coded tapoffs (Jerrold
type 1401-G). The two floors below this should have blue-coded
units (Jerrold type 1401-B).
Finally, for the last tapoff, we
should use a "T" unit which is
actually a blue -coded unit with a
terminating resistor for the line.
Each riser must be terminated
with a resistor having a value
equal to the characteristic impedance of the cable to simulate
an infinite line condition and
thereby prevent standing waves
from developing. Not only do such
waves cause large signal fluctuations to occur along a line, but
they also lead to ghost formation.
The next step is to determine
just how much attenuation each
tapoff unit will introduce into the
PF REPORTER
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PHOTOFACT-the world's finest TV -radio service
data comes to you...keeps you right up-to-theminute on new model releases...is delivered
automatically by your Parts Distributor as each
new Folder Set is issued. Yes, for just 274 per day...

PHOTOFACTcan help you clou

e y ur e

=

ir output

The regular monthly issues of Sam's PHOTOFACT

provide you with up-to-the-minute service data
on new models as they are produced, for as
little as 27¢ per day! And this includes the
"bonus" schematic service on new models hot off
production lines to give you immediately the
essential data you need.
With a current PHOTOFACT library at your
fingertips, you can actually double your repair
output, because you save valuable time on every
Job. YOU EARN MORE DAILY.

Exclusive PHOTOFACT features help you solve

Learn how easy it is to sign up with your Parts
Distributor to receive all Sams' PHOTOFACT Sets
regularly as published each month. Learn for
yourself how a small investment of only 27st
per day can mean GREATER income for you.

any service problem faster...help you earn more
PHOTOFACT offers you complete coverage ort over 30,000 TV,
Radio, Amplifier, Tuner and Changer models. And PHOTOFACT is
a current service-keeps you right up with late model productionbrings you these exclusive features...
Full Schematic Coverage: Famous "Standard Notation" uniform
symbols are used in every schematic. Diagrams are large, easy to
read and handle. Wave forms and voltages are shown right on the
schematic for fast analysis. Transformer lead color-coding and
winding resistances appear on the schematic. Schematics are
keyed to parts lists and to parts on chassis photos.

SPECIAL OFFER: If you return the coupon
below and indicate your interest in receiving
PHOTOFACT regularly each month, we will arrange
to have delivered to you, ABSOLUTELY FREE, a
valuable and attractive Wall Holder for the "Index
to Photofact Folders" as well as the latest copy of
the Index. Be sure to give your Distributor's name.

Full Photographic Coverage: Photos of all chassis views are
provided for each model; all parts are numbered and keyed to the
schematic and parts lists for quicker parts identification and
location.

Alignment Instructions: Complete, detailed alignment data

Is

standard and uniformly presented in all Folders. Alignment frequencies are shown on radio photos adjacent to adjustment number
-adjustments are keyed to schematic and photos.

Tube Placement Charts: Top and bottom views are shown. Top
view is positioned as seen from back of cabinet. Blank pin or locating key on each tube is shown. Charts include fuse location for
quick service reference.

Tube Failure Check Charts: Shows common trouble symptoms

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
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46th St., Indianapolis 5, Indiana

and tubes generally responsible for such troubles. Series filament
strings are schematically presented for quick reference.

am interested in receiving all new PHOTOFACT Sets regularly
as published each month. Send full details (I understand there is
no obligation on my part, and that I will receive without charge,

Complete Parts Lists: Detailed parts list is given for each model.

the latest "Index to Photofact", along with Wall Holder).

Proper replacement parts are listed (with Installation notes where
required). All parts are keyed to chassis photos and schematics
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Field Service Notes: Each Folder includes time-saving tips for
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access to pertinent adjustments, safety glass removal, special
advice covering the specific chassis, etc.
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service problems in just minutes...you SERVICE
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Table II -Suggested Distribution of Jerrold Tapoff Units
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line. For this information we
would go to Table III. Here we
have the isolation and insertion
loss of each unit for every VHF
channel. Since we are dealing
with channel 13, we will use the
figures listed at the bottom of the

table.
Before we continue, let us review what we mean by isolation
and insertion loss. Isolation loss
refers to the attenuation suffered
by the signal in passing from the
line through the tapoff to the receiver. Insertion loss is the attenuation suffered by the signal
as it passes each tapoff on its way
down the riser cable. Since we are
concerned here with the signal
level at the farthest receiver, i. e.,
that positioned on the ground
floor, we figure the insertion loss
for all tapoffs from the top floor
down and then add to this only
the isolation loss of the tapoff on
the lowest floor.
To start, we have four yellow coded units and these introduce
an attenuation of .37 db each on
channel 13. Four times this figure
gives us a total loss of 1.48 db. For
the next three green -coded units,
the total insertion loss is 3 times
.70 or 2.10 db. And for the last
three blue -coded units (taking
into consideration the final unit),
we have 3 times 1.50 or 4.50 db.
So much for the insertion loss.
Now we must also add the isolation loss of the final tapoff since
we are concerned with the signal
at the farthest receiver. Table III
tells us that the isolation loss of a
blue -colored tapoff on channel 13
is 6 db. Thus, gathering all our at -
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G

I

B

T
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Table III -Isolation and Insertion
Losses for Jerrold Tapoff Units
Chan.
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Unit

Isol.

Insert.

Color

Loss

Code

Loss
(db1

Y

22

.06

G

.12

B

19
16

Y

21

G

18

.08
.14
.22

.17

B

15

Y

20

G

18

B

14

.10
.16
.25

Y

19

.11

G

17

B

13

.18
.29

Y

18

.12

G

16

.20

B

13

.34

Y

15

G

11

.25
.54
.91

B

8

Y

15

G

11

.57

B

8

1.03

Y

14

G

10

.30
.60
1.15

B

7

Y

14

G

10

B

7

Y

14

G

10

.28

.32
.62
1.22

B

7

.33
.64
1.29

Y

13

.35

G

9
6

.67
1.38

G

13
9

B

6

.37
.70
1.50

B

Y

13

Idb)

tenuation figures, here is what we
have:
8.70
1.48
2.10
4.50
6.00
22.78

db cable loss
db yellow tapoff insertion loss
db green tapoff insertion loss
db blue tapoff insertion loss
db isolation loss (blue or T unit)
db
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We can raise this to 24 db to
provide some leeway; also, 24 is
an easier figure to work with. Men
who work with decibels generally
like to break up any large number
into multiples of 6 db. For every
6 db loss, the signal voltage is
halved. In 24 db, we have 4 times 6
db. The voltage loss is equivalent
to 1/2 X 1Y2 X 1/2 X 1/2 or 1/16.
Hence, if 3,000 microvolts are required at the farthest receiver,
then 16 times 3,000 or 48,000
microvolts are needed at the input of this riser line. For the sake
of simplicity, let us round this
figure off to 50,000 microvolts.
Thus, we require this much signal for channel 13 at the input of
each of the risers. If we have more
than 3,000 microvolts at the receiver, so much the better, but we
want at least this amount.
Note that we used the longest
riser in our computation and also
that we figured the signal attenuation to the farthest set. Furthermore, we computed the loss for the
highest channel frequencies the
system must handle. For signals
on other channels, a similar procedure would be followed. It is
suggested that the reader work the
computations on other channels
in order to become familiar with
the procedure. The method is
simple and straight forward. Just
be sure that every attenuation
figure has been taken into account.
The results for channels 2 and
9 are:
Channel 2

3.75 db cable loss
.24 db yellow tapoff insertion loss
.36 db green tapoff insertion loss
.51 db blue tapoff insertion loss
16.00 db isolation loss
20.86 db
Channel 9

8.10 db cable loss
1.20 db yellow tapoff insertion loss
1.80 db green tapoff insertion loss
3.45 db blue tapoff insertion loss
7.00 db isolation loss
21.55 db

By studying Table III, you will
note that the yellow -coded tap off units introduce greater isolation loss than the green or blue
units. Also, that the green -coded
units introduce more attenuation
than the blue -coded ones. This is
done, as indicated previously, to
equalize the signal received at
each set. Furthermore, the isolation loss varies inversely with
January, 1957
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frequency. This is to offset, to
some extent, the riser cable loss
which varies directly with frequency. All this has been worked out
by the design engineers of master
antenna systems. We are merely
pointing these features out to give
the reader a better insight into
the operation of the system.
The next step is to choose an

for COLOR & Monochrome

"COLOR
and Monochrome
to 5 MC LAB & TV

DC

5"

4 -WAY
SPLITTER

Also available as
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.5V 15000, 000,vV1
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.25V
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.25V 1250,

000V)

SPLITTER

1111.125v

Fig. 2. Four-way splitters connected to

provide the necessary number of riser
signals. (Actually, 11 outlets ore available, but only 10 would be used in our
sample installation.)

amplifier which is capable of providing enough signal so that when
it is divided among the 10 riser
lines, each riser will be fed at least
50,000 microvolts. It is relatively
easy to get an amplifier capable of
producing 50,000 X 10 or 500,000
microvolts.
As an example, let us say that
the amplifier we choose can provide two output signals, each having an amplitude of .5 v. To ob MASTER AMPLIFIER
OUT

OSCILLOSCOPE

=460
Factory -wired
and tested

MASTER AMPLIFIER

1.5V

.
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1
ELECTRONIC
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tain 10 separate signals, we could
use several 4 -way line splitters, as
shown in Fig. 2. The output signals of each line splitter are 6 db
lower than at the input, representing a 50% voltage reduction.
The level at the output of each
splitter is indicated, and it can be
seen that each of the signal values
exceed the 50,000 -microvolt minimum specified. The fact that there
are different levels is not important as long as an adequate signal
is fed to each riser. What is much
more important are the signal
levels of the individual channels
themselves on any one riser. These
should be as nearly equal as pos -
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One-piece construction won't chip, crack, or break.
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High leakage resistance; low moisture absorption.
Catalog 29 gives detailed facts. Send coupon today.
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sible in order to avoid cross -modulation.
There are, of course, other ways
in which this signal distribution
could have been achieved. One additional method is shown in Fig.
3. Here, one output of the main
amplifier is fed to a signal splitter
that provides 10 different outputs.
Signal reduction for a typical
splitter (such as the Jerrold ADO 10) is 3 to 4 db, giving an output
signal at each outlet of approximately .7 volt if the amplifier provides a 1-vólt output. Since .7 volt
is far more than we need, with this
arrangement we can use less amplification. This might permit us
to use a more economical amplifier to start with. Of course, in this
ADO -10 unit, there are ten 6AG5
tubes and one 5Y3. Not only does
the unit require power, but also
periodic maintenance. Hence,
these are facts that should be
weighed carefully.
There is one other consideration to keep in mind when using
line splitters possessing tubes, and
that concerns the amount of signal which can be fed to these units
without causing them to overload.
If, for example, the ADO units
cannot be fed more than a .25 volt signal without overloading,
then they would be unsuitable for
the application specified above.
This is a very important limitation and one that you should
check personally to make certain
that the equipment can handle
your specified signal levels. With
passive line splitters, signal level
is not important and any level
short of the voltage breakdown
point can be used.
In passing, it might be stated
that computations carried out as
outlined above are remarkably
close to what you will eventually
find in the system after it has been
installed. That is, if you do your
figuring correctly and take all
factors into consideration, you will
end up with actual signal levels
that are remarkably close to your
computed values. This is definitely not a hit-and-miss affair.
Thus far, we have determined
what signal level we need from the
main amplifier in order to produce
approximately 3,000 microvolts of
signal at the receiver farthest
away. Before a choice of amplifiers
is made, we must probe the roof
PF REPORTER
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to determine how much signal
level is available from the station.
This level then is compared to the
amplifier input limits to see whether the signal can be fed directly
to the amplifier or must be modified first in order to make it suitable. For example, if the signal is
too strong, it will have to be attenuated to the desired level by
pads. Conversely, if it is too weak,
a preamplier will be needed to
strengthen it. Most of the time,
amplifiers possess fairly wide limits within which they will accept
input signals without overloading
or distortion. For example, most
amplifiers will accept signals from
500 microvolts to 10,000 microvolts. This is a considerable range
and it should work suitably in
most locations without the addition of either attenuation pads or
preamplifiers.
After a system has been installed, signal level checks should
be made at each outlet, and recorded. When individual channel
strips are used in the main distribution amplifier, signal level adjustments can be made, if required, to bring the various signal
levels into line. Incidentally, this
means along any one riser. It is
perfectly permissible to have signal levels on different risers vary
widely and this can readily occur
in line -splitting combinations.
However, on any one line, signal
levels of different channels are
preferably kept uniform and well
below the point where they can
cause a receiver to overload.
One further note on installation
practice-many firms recommend
that a 72 -to -300 ohm matching
transformer be employed to connect 300 -ohm receivers to 72 -ohm
coax. The advantages of this transformer connection are four -fold:
(1) tuners and AC -DC receivers
are isolated from the line, (2) unbalanced to balanced transformation is provided, reducing noise
pickup on coax braid, (3) ghosts
or "ringing" due to line mismatch
are prevented, and (4) signal.
strength to the tuner is increased.
With these advantages, it is easy
to see why these transformers are
used.
Next month's "Shop Talk" will
give some of the practical aspects
of the installation work required
for master antenna systems.
January, 1957
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(Continued from page 13)

placement market is the Type
M500 diode ( Fig. 1) designed by
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. The ratings
of this component (500 ma output current and 130 volts rms input voltage) make it suitable for
use in TV power supplies.
The cartridge -type body of the
M500 is designed for mounting in
a standard fuse clip, which is
furnished together with two rectifier diodes in a kit supplied by
the manufacturer. The clip has
been modified so that the rectifiers can be inserted in only one

way-with the correct polarity.

Fig. 3 shows two installations in
which these silicon diodes were
used to replace defective selenium
rectifiers. It is evident from the
photographs that the silicon rectifiers take up only a fraction of the
space previously occupied by the
selenium stacks. This saving of
space is of no particular benefit in
most receivers now in use, but the
advantage in future set designs is
obvious.
In many receivers such as the
one in Fig. 3A, the mounting block
for the fuse clips can easily be
bolted to the chassis through one
of the holes originally drilled to re-

of this test, but the selenium rectifiers had undergone a 5% decrease in output voltage after 500
hours of operation.

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. states that
a silicon rectifier can be operated
in hotter ambient temperatures
than ordinary selenium types; for
instance, the M500 can safely deliver its full rated current even
when the temperature of the surrounding air is 100°C. Nevertheless, the silicon rectifier (like a
transistor of the same material)
can be permanently damaged by
junction temperatures of approximately 200° C. or greater. For this
reason, the technician must use
care when soldering in the vicinity
of one of these rectifiers.
Testing silicon power rectifiers
presents many of the same problems that are encountered during
tests of other solid-state devices.
An ohmmeter gives an inconclusive check because the resistance across the rectifying junction changes according to the value of the applied voltage. We have
even observed different readings

ceive the mounting studs of the
selenium rectifiers. If the silicon
diodes are placed in an exposed
part of the chassis-for instance,
near the rear of the receiver-the
technician may wish to cover them
in some manner in order to reduce

the shock hazard. In the installation shown in Fig. 3B, the plastic
box in which the rectifiers were
packed is utilized as a protective
covering for the rectifiers and
their terminals. Holes were drilled
in the box to provide ventilation.
What tests have been made
with silicon rectifiers? One manufacturer reports that samples of
silicon rectifiers were operated
under load continuously for over
5,000 hours with no noticeable
drop in output voltage. In another
test, silicon and selenium rectifiers
were bath operated for a total of
720 hours, in two-hour periods
separated by two-hour rest intervals. Humidity of the atmo3phere
during the second test was 95%.
The output voltage of the silicon
units had not changed by the end

(A) In RCA Victor Model 177155.

(B)

In Tele -King

Model 201.

Fig. 3. Sample installations.
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with the same rectifier and meter
at different times, depending upon
the condition of the ohmmeter
battery. As in the case of selenium
rectifiers, crystal diodes, and
transistors, the most satisfactory
test is the substitution of a unit
known to be working properly for
the unit suspected of being faulty.

the world's largest

electronic
parts
catalog!

Results of Experiments

Since the silicon power rectifiers are claimed to be more efficient than the selenium type, we

expected that both the output
voltage and the current of a television B+ power supply would be
increased when silicon rectifiers
were used to replace seleniums.
The purpose of our experiments
was to get an idea of how much
increase would be obtained, and to
see the effect of such an increase
upon receiver operation.
The first step in the tests was a
comparison of the performance of
silicon and selenium rectifiers in
several sets employing the common half -wave voltage doubler
circuit. Typical of the results obtained are the following figures,
which refer to the Motorola
Model 17T11EC receiver.
Silicon Selenium

B+ volts

(no load)
B+ volts
(normal)

325

310

282

260

drain

195

180

Boost
volts

480.

420

99

91

B+ ma

Horiz.

sweep ma

In all circuits tested of this
type, the output B+ voltage was
raised by 15 to 30 volts, and other
current and voltage measurements showed proportional increases. Variations in the amount
of increase occurred because the
selenium rectifiers had been more
heavily loaded in some sets than
in others and were of different
ages in the various sets. Some increase was found in every case,
however.
Silicon rectifiers also increased
the output of full -wave voltage
doublers. An RCA Victor Model
17T155 having a circuit of this
type had been equipped with oversize (400 ma) selenium rectifiers
which had been in operation for
about 300 hours. B+ measured
270 volts, and the rectifier current
January,

1957
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drain was 320 ma DC. Installation of silicon diodes raised the
B+ voltage to 288 volts and the
current drain to 335 ma.
Voltages and currents were also
increased when silicon replaced
selenium in sets utilizing low B+
from a single rectifier. The following sample readings are from a
brand-new Meteor Model 4103H.
Silicon Selenium

B+ volts
(normal)
B+ ma
drain
Boost
volts
Horiz.
sweep ma
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270

330

300

120

113

High voltage applied to the
anode of the picture tube also
showed an increase. In a General
Electric Model 9T001 portable
TV receiver (with 9" picture
tube), the high voltage originally
could be varied between the limits
of 5 and 6.4 kv by adjustment of
the brightness and height controls. A value of 5.5 kv produced
normal raster height and a pleasing brightness -contrast ratio.
When a silicon diode was placed in
the B+ circuit, a high -voltage
range of 5.7 to 7 kv could be obtained. A good balance between
brightness and contrast was obtained at an anode voltage of 6 kv.
In this same receiver, the B+ voltage was raised from 136 to 144
volts and the nominal boost voltage was increased from 260 to 275
volts.

POWER

... are

134

sizes- with

less heating problems.

Write for Catalog

TV-56.

4055 Redwood Ave.. Venice, Calif.

What is the significance of these
increases in voltage and current?
When we replaced new selenium
stacks of adequate current rating
with silicon diodes, improvements
in brightness, contrast, and raster
size were slight. Of course, the replacement of aged selenium rectifiers with new silicon units resulted in considerable improvement in the TV picture. In one set
which had especially weak selenium stacks, replacement with silicon diodes caused the voltages on
the picture tube to change so
much that the ion trap had to be
readjusted. While we did not succeed in "hot-rodding" sets which
were already in like -new condition (so that they pulled in distant stations for the first time,
etc.) , we noted that some siliconequipped sets showed a greater

ability to deliver a good picture
under low line voltage conditions
than identical sets using seleniums.
We made a temperature check
on a 17" portable TV receiver in
order to see whether selenium and
silicon rectifiers would operate at
different temperatures under field
conditions. Temperatures were
taken by fastening a thermocouple to the rectifier and by suspending two other thermocouples
in the air at different points inside

the cabinet. Temperature readings
obtained were between 50° and
52.8° C. in all cases. We concluded
that the tubes had a far greater
effect upon set temperature than
either kind of rectifier did, and
that the general ambient temperature in a set of this kind determined rectifier heating rather than
vice-versa.
During our tests, we encountered no parts failures that could
be attributed to the installation
of the silicon rectifiers, even
though B+ and boost voltages
were sometimes pushed close to
the maximum ratings of certain
components such as input filter
capacitors. Further field experience may turn up cases of old receivers in which the installation of
silicon rectifiers hastened the failure of already weak parts; but the
same problem is faced whenever
an ailing B+ circuit is restored to
full output-whether the new rectifier be a tube, a silicon diode, a
selenium stack, or some other type
of rectifier.
The major advantages arising
from the use of silicon rectifiers in
television receivers may be summarized as follows:
1. Silicon -equipped sets show
promise of being relatively immune to rectifier failure or to a
decline in B+ voltage, even over
a long period of time.
2. Silicon rectifiers are very
compact, and they can be
mounted so that they can be easily
serviced.
3. Silicon is plentiful. Although
the scarcity of selenium has hampered the production of selenium
rectifiers, no problem of this nature is foreseen in the case of silicon.

These advantages make it probable that you will be seeing plenty
of silicon rectifiers in the future.
PF REPORTER
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Audio Facts
(Continued from page 21)

switching arrangement to permit
recording from some locations using the speaker in that location as
a microphone, and a switching
system which permits the phono
input of the amplifier to be
utilized for several different de-

ask the
"Man -on -the -Roof"
why he prefers

/etbeit.

vices.

The voice -operated relay enables the recorder to be used for
long business meetings without
the necessity of changing the tape
at frequent intervals. This is possible since the recorder is operating only when someone is speaking
and automatically turns off during intervals of silence. It is necessary to have the unit properly adjusted so that incidental background noise does not cause the
recorder to operate. The voice -operated relay is equipped with an
override switch which disables the
unit, a sensitivity control which
permits it to be adjusted for background noise, and a delay -interval
control which determines how
long the recorder will continue to
run after the speech or material
being recorded ceases. The same
interval will exist between the
moment the voice starts and the
moment the recorder begins to operate; therefore, the control must
be adjusted to a compromise position which will prevent unnecessary running of the recorder and
at the same time keep the recorder
from turning off and on again during slight pauses.
The level controls and on -off
switches (one for each speaker)
permit the material being sent out
over the system to go to selected
stations with the desired volume
level at each one. Since this operation is very handy and may be a
little difficult to visualize with
only a word description, a schematic of the control panel is
shown in Fig. 2. The on -off
switches for the individual speakers are numbered SW-1 through
SW -8, and the L -pads which serve
as level controls for the speakers
are numbered TP -1 through TP -8.
The transformers T1 through T8
are isolating transformers which
are necessary to maintain a match
between the entire speaker load
and the amplifier output. Since
the amplifier output has a 250 January, 1957
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CHIMNEY MOUNT
Model RT (Oaly. Banding)
Model RT -ST

(Stainless Banding)
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FACTURED

-

simple steps. Completely factory assembled with no eyebolts, banding clips, nuts, etc.,
to handle. Furnished with
flat-lay, non-coiling banding,
heavy gauge embossed, welded
steel construction. Forged,
heat treated Alum. ratchets.

Write for new catalog

SOUTH RIVER
METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.

South River, New Jersey
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outstanding
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finest line
of antenna

"Gosh, Martha, these records
sound so clear with this
JENSEN NEEDLE that you'd
swear those musicians were
right here in this very room."

mounts

SAVING. The Wall Street Journal
recently ran a story about a man who
was nearly broke in 1932, has had an
average salary of $3,400 since then, yet
is today worth close to $100,000. This he
achieved by careful managing of the
pay check, by using a half-acre garden
to the fullest extent, by resisting impulse buying, by investing savings
wisely, and by keeping down entertainment expense.
"It's beer, mama and TV-not liquor,
wild women and song," he says. Living
in a do-it-yourself Ford-and-Chevvie
neighborhood, about the only outside
work contracted for is plumbing and
roofing repairs. Average cost of a
house -painting job is the $50 or $60
for materials, on the basis of "let me
help you paint your house, then you
can help me."
His present salary of $7,000 plus some
$1,500 in income from invested past savings is more than double what he cur-

rently spends; continued saving on this
basis will permit him to retire at 55
without lowering his standard of living a
bit, now that his two girls are married.
This little human -interest story merits a bit of thinking. First, TV is given
its due credit for helping to save
money. TV service charges fall in this
same category-a point worth bringing
up when customers complain about
service bills. When a TV set goes bad
and can't be repaired immediately, their
first thought in the evening is, "Which
movie shall we go to?" It doesn't take
many such movie treks to equal even
the largest service bills.
Second, here, is the thinking ahead
toward retirement. A serviceman is entitled to retirement at 65 or sooner, just
as much as anyone else. Without automatic provisions for pension other than
Social Security, however, such retirement is hard to achieve. The money
for retiring workers in large companies
comes out of the pay checks of the
workers automatically, no matter how
you look at it. In small companies and
in most service shops, this money is
paid out each week or month in the pay
check, and it is up to the individual to
set aside the cost of retirement and invest it appropriately for the future.
MARKUS

.

.

Dollar and Sense Servicing
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TO PHONO INPUT
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OF POWER

AMP.
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TP -4

470K
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`-cro
SW -I

-

TP -1
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OUTPUT FROM
POWER AMPLIFIER

u

160 TAP

MONITOR

ON

AMPLIFIER

HEADPHONE

HIGH-FIDELITY AUDIO APPLICATIONS:

GZ34

-2

MONITOR SPEAKER

SW -11

Better than -60 db relative to 50 my
when the grid circuit Impedance is no
greater than 0.5 megohms (at 60 cps),
the center tap of the heater is
grounded and the cathode resistor is
by-passed by a capacitor of
at least 100 mfd.

9 -pin

OUTPUT FROM

SW-12

TP -9

EL84/6B05
6CA7/EL34
EF86/6267
ECC81/12AT7
ECC82/12AU7
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4

TP -2

HUM AND NOISE LEVEL:

Amperex TUBES

3

SW -

MICROPHONICS:

OTHER

-5

-4

REPLACEMENT FOR THE 12AX7

Negligible in amplifiers requiring an
input voltage of at least 50 my for an
output of 5 watts. No special
precautions against microphonics
necessary even though the tube is
mounted in the near vicinity of a loudspeaker with 5% acoustical efficiency.

OUTPUT FROM
TAPE RECORDER

RECORD CHANGER
TP

TP

A PLUG-IN

2

JACK

VOICE
TO RECORDER

SW

OPERATED RELAY

GROUND
ON AMPLIFIER

-9

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of control panel.

ohm impedance, the primary impedance of each matching transformer is 2,000 ohms. Since all
eight transformers are connected
in parallel, this results in a 250 ohm load to match the amplifier.
The monitor position is used only
to adjust or check the system, and
therefore its impedance is not considered. The switch SW -11 is
normally left in the "headphone"
position to prevent any mismatch
from occurring, but even if the
monitor transformer were left
connected, the mismatch would
not be serious (222 ohms instead
of 250 ohms).

The eight -pole two -position ro-

tary switch SW -9 is the record play master switch. In the "record" position, three speakers are
connected to the input of the recorder. The connections to the
other speakers are broken to prevent any interference. This switch
was included because it was desired to record from only one
room, using the speakers as microphones. A transformer is used between these speakers and the recorder input to achieve proper
matching to the recorder input.
Switch SW -12 is used to connect the tuner, record changer or
recorder to the phono input of the
power amplifier. This switch was
PF REPORTER
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necessary since the amplifier had
only one input which was suitable
for these devices. It is possible to
connect the output from the amplifier to the input of the recorder
so that programming from the
tuner, the record changer or a
microphone (connected to one of
the mike inputs of the amplifier)
can be recorded. To do this, switch
SW -10 is switched to "record" position and the recorder started.
The input control of the recorder
and the gain control of the amplifier must be adjusted to achieve
the proper recording level.
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42
SUPPORT BRACKET
PANEL

---

SIZES
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TO RELEASE

3/16" TO 1116"
CHASSIS

ONE HAND OPERATION-

BY THE MAKERS OF
LEVEL
CONTROL

LINE TRANSFORMER

SUPPORT
BRACKET

ON-OFF SW ITCH
FOR SPEAKER

Fig. 3. Cross section of control panel.

The drawing in Fig. 3 shows how
the control panel is assembled.
You will notice that the level -control shaft passes through both the
chassis and the panel and binds
the two together. The on -off
switch for the speaker is located
below its respective level control,
and the line matching transformer is mounted in the chassis to the
rear of the level control and
switch. Since several transformers
are mounted in the chassis (one
for each speaker used), additional
support is provided to secure the
chassis to the panel at each end in
order to prevent excessive strain
on the level controls.
The phonograph in this installation is a four -speed changer and
is equipped with a turn -over ceramic cartridge. This makes it unnecessary to have a high gain preamplifier stage which would be
required if a magnetic cartridge
or other low -output cartridge
were employed. Ball -bearing
slides were used on the pull-out
drawer of the changer to insure
free and easy operation.
This description of one commercial installation is presented to
serve as a background for a forthcoming discussion of the various
phases of assembling and installing a sound system in a commercial location.
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two terminals on the front panel

Notes On Test Equipment

`SIGNAL MASTER"

precision type resistors
10,100,1000, 10K, 100K ohms
and 10 megohms.
2. Five DC voltages within a
±1% tolerance-2, 5, 25, 100
and 300 volts.
3. Four AC voltages (RMS) within a ±1% tolerance-5, 25,
100 and 300 volts.
4. RF output-crystal controlled
frequencies with better than
0.1% accuracy.
I recently had the chance to
check out one of these B & K calibrators in our own service labs.
The first thing to catch my attention when examining the instrument was the meter scale on the
front panel labeled "null indicator." It was unusual in that the
scale was calibrated with markings
of 5 and 10 on either side of a
center zero point. I wondered exactly what part this played in the
calibration procedure, but before
twisting any knobs, I followed my
usual practice when examining
unfamiliar test instruments-I
picked up the instruction manual.
By reading over the introduction section of the manual, I
learned that the null indicator is
actually a visual means of checking the operation of the instrument. By adjusting the CAL control, located just to the right of
the panel meter, I could zero the
null indicator and thus insure accurate operation regardless of line
voltage conditions or possible variations within the unit itself.
The first piece of test equipment I decided to calibrate was
one of our VTVM's. Following the
operating instructions, I plugged
the line cord of the calibrator into
one of the bench outlets and allowed a five-minute warm-up
period. I then placed the function
selector switch in the DC position and rotated the range switch
to the 25 -volt setting. To insure an
accurate voltage output, I adjusted the CAL control until the
pointer on the null indicator was
directly over the zero center line.
By this time the VTVM had
warmed up, so I set it to read DC
volts on the 50 -volt scale and connected the test leads to the calibrator as pictured in Fig. 3. The
calibrating voltage is available at
1. Six
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(Continued from page 17)

of the calibrator.

After making several voltage
checks, I found that the VTVM
was reading below normal on both
AC and DC ranges. I consulted
the manual on the VTVM and
made some slight adjustments
which immediately corrected this
discrepancy.
Next, I decided to check the
scale calibration on one of our
marker generators. I fired up the
generator, turned the modulation
and marker switches on, and
placed the range selector in the
4 -to -8 megacycle position.
This test required the use of a
suitable crystal and a pair of head
phones, so I plugged a 4.5 -mc
crystal into the socket provided
on the front panel of the calibrator
and connected a set of phones to
the phone jack as shown in Fig. 4.
Again following the operating

instructions of the calibrator, I
placed the function switch in the
RF position and connected the
generator output cable to the RF
and ground terminals.
Incidentally, I found out (the
hard way) that the tone switch on
the calibrator should be in the
OFF position when wearing the
head phones. If the tone switch is
turned on, a really strong audio
signal comes through the phones.
To proceed, I slowly rotated
the marker dial and found as the
generator frequency approached
the fundamental or any multiple
harmonic of the crystal frequency
I could detect a series of whistles.
When the marker frequency was
exactly equal to any harmonic of
the crystal frequency, a null or a
very low audio tone was produced.
On either side of this null point,
the tone would increase in pitch.
In this manner, I checked the calibration of the generator and found
it to be very accurate.
Precision Model E-420 White
Dot -Bar Generator

The instrument pictured in Fig.
manufactured by the Precision
Apparatus Co., Inc. of Long
Island, N.Y. It is designed specifically for color convergence and
linearity testing.
Specification features are:
5 is

1.

-

continuously
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RF Output

tunable signal for channels 2
through 6; a maximum output

16, with control over bar thickness.
4. Cross Hatch Pattern-vertical

and horizontal bars with the
number of cross hatches vari-

Fig. 5. Precision Model E-420 white dot bar generator, less test leads.

signai: of 100,000 microvolts for

all available patterns; coaxial
output cable balanced at 300
ohms.
2. Video Output-positive or negative signal polarity for all
available patterns; maximum
peak -to -peak output of 6 volts.

-

Synchronization
horizontal
and vertical provisions for both
internal and external sync.
Patterns available are:
1. Dot Pattern-number of vertical dots variable from 8 to 16;
number of horizontal dots variable from 12 to 20; dot size continuously variable.
2. Vertical Bar Pattern-number
3.

of bars variable from 12 to 20,
with control over bar thickness.

3. Horizontal Bar Pattern-number of bars variable from 8 to

able.
A color television receiver happened to be in the lab the other
day, so I took advantage of the
opportunity and set up the Precision Model E-420 to check dot
convergence.
In accord with the procedures
outlined in the instruction manual, I set the generator up for an
RF dot pattern on channel 4. After connecting the generator cable
to the antenna terminals and positioning the tuner of the color set
on channel 4, the dots appeared
on the screen. Synchronization
was a little poor, so I clipped both
vertical and horizontal sync leads
of the generator to the yoke cable
and set the sync selector to external position. The vertical sync
remained unstable until I adjusted the vertical hold control on
the receiver. After adjusting the
"Bar Thickness" controls, I obtained the very satisfactory white
dot pattern shown in Fig. 6.
In my estimation, the most
desirable feature of the instrument
is its provision for varying the dot
size and number. Each technician
has a certain technique he usually
follows when making dot convergence adjustments. Being able
to vary the dot size permits him
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Fig. 7. Radionic "Pic -Probe."
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Designed specifically to meet the critical demands of color TV, this fabulous Color'ceptor also ranks as the
industry's outstanding antenna for top
black and white reception.
Tested side by side with other makes
by 50 independent service men
Color'ceptor walked away with performance honors in every single test
category.
I. MORE SENSITIVE! -47% more
gain on high band, 300/0 more
on low bond.
2. PICTURE QUALITY!
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an 11 element high performance, all channel yagi unit at only 529.95 list,
or with added "Power Pack" as an
18 element unit at S44.90 list.
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The odd -looking device pictured
in Fig. 7 is called a "Pic -Probe."
Its manufacturer is Radionic Industries of Chicago.
Although the instrument has no
similarity to a picture tube, it is
actually used in combination with
an oscilloscope to substitute for
one. By making the proper connections to an oscilloscope and inserting the Pic -Probe into the deflection yoke of an operating TV
receiver, the picture normally seen
on the picture tube can be reproduced on the screen of the scope.
This instrument thus provides an
accurate means of checking the
operation of a receiver without the
need of its picture tube.
The photograph of Fig. 8 illus-

trates how I made use of this device in the lab recently. I found,
by reading over the instruction
sheet supplied with the instrument, that the only major requirement is that the scope must have
a provision for Z-axis or intensity
modulation. For the sake of convenience, I employed a scope having an intensity modulation terminal readily available on the front
panel.
With the test pattern from our
closed-circuit transmitter, I proceeded to check the operation of
one of our older test chassis using
the new Pic-Probe. Connecting
the test leads to the scope and
orienting the probe properly in the
yoke and focus coil assembly was
relatively simple.
Perhaps you may be as interested as I was to learn how this in -

-

EASIER TO SELL BECAUSE

IT'S NATIONALLY ADVERTISED!
Your customers prefer Winegard Antennas because they know their quality. They see them advertised in leading national magazines, such as SAT-

URDAY EVENING POST and others.
Join the "Winegard Team" and
reap sales and profits with AmerI
ica's most advanced ant
For information, see your Jobber or

write:

IYinfsgurd co.
3000 Scotten Blvd., Burlington, Iowa
Pot. No. 2700105
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Fig. 8. "Pic -Probe" and scope together substitute for picture tube.
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strument works. In brief, the
probe consists of two specially
wound coils and two series of integrating networks. Through inductive coupling, the coils pick off
energy from the vertical and horizontal windings of the yoke. The
signals are then integrated and
the resulting sawtooth waveforms
are applied to the vertical and
horizontal inputs of the scope.
When the scope is adjusted correctly, a raster of proper proportions can be obtained on its screen.
The picture information is channeled to the scope by means of
beam or intensity modulation. A
blue test lead is connected in the
probe to the picture -tube cathode
circuit while a yellow lead is connected to the grid circuit. One of
these leads is attached to the intensity modulation terminal of the
scope, depending on whether the
receiver tested uses the grid or
cathode as the driven element.
Incidentally, in describing the
hookup arrangement to obtain
the sweep and video signals for
the scope, I failed to mention an
additional black lead extending
from the probe cable. This lead
should be connected to a 1 -volt
AC source. If the scope being used
has no provision for this voltage, a
simple divider network may be
connected to a conventional 6.3 volt filament supply in the receiver under test.
When a sweep signal is not developed within the probe, the 1 volt signal from the black lead is
applied through a diode to the vertical input terminal of the scope
and produces about a one -inch
sweep. When a sweep signal is
present, another diode back biases the first and prevents the
1 -volt signal from reaching the
vertical terminal. This protection
circuit eliminates the risk of burning a spot on the scope screen in
case off sweep failure.
Although the Pic-Probe can
now only be used on chassis having a parallel filament arrangement, the manufacturer is in the
process of designing an adapter
which will permit the instrument
to be used in chassis employing
series filament circuits. I can see
how the Pic -Probe would be a
great help on the bench if a suitable picture tube were not readily
available.
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Obtaining and Keeping Qualified
Technical Personnel
One of the most serious problems confronting service shop
owners today is obtaining and
keeping qualified technical personnel. This month, we'll talk over
some of the reasons for this problem and we'll outline practices
which, if adopted, can help to
overcome it.
Qualifications for New Personnel

Most shop owners prefer to
hire a man who is experienced,
technically sharp, capable of
meeting people, and of creating
good will for the business, who is
steady, a good producer, and willing to work for the salary offered.
Although there are certainly a fair
number of men who have the right
qualifications, the chances of hiring one of them are less than perfect.
Many shop owners and managers are willing to hire a man who
can be trained to fit the job. What
kind of man should he be? A
service technician who is to become a credit to the business must
have a certain amount of technical knowledge, a pleasing personality, and the ability to learn and
grow. He may be a recent graduate of a technical school, or may
have taken a correspondence
course in radio and TV, or had appropriate training and experience
while in military service. He may
even be self taught, having studied
the necessary subjects at home
and practiced on his own set
and/or others.
Although technical ability is
important, there are other qualifications which should receive equal
consideration. Being able to successfully deal with people is one,
because dealing with people is an
integral part of any sales or service organization. The ability to
properly apply knowledge learned
through experience and study is
another; consequently, a technician should make a constant effort
64

to keep up with the new developments which may have an effect
on his trade.
Obtaining Applicants

After you have a fair idea of
the qualifications your new technician should have, the next step
is finding a man who fits the description. This won't be easy, but
there are a number of people ready
and willing to help. Local trade
schools are excellent sources; however, their graduates are very often
spoken for several months in advance. Remember, you are competing with large companies in
many fields which also have an
acute need for electronics technicians.

Applicants may also be obtained from local employment
agencies, although if you hope to
obtain a man in this way, there are
a couple of 'factors to consider.
Employment agencies charge a fee
for their services. This fee may be
paid by the employer, by the employee, or it may be split between
them. If employment through an
agency is to be successful, the employer must either pay the fee or
make the job attractive enough so
that an applicant is willing to pay
all or part of it.
One of the most successful ways
to obtain qualified applicants is
through classified newspaper ads.
If you advertise in this manner,
make your ad attractive to prospective applicants and be sure
that it doesn't convey any false
impressions or make any rash
promises. Use strong points effectively. For example, if you have
been in business for a number of
years, mention of this fact in your

ad suggests security to potential
prospects. If you have the biggest
business or the most modern shop,
these are also excellent points to
mention. If none of these ideas appeal to you, use the ad copy to
offer a challenge. Ask for a man

who is willing to accept responsibilities and to learn the business.
Other suggestions for classified ad
copy can be obtained by looking
through the newspaper to see
what type of ad other companies
are using. Ad takers employed by
the newspaper can also be of help
in composing your ad copy.
Evaluation and Hiring

Getting qualified people to apply for a job is only the beginning
-the real task is selecting the
right man for the job. This means
that you will have to find out as
much as you can about each individual. One of the most effective
ways to do this is to have the person fill out an application.
The application, in addition to
the usual information on schooling, past employment, military
service, marital status, number
of dependents and salary requirements, should ask a few
questions concerning personal
habits and health. (It might even
be worth your while to pay for a
physical examination before agreeing to hire a man.)
In determining the extent of
the man's technical knowledge,
you might devise a simple test
which can be completed in 20 or
30 minutes. Ability can be more
readily judged from the results of
such a test than from answers to
technical questions asked during
a personal interview. In addition,
it saves the shop owner a lot of
.

time.
You should grant your applicants a personal interview when
they have completed filling in the
necessary papers. Ask the applicant what type of job he is looking
for and why he feels qualified to
fill the position you are offering.
Briefly review his application and
any tests at this time.
It isn't always the best policy to
hire a person on his first visit. Appearances are sometimes deceiving, and you should discreetly
check school and job histories before making up your mind. If an
applicant seems well qualified, tell
him so-but also advise him that
you would like to talk to the rest
of the applicants before making a
final decision. Make arrangements
to call him within a specified time
to let him know what you have decided. Of course, some applicants
PF REPORTER
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will definitely not be qualified. Instead of a fast brush off with the
"Don't call us-we'll call you" attitude, courteously explain to a
man why he is not qualified.

In order for the application to
be of real value, you should use
the information it contains to
help obtain an evaluation of the
applicant as a person. Contact
each of his former employers,
preferably by phone, and check
on his employment dates, duties,
salary, and reasons for leaving the
job. Ask about his habits and
what kind of worker he was. Find
out what his strong points are and
what kind of work he did well or
liked the best. Try to determine
his weak points, too. In contact -
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equipment.
You should take him out on a
couple of calls and show him the
approach and the mannerisms you
have found most successful. Then,
let him make some deliveries and
simple calls by himself and on his
return to the shop, have him give
you a full report of his activities.
In this way, you can help him
learn more about the work and
how he should handle it. Encourage questions and phone calls
from the field when he runs into
difficulty or has doubts as to how
a situation should be handled. Be
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ing an applicant's former employers, you might ask if they would
rehire the person. Should they say
no; find out if there is a valid
reason. Maybe you will find that
because of his past record, you
can't afford to hire him either.
In some instances, you may wish
to check a man's school records.
This may be done by making a
personal visit or a phone call if
the schools are local. Out-of-town
schools may be sent a form letter.
Orientation and Training
For the first couple of days, a
new man should work with someone who is familiar with your operations so that he can learn the
ropes. If he has never worked for a
service shop before, let him work
inside for a short time. He can
complete bench repairs by replacing units that someone has already
found to be defective. He can put
repaired chassis back in their
cabinets and get them ready for
delivery. Checking tubes and
initial trouble shooting of sets
brought in will allow a new employee to become better acquainted with the use of test

makes mistakes, but intelligent
people profit by them.
Many shop owners like their
technicians to keep up with the
latest developments, yet do little
or nothing to encourage such activities. There are two schools of
thought along this line and they
represent the extremes one favoring employer and the other, employee. On the employer's side, the
feeling may be that a good technician should utilize his own time
for reading and study if he wants
to get ahead. The feeling in the
case of the employee may be that

30
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knowledge of new circuits, designs, servicing procedures, and
theories should be obtained while
on company time.
As with most differences of
opinion, best results are obtained
by compromising on a middle-ofthe-road policy. Some things
should be learned during working
hours, perhaps by holding a periodic meeting in which each member contributes information on
something he has learned recently.
On the other hand, the employee
might utilize his own time for
magazines, books, and home -study
courses; however, the shop might
cooperate further by picking up
the tab for some of these items.
(The cost is especially worthwhile
if the material benefits more than
one man.) New lines of receivers
often necessitate that the technician learn the locations of adjustments and tubes; disassembly
procedures and special servicing

techniques. This information

should be imparted at the expense
of the shop owner.
Naturally, it is to the advantage
of the business for every technician to learn as much as he can.

much you can do at this point.
The man wants to quit, and you
shouldn't beg him to stay. The
sad part of the story is that he
usually leaves to take a job that
pays no more, and to top it off, he
may start a repair business on the
side and become a competitor.
Eventually, he may amass enough
capital to open a full-time business. A good many successful
service establishments have been
started in this way.
A job must satisfy the basic
needs of an employee if he is to
be happy in his work. His earnings must be at least on a par with
what competition will pay, perhaps based on some incentive plan.
He must have a feeling of security,
and he should have working conditions that encourage him to do
his best. Although these are very
important to a man, they will be
of no avail if he does not feel important in his job. Any psychologist will tell you that every human being wants most of all to be
important in the eyes of his fellow
man. Prove it to yourself by listening to people talk. Invariably, a

Wise employers encourage their
men to do so by seeing that the
best technical information is available, and by keeping the number
of working hours within reason so
that the men will have time
enough for outside reading and

study.
Hold that Man!

Now comes the biggest problem
of all. How can a shop owner keep

the men that have become efficiently trained technicians while
in his employ? Very often a man
comes to you with little or no experience, but within a year or two
he becomes a valuable asset to
your organization. By then he
may have reached a point where he
feels limited or that he is not
getting anywhere. He may become
disinterested, goof a couple of
jobs, or lack enthusiasm for his
work. Then, suddenly, out of a
clear blue sky, he lets you have it
-he wants to quit!
You ask him what's wrong; he
can't give you a straight answer.
Will he stay for more money? No,
that's not it, but he does feel he's
worth more. As a rule, there's not

person's conversation centers
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around himself-it's human nature.
To some, the mere fact that they
are able to delight a customer
with the results of a particular repair job satisfies this need. For
others, occasional words of praise
from the boss will do the trickcompliments on his work, appearance, judgment, clothing, etc. Of
course, these are only starters for
more ambitious men. Periodic
increases in salary have only a
temporary effect. An ambitious
and active mind must have new
worlds to conquer-more responsibilities to handle.
How is this to be accomplished,
you ask? It's not easy. In order to
advance your men to greater
heights, you and your business
have to grow accordingly. This
means either getting more business along the present lines, or
branching out into associated
fields. The latter is preferred for
two reasons: (1) there is a demand for services in allied fields
and (2) one man can be made responsible for the success of each
particular division. Among the
fields to be considered are two-

way radio, hi-fi systems (including record changers and record-

ers) , master -antenna systems,
auto radios, and industrial electronics. By developing men into
specialists, they will be made to
feel important because they will
be doing a job no one else in the
organization can do as well.
Conclusion

The manager of a small business
must really be a jack of all trades.
Often he must be able to perform
all of the functions from president on down to the janitor.
Bookkeeper, accountant, personnel manager, advertising manager,
technician, sales manager, and
foreman or supervisor are among
the positions he must master. In
this respect, he is at a definite disadvantage in competing for qualified employees with large companies and corporations who employ experts in each of the categories mentioned.
Being employed by a small company has its advantages, too. An
employee can show more individuality and has the opportunity of
helping to build the business. He
can become a big wheel in a little

LOOK FOR US IN THE

machine rather than a little wheel
in a big machine.
If you are a shop owner and
want to develop and hold key personnel, here are some suggestions
which should be of help.
1. Choose new employees with
care. Be as particular about a
man's personality, habits, and
plans for the future as you are
about his skill as a technician.
2. Be as fair and as competitive
as possible with respect to wages,
working hours and conditions, salary increases or bonuses and company -paid benefits.
3. Make your employees' feel
that they are important. Pay them
compliments, but don't coddle
them. If they make a mistake, talk
it over in private. Don't bawl a
man out for making an error-say
that you know he is doing a good
job under the circumstances and
know he will do even better. In
other words, try to be tolerant but
firm. Treat your employees as you
would like to be treated in their
place.
You may feel that this is too
much, but it's the way to success.
Try it and see.
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85 popular models of TV receivers.
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7A. CORNELL-DUBILIER (CornellDubilier Electric Corp.)

Guide to electrolytic replacement capacitors, XTR200D3-E. See advertisement
page 26.

8A. DYNAMIC (Dynamic Electronics New York, Inc.)

Booklet on accessories for TV, Hi-Fi and
recorders with service aids and hints. See
advertisement page 63.

9A. EICO (Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.)
Free 1956 Catalog shows how to save
50% on electronic test equipment in both
kit and wired form: describes VTVM's,
scopes, generators, tube testers,. etc. See
advertisement page 51.
10A. ERIE (Erie Resistor Corp.)

D-56 Catalog describing components. In-

cludes Corning Glass capacitors, printed
circuits, etc.
11A. HICKOK (Hickok Electrical
Instrument Co.)

Full color catalog form S M-30 listing approximately 40 pieces of latest Hickok
test equipment for black and white or
color. See advertisement page 33.
12A. IRC (International Resistance Co.)

New Replacement Parts Catalog-DLR-

57 (Form S035-1). See advertisement 2nd
Cover.

SUNDBERG

etc. See advertisement page 60.

4A. CHICAGO STANDARD (Chicago
Standard Transformer Corp.)
1957 TV Transformer Replacement Guide

Library. Also Hi-Fi Library.

&

Brochure describing complete line of
UHF -VHF antennas, with technical information on operation. Includes charts,

3A. BUSSMANN (Bussmann Mfg. Co.)

10

40
62

Brand New 1957 Wall Chart; completely
illustrated; shows all needles (foreign and
domestic) by cartridge number; also,
shows number of needles in cartridge;
point size and point material of each
needle; list price. See advertisement page

vertisement page 58.

2A.

Industries, Inc.)

13A. JENSEN (J

Amperex "Condensed Tube Catalog"
listing complete line of tubes and semiconductors for all applications. See ad-

Pogo No.

Aerovox Corp.
Amperex Electronic Products, Inc
Amphenol Electronics Corp.
Arrow Fastener Co.
Astron Corp
B &K Mfg. Co
Blonder -Tongue Labs.
Bussmann Mfg. Co.

68
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18A.

R -COLUMBIA (R-Columbla
Products Co., Inc.)
Bulletin 23: Describes Fono-Magic and
how it is applied to stop phonograph

turntables from slipping. Bulletin 24:
New Weather Proof Humi-Kup 2 -set
coupler in three models that fit every
type of installation. Bulletin 22: How to
clean and lubricate TV-Radio Controls
in 60 seconds with Trolmaster without
removing set from the cabinet. See advertisement page 61.

19A. SAMS (Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.)

Complete details on how to keep your
Service Data library up to date with the
Sams automatic monthly purchasing
plan. Also complete details on the Sams
popular Time Payment Plan. See advertisements pages 38, 49.

20A. SHURE (Shure Brothers, Inc.)
32 -page pocket -sized Replacement Man-

ual for Phono Cartridges and Magnetic
Recording Heads. See advertisement page
7.

21A. SPRAGUE (Sprague Products Co.)
C-455 Service Catalog on popular radio
and TV replacements. See advertisement
page 2.

22A. TRIAD (Triad Transformer Corp.)
Catalog TV -56. See advertisement page
56.

23A. TRIPLETT (Triplett Electrical
Instrument Co.)
New catalog of test equipment. See advertisement page 22.

24A. WELLER (Weller Electric Corp.)
Weller General Catalog. See advertise-

ment page 40.

25A. WINSTON (Winston Electronics, Inc.)
Free literature on Color TV Test Equip-

ment.

26A. XCELITE (Xcelite, Inc.)

Catalog on screwdrivers, nut drivers,
pliers, reamers; folder on screwdriver kit
with zipper.

See advertisement page 45.
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SUPPLEMENT to

File this Supplement with your
36 -page SAMS MASTER INDEX.

SAMS MASTER INDEX No. 101

Together, they give you complete PHOTOFACT coverage.
For models and chassis not
listed in this Supplement,
refer to SAMS MASTER

This Supplement is your handy index to new models covered in the
latest PHOTOFACT Sets 328 through 345. It's your guide to the world's
finest service data coverage of the current output of the new TV and
Radio receivers, as well as models not previously covered in PHOTO FACT. It keeps you right up to date.

INDEX No. 101. If you
haven't a copy, send for it

today.

It's FREE

.

.

.

INDEX

.O SAMS

POMACE

FOLDERS

just

write to HOWARD W.
SAMS Sr CO., INC. 2201
East 46th Street, Indianapolis 5, Indiana.

ALWAYS USE YOUR LATEST ISSUE OF THIS SUPPLEMENT
WITH THE SAMS MASTER INDEX

.
.
.
TOGETHER, THEY
ARE YOUR COMPLETE INDEX TO OVER 30,000 MODELS.

Folder
No.

Set

No.

ADMIRAL
Chassis 301 B, 301 C

321-1, 329-2

Chassis 5W3
SChauis 14UY3B, 14UY3C

(Sea PCB
Ch.
21A3AZSat

and

273-21

275-2)
Chassis 21
341-1
341-1

and

21A3AZSet

Ch.

-Set

E3BZ (See

PCB 174

21A3AZSet

Ch.

21E3Z (See PC8 I74 -Set
and Ch.
21A3AZSet

275-2)
Chassis 21H3Z (See
341.1

and

Model.

CA2316Z,
2183Z)

174 -Set

PCB

21A3AZSat

Ch.

275-2)
Ch.

174 -Sat

(See PCB

and

275-2)

Chants

329-2
174 -Set

(Sae PCB 174 -Set
21A3AZSat
Ch.

Chassis 2103Z
341-1

330-13-S

HF

and

275-2)
Chassis 21B3Z
341-1

341-2

333-183

Chassis 14Y9311
Chassis 20Y4H,
Chassis 21A3BZ
341.1

CA2317Z

(See

Modal CA2326Z (See Ch. 21B3Z)
Modal CA2326ZN (See Ch. 21B3Z)
Modal CA2327Z (See Ch. 21B3Z)
Model. CA2826Z, CA2827Z (Sae
21H3Z)

Ch.

Model. FA2326Z, FA2327Z,
23282 (See Ch. 21B3Z)

Model.

L23B6,

L23B7

(See

2074H)

FA Ch.

Modal. LA2326Z, LA2327Z (See Ch.
21D3Z)
Model. 1101, 7102, 7103, 1104,
T105AL,

T106AL, 7107AL

(Sea

Ch. 1417311)

Modal TA2311Z (See Ch. 21832)
Modal TA2311 ZN IS.. Ch. 21B3Z)
Modal TA2312Z (Sea Ch. 21832)
Modal. TA2316Z, TA2317Z (Sae Ch.
21B3Z)

Model.

1525826, 1525827 (See Ch.
20574F
Modals 75101, 15102, 75103,15104,
TSIOSAL,
15106AL,
TS107AL
(See Ch.

1419311)

Model. 5842, 5843, 5648 (Sea Ch.
5W3)
Models 5W32, 5W33, 5W34, SW38,
5W39 (Sea Ch. 5W3)

GAA -951A, GAA -952A, GAA -953A

344-2

GAA -954A
333-2
GAA -955A
344-2
GAA -957A
344-2
GAA -9788, GAA -978C
341-3
GAA -982A
344-2
GAA -9908 (See Model GAA -990A

-

320-3)

GAA -1000A
333-2
GAA -2501B, C, GAA -2502A, B
Model
GAA-2501ASat
(Sea

308-3)

GRX-í619A (See Model GSL-1614A

-Set 289-2)

345-2
343-2
343-2
343-2
345-2
343-2
343-2

GRX-4028A
GR% -4119A
GRX-4123A
GRX-4125A
GRX-4128A
GSL-4119A

GSL-4í23A

WG-26I8A, WG -2619A (See Model
WG-2602A

-Sat 307-3)

. WGS-5017A
(See
et 313-2)
WG -5117A

S

No.

340-2

95071, 95111
RE -389)

954P1
(Ch.
954P -Set

Modal WG -4011A

(Sae Model WG -401íA

et 313-2)
25GAA-997A,

B,

C

(Sea

25GAA-996ASet 182-2)

45XGAA-927A

45XGM-947A,
45XGM-949A
45XGM-9788, C

Modal

332-3

45XGAA-948A,

2509

332-3
341-3
328-2

AMERICAN MOTORS
8990378 (6MA)

329-3

6BC

333-2

B ENDIX

U,

K2251,

U

(Ch.

U,

12151,

U

(Ch.

120-1)

Ch. 720, 120-1

120,

328-3
120,
328-3

120-1

343-3
341-5

C-45

738.44

CADILLAC

3385

7266505, 7266535

CAPENART
2P56 (Ch. CR -218)
330-2
-5, 37216MD-4, -5
331-2
(Ch. CX-38S)
6721680-4, -5, 61216MD-4, -5 (Ch.
CX-38S)
331-2
e 11 C2168D-1, -5, 11C216060-4, -5
(Ch. CX-38S)
331-2
16C2168D-4, -5, 16C216F13-4, -5,
16C2(6M0-4, -5 (Ch. CX-385)

3721681), -4,

331-2
330-3
340-3
331-3

46TP568, M (Ch. CA-239)
75C56 (Ch. CR -242)....
88P66BNL
Ch. CA -239 (See Model 4677568(
Ch. CR -218 (Sae Model 21'56(
Ch. CR -242 (See Model 73C56)
Ch. CX-38S Series (See Model
3T216BD-4)

CBS-COLUMBIA
C220 (Ch. 656)
C230, C231, C232

337-1
(Ch.

636)

337-1
337-1
338-1

C240 (Ch. 616)

1200, 1201, T202, 1203, 1204 (Ch.
216)

6K321,

U, 6)(322, U, 6K327U,
6K328Ú (Ch. 2001, 2002)

334-2
334-2
(Ch. 2003)
61101, 61103, 67104 (Ch
2017)
333-4
61301, U, 67303, U, 61304, U
334-2
(Ch. 2001, 2002)
619305, 67R306 (Ch. 2003)
334-2
7K325, U, 71(326, U (Ch. 3001,
3002)
338-2
7 329U,

713300,

17K333U,

7K334U

7Kß329,

7KR330,

3003)

RAI -9243A,
RAI -9244A,
RAl9245A, 8, RAI -9246A, 8.337-2
344-3
RA18-8351 A
IV1-9305A (Coda 171241 335-5
TV1-9356A, TV1-9357A (Code 2419)

7133703 (Ch.

8-2

(Ch

3012)

338-2
7Kß332 (Ch.
338-2

339-2

TV1-9404A,

7V1 -9406A,
7VI9407A, 771-9408A, 771.9409A,
TVI-9410A, TV1-9411A

TV2-9324A,
9326A, B,

7V2-9334A,

340-223

B,

TV2-9325A

TV2-

B,

7V2 -9335A,

TV2-

172-9327A...336-2

9336A, B, 772-9337A...336-2
TV2-9338A,
7V2.9339A,
TV29340A, TV2.9341A
334-3
TV2-9350A, B, 7V3 -9351A, 7729352A, B, TV2-9353A
336-2
TV2-9422A, 1V2 -9423A, 772-9424A, TV2-9425A
342-15-S
TV2-9426A, 772-9427A, 172-9428A, 1V2 -9429A
342-15-5
e772 -9430A, TV2-9431A, 772-9432A, 7V2-9433A
342-15-S
CRAFTSMEN

345-3
342-4
344-4

CA -11
CT -2
C7-3

CROSLEY
AC -108, AC -10M, AH -10B, AT -10B,
AT -10M (Ch. 487) ..334-14-S
-118, AC-11M (Ch. 488)

AC

336-16-S
336-16-S

AH -11B (Ch. 488)
-118, AT -11M (Ch. 488)

AT
AT -708,

M,

W

336-3
R-104)
340-5
MN, WE
334-4

1M-8BG, BK, BN, GN,
(Ch. 8102)
1M-88Ga, BK., BNa, GNo, MNo,
WEa (Ch. R-102-1) (Sea PC8 178
345-1 and Model .1M -880
Set

344-4)

Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

336-1
339-1
331-5

II,

RD

(Ch. 411)

341-5

R-102 (See Model 1M-8BG)
(See Model 1M-88Ga(
R-102-I
R-104 (See Modal 1C -88K)
41T (See Modal T-41111()
483, 484 (See Model J-21CABH)
487 (See Model AC -108)
488 (See Model AC -11B)
489, 490 (See Model BC-I2BZ)

DAVID BOGEN

332-4
337-3
337-4
336-4
330-4
339-3
331-6

DB130

00110
FM50
R660

8710
Rß5018
ßR550

COLUMBIA RECORDS

-

Set

71307,

331-4

(See

BN, TN, WE (Ch

1-41BK, GN, GY,

CHEVROLET
987368

481)

Model 1-17ABHSet 332-3)
BC-12M,
BC-12MZ, BC138, BC -13M, BC-14M, BC -15M
341-18-S
(Ch. 489, 490)
B7-I2BZ, B7 -12M, 87-12MZ, BT -138,
BT -13M (Ch. 489, 490) 341-18-S
J-177ABH, TAMH, TAWH (Ch.
332-3
481)
461-21CABH, CABO, CAMH, CAMU
336-3
(Ch. 483, 484)
RAMO
J-21RABH, RABU, RAMH,
336-3
(Ch. 483, 484)
1-217ABH, TABU, 7AMH, TAMO,
TAWH, TAWU (Ch. 483, 484)

7KR333, 7Kß334, 7KR335, 7Kß336

338-2
(Ch. 3013, 3015)
U, 77309, U, 77310, U (Ch.
3001, 3002(
338-2
7TR311, 778312 (Ch. 3003) 338-2
5440
340-4
Ch. 216 (See Model 1200)
Ch. 616 (See Model C240)
Ch. 636 (See Modal C230)
Ch. 656 (see Model C220)
Ch. 2001, 2002 (See Modell 61(321)
Ch. 2003 (See Model 61(8373)
Ch. 2017 (See Model 67101)
Ch. 3001, 3002 (see Model 7K325)
Ch. 3003 (See Model 7KR329)
Ch. 3012 (See Model 7K333U)
Ch. 3013, 3015 (See Model 71(8333)

(Ch.

336-16-S

BC-12BZ,

JC-BBK,

DEWALD
K412
K-545
K

-701-A

K -702B

NOTE: PCB Denotes Production Change Bulletin,

RA -346-A4,

RA -346,

RA -346-A5

340-6
345-5
334-5

RA -354

CONTINENTAL

(See Model K2250)

N OG OF CALIF.
"George Gott" G30U....342-2
"George Gott" GP 30P.,..341-4

412
416
424

333-4

(4047424)

Folder
No.

Set

No.

DUMONT

CORONADO

BAGPIPER
SKRI01

82250,

No.

Model

(See

300-2)

8565 (Ch. RE -412) (See Model
954P -Set 300-2)
Ch. RE -412 (See Model 8565)

T2150,

Folder
No.

Set

CONTINENTAL (Auto Radie)

.61(8323, 6KR324, 6KR327, 6KR328

AIRLINE

Sat

Folder
No.

Set

ARVIN

345-4
344-5
329-5
343-4

Denotes Television Receiver.

RA-356,

RA -357
Beachcomber (See RA -354)
Cambridge (See RA -356)
Colefo, (See RA -356)
Trainor (See RA -356)
Travis (See RA -356)

341-7
340-7
339-4
337-5
338-4

AIS
A20
ASO

A100
PCI

EMERSON
8328 (Ch. 120266-8)
842
8468 (Ch.

340-8
332-5

120243-01 (See

Model

82513 -Set 287-7)
1146 (Ch. 120333-Z) (See PCB 159
-Sat 322-1 and Model 1102D
Set 299-4)
1176 (Ch. 120292-P, -V) .331-7
1177 (Ch. 120293-T, -X) 331-7
1178 (Ch. 120292-P, -V)
331-7
1179 (Ch. 120292-T, -X) 331-7
1180 (Ch. 120292-P, -V)
331-7
1181 (Ch. 120293-T, -X) 331-7
1186 (Ch. 120299-7)
331-7
1187 (Ch. 120300-X)
331-7
331-7
.1188 (Ch. 120299-V(
189 (Ch. 120300-X)
331-7
1190 (Ch. 120303-V) (See PCB 175
-Set 342-1 and Model 1176
Set 331-7)
1192 (Ch. 120303 -VI (See PCB 175
-Set 342-1 and Model 1176

-

-

1

Set

.1194

331-7)

(Ch. 120302-V) (See PCB 175
342-1 and Model 1176

Sat

Set 331-7)
1232 (Ch. 120331-H)...337-153
1233 (Ch. 120332 -R)...337-15-S
.1234 (Ch. 120333-Z) (See PCB 159
322-1 and Model 1102D

Set
Set

299-4)

1246 (Ch. 120245-11 (See
-Set 322-1 and Model
299-4)
2026A, 2028A, 2030A

-

PCB 159

11020

Set

(Ch. 120292-

V) (See Model 1176-Set 331-7)
2032A (Ch. 120299-V) (Sea Model
1186 -Set 331-7)
Ch. 120266-11 (See Modal 83281
Ch. 120292-P, -V (See Model 1176)
Ch. 120293.1, -X (see Model 1177)
Ch. 120299-V (Sae Model 1186)
Ch. 120300-X (See Model 1187)
Ch. 120302.V (See Model 1194)
Ch. 120303-V (Sea Model 1190)
Ch. 120331-H (See Modal 1232)
Ch. 120332-R (See Model 1233)
Ch. 120333-Z (Sea Model 146)
1

UDL400K,
ILO

KD,

KLO,

7,

KD, KLO, T,

TB,

TIRO,

332-6
TB, 7BLO,
332-6

FIRESTONE
4-A-131 (Code 1.5-3A7, U( 329-6
4-A-132 (Code 364-5-355).333-5
4-A-134 (Code 1-54C2(
340-9
4-A-162
(Code
382-6-378/2)

342-5

4-C-27 (Code 1-5-5P5)
335-6
4-C-29 (Code 120-6-17600) 336-5
4-C-30 (Code 297-6-5161 344-6
13-G-168, 13-G-169 (Code 344-4AS60A) (Sea PCB 178 -Set 345-1
and Model 13-G-168 (Code 334-

4-AM57A)Set 283-S)
.13-0-172, 13-G-173 (Code 334-4A560A) (See PCB 178Set 345-1
and Model 13-G-168 (Code 334-

4-AM57A(Set 283-5)
13-G-195, 13-G-196, 13-G-197,

13-G-198, 13-G-199, 13-G-200
334-5-A59C/A,
A. U/B, UT/A)
332-7
13-G-201, 13-0-202, 13-G-203,
13-G-204, 13-G-205, 13-G-206
(Code.
A61
S

FDV-18805-A
FEF-18805-8
68F (FOR -18805-B)
6891 (FDV-18805-A)
66MFP (FDR-18805.81(
69MF (FDR-18806.9)
69M5 (FEF-18805-11(

)334-5-A61C/A,

33345-

Denote. Schematic Coverage Only.

331-8
337-6
328-4
333-6
328-4
331-8
333-6
.- 337-6
328-4
328-4

GENERAL ELECTRIC
UHF -21C225, UHF -21C226, UHF UHF -21 C228,
UHF 21 C227,
UHF 21(229,
UHF.21C230,
21C231,
UHF -21C232,
UHF 21C233, UHF -21720, UHF -21721
(See PCB

165 -Set

328-1

Model 21C225 -Set 237-7)

197001, 91002
147016,

and

("T" line.333-18-S

147017,

("0"

147018
line) (See PCB 165
328-1)
and Model 147007 -Set 310-4)
177025, 177026 ("MM" Line)

Set

342-7

21C125,

21C126, 21(127 ("5"
line) (See PC8 168 -Set 331-1
and Model 21C110 -Set 313-4)
21C133, UHF, 21C134, -UHF,
21C135, -UHF, 21C136, -UHF

("ST"
21C137,

Line)
21C138

21C140 ("ST"

337-7
Line)
344-7

("U"

Lina)

(See Model

21(133 -Set 337-71
-UHF,
21(142,

21(141,

("ST" Line)
121(160, 21C161,
Line)
21C172

("U"

Line)

21C700, 21(701
217045 ("S" line)
Set 331-I end
Sat 313-4)

217048 ("S" line)
Set 331-1 and
Set 313-4)

-UHF

21(162

337-7
("U"
344-7
344-7

---

340-22-5

(Sea PC8 168

Model 21C110
(See PCB 168

Model 21(110

217050 ("U" Line)
344-7
211054, 211055 ("U" Line) 344-7
217060, 211061 ("U" Line) 344-7
217500
340-22-S
24C182, 24(1831"U" Line) 344-7

329-7

675, 676

O & M EQUIPMENT
Guardian Mork

1

339-5

GRANCO

337-8
338-6
339-6

620V
730P, 740P
750

GROMMES

333-7

50PG

FADA
S 01400K,
TLO

343-5
342-6

FORD
FOR-18805-B
FDR-18805-BI
FDR-108806-F

ELECTRO-VOICE

Folder
No.

Set

No.
FISHER
FM -40
80 -AZ

HALLICRA
141711700E, M (Ch. A2005í.339-7
171T701E, M (Ch. 82005(.339-7
1777710 (Ch. A2005)
339-7
1711711 (Ch. B2005)
339-7
017117601 (Ch. A2005(
339-7
339-7
17117611 (Ch. 82005)
21KT850B, M (Ch. C2005) 339-7
21KT85111, M (Ch. D2005) 339-7
2I77750M (Ch. (2005)
339-7
2117751M (Ch. 02005)
339-7
1082 (Ch. AK120013) (See Photofort Servicer Set 332)
1086 (Ch. AK1200D( (Sea Photo-

tact Service, Set 332)
A2005 (Sea Modal 1771700E)
AK12000 (Sea Model 1082)

Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

82005 (See Model 1717701E)
C2005 (Sae Model 21 KT850B1

02005 (see Model 2110851B)

HARMAN-KARDON
A-200
A-310
A-400
C100
C300

0200
13-1100
PC -200

-

328-5
333-7
330-6
339-8
336-6
337-9
329-8
333-8

81011-U,

-U2 (Ch. 316,

-6
-02)
-6

U,

-

-U,

-U, U2 (Ch. 316, -U, -U2)

81041, U
81061, -U

4183001, -U,

(Ch. 318,
(Ch. 415,
U2 (Ch.

328-6
328-6
-U)
-U) .-329-9
316,
-U,
321-6
-02)

83011, -U (Ch. 416, U(
83021, U (Ch. 318, -U)
13031, -U (Ch. 416, -U(
B3054, -U (Ch. 318, -U)
K1011, -U, -U2 (Ch. 316,

-

337-10

328--6

337-10

328-6
-U,i

-U2)

211-6

1(1024, -U, .U2 (Ch. 319, U,
.U3(
329-9
1(1061, -U (Ch. 415, -U)

M1011,

-U, -U2 (Ch. 316,

M1024, -U, -U2 (Ch. 319,

328-6

328-6

-U, -U2 (Ch. 316, -U,

M1031,

-6

-U2(

328-6
-U (Ch. 318, -U)
329-9
-U (Ch. 415, -U)
M3001, -U, -U2 (Ch. 316, -U,

M1041,
M1061,

328-6
.U2(

337-10
-U (Ch. 416, -U(
328-6
-U (Ch. 318, -U)
-U (Ch. 416, -U) 337-10
,M3054, U (Ch. 318, -U) --328--6
P1031, -U, -U2 (Ch. 316, -U,

M3011,
M3021,
M3031,

-6

-U2(
P1041, -U (Ch. 318, -U(
P3001, -U, -U2 (Ch. 316, -U. -U2(

286

P3011,

(Ch. 416, -U)

-U

337-10

328-6
(Ch. 318, -U)
P3021,
P3031, -U (Ch. 416, -U) 337-10
P3054, -U (Ch. 318, -U3 328-6
P7001, -U (Ch. 416, -U( 337-10
PT1144, U (Ch. 326, U) 329-18-5
SG -1141, U (Ch. 326, U) 329-18-5
W1031, -U, .U2 (Ch. 316,
U,
W1041, -U (Ch. 318, -U( 328-6
W3001, -U, -U2 (Ch. 316,
U, -U2)
32
W3011, -U (Ch. 416, -U) 337-10
W3021, -U (Ch. 318, -U) 328-6
W3054, -U (Ch. 318, -U( 328-6
78125 (Ch. 195) (See Photofact
Service, Set 3301
7M124 (Ch. 195) (See Photofact
Service, Set 330(
630, 631, 632, 633 (Ch. 159, 160)
(See Photofact Service, Set 336)
Ch. 159, 160 (See Model 630)
Ch. 195 (See Model 78125)
Ch. 316, -U, -U2 (See Model
81011)
Ch. 318, -U (Sae Model 81041(
-U, -112 (See Modal
Ch. 319,
81024)
Ch. 326, U (See Model PT1144)
Ch. 415, -U (See Model 81061)
Ch. 416, -U (See Model 83011)
U

-ß

145202,

("0"

145203

337-15-S

Lina)

HYDE PARK

336-7
(Ch. C2001)
Ch. 2001 (See Model 24770M)
KNIGHT

342-8

9455703

LINCOLN (Auto Radio)
MU -18805.0
(FOU -18805-C)

335-9
335-9

MAGNAVOX

18

338-13-S
338-13-S
339-18-5
344-18-S

Series

19 Serias

21 Series
23 Series
600 Series
Chassis
Chassis
Chassis
Chassis
Chassis

(Se

344-8
340-10
341-8
345-6
343-6

AMP -148
AMP -149
AMP -150
AMP -151ÁA
CMUA 43588 (250 Series)
PCB 168-Set 331-1 a nd Ch.

CMUA435AA-Set 278-5)
Chassis CMUA436B8 (250 Series)
(See

CMUA435AA8

Chauis

5t

CMUA437BB

-Set

(See PCB 168

and Ch.

278-5)
(250 Series)
331-1 and Ch.

CMUA435AA-$et 278-5)
Chassis CMUA438BB (250 Series)

-Set

(See PCB 168

331-I and Ch.

CMUA435AA-Set 278-5)

Chassis CMUA465AA (650 Series)

317-7
Series)

Chassis CMUA465BB (650

(See PC8 166-Sat 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis CMUA466AA (650 Series)

317-7

Series)
329-1 and Ch.

Chassis CMUA4668B (650
(See PCB

CMUA465AA--Sett 317-7)
Chauis CMUA469AA (650 Series)

317-7

Chassis CMUA46988 (650 Series)
PCB

and Ch.

317-7)
(See
CMUA465AA-Sett
Chassis CMUA473AA (650 Series)

317-7

Chassis CMUA4738B (650 Series)
(See PCB 166 -Set 329.1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis CMUA474AA (650 Series)

317-7

Chassis CMUA4748B (650 Series)
and Ch.
166-Set
(See
329-7)

Chards

CMUA481CC (600 Series)

Chassis CMUA48288, CMUA483BB,
CMUA485118 (650 Series)
329-1 and
PCB 166 -Set

IS..

166 -Set

Ch.

CMUA47588,
(600 Series)

CMUA476118

344-8

Chassis CMUA475CC, CMUA476CC

344-8
(600 Series)
.Chassis CMUA47888 (650 Serles)
(See PCB 166-Set 329-1 and Ch.
CMUA465AA-Set 317-7(

Ch.

CMUA465AA-Sat 317-7)
Chossis CMU847088 (650 Serles)
317 7)ad
(See
CMUA465AA-Sat
Chassis CMUD445AA (350 Series)
325-1 and Ch.

(See PCB

CMUA455AA-Sett 291-8)

(650 Serias)

Chassis CMUD47188

(See PCB 166 -Sat 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)

Chassis CMUD48618 (650 Series)
(See PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Ch.

(See
(Ch. 456.44901)
Model 5161 -set 330-10)
(Ch. 528.45000,
528.45001, 528,45002,
328-7
528.45003)
41211 (Ch. 528.44900) (See Model
PC -41218

4104-11et 328-7)

339-10
7001 (Ch. 132.39400)
Ch. 132.39400 (see Model 7001)
Ch. 456.37000 (See Model PC 4104)
456.37100 (See Model PC 4121)
Ch. 456.44901 (See Model PC 41218)
Ch. 528.44900 (See Model 4104-B)
Ch. 528.45000, 528.45001,
528.45002,
528.45003
(See
Model 4104-B)
Ch.

MOTOROLA

CMUA465AA-$et 317-7(
Chassis CMUE484811 (650 Serlas)

BKA6T
C7A6T
CTM6

(Sea PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Ch.

(Sea PCB 166 -Set 329-I and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Sat 317-7)
Chassis
Chassis
Chassis
Chassis
Chassis
Chassis
Chassis
Chassis

335-10

CR -717
CR -718
CR -721
CR -722
CR -723
CR -724

344-9
344-9
336--8
337-11

339-9
337-11
342-9

CR -726

CR

-729A,

BA

Chassis C1A435B8 (250 Series)
PCB

168 -Set

and

331-1

(See
Ch.

CMUA435AA-Set 278-5)

CTA436BB
Chassis
(250 Series)
(Sea PCB 168 -Set 331-1 and Ch.

CMUA435AA-Set 278-5)

CIA437BB (250 Series)
Chassis
(See PCB 168 -Set 331-1 and Ch.

CMUA435AA-$et 278-5)
Chassis CTA438BB (250 Series)

t 331-1 and Ch.

(See PCB

CMUA435AA-Set 278-5)
Chassis CTA465A (650 Series)

317-7

Chassis

CTA46588 (650 Series)
(See PC8 166-Set 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis CTA466B8 (650 Serias)

Ch.

(See

t 317-7)and
CMUA465AA
Chassis CTA469AA (650 Series)

317-7

Chassis

Series)

(650

CTA46988

(See PCB 166 --Set 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis CTA473A (650 Series)

317-7

CTA47388 (650 Series)
Chassis
(See PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Sat 317-7)
Chassis C7A474AA (650 Series)

317-7

Chassis

CTA474118

(See PCB 166 -Set

(650 Series)
329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis CTA47588, CTA476158 (600

Chassis CIA475CC,
Series)

Chassis

344-8
C1A476CC (600
344-8

C7A478BI

(650

Serias)
and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis CTA479118, C1A480BB, CTA-

344-8
(600 Series)
Chauis CTA479CC, CTA480CC,
CTA481 CC (600 Serias) 344-8
CTA483118,
CTA48288,
Chassis
CTA48588 (650 Series) (See PCB
166 -Set 329-1 and Ch.
48188

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis CTB470B8 (650 Series)
(Sea PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis CTD445AA (350 Series)
(See PCB 162 -Set 325-1 and Ch.

CMUASSAA-Set 291-8)
Chassis CT047188 (650 Series)

(See PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465A-Sat 317-7)

Chassis

Series)

(650

0704868/1
(See PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA46580-Set 317-7)

Chassis

CTE4721118

Series)

(650

(See PCB 166-Sat 329-1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
CTE484B8 (650 Series)
Chassis
(See PCB

166-5et

329.1 and Ch.

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)

Chassis U18 -01AÁ, U18 -02ÁA, U18 03A, U18-04AA (18 Series)

338-13-5

Chossia U19 -01AÁ, U19-02AA (19
338-13-S
Series)
U21.02AA,
Chassis U21-01AA,

021-03A, U21.04AA

Chassis

Series)

(21

339-18-S

U23.02AA,

U23 -01ÁA,

U23 -03A (23 Seriea(.344-18-S
Chauis V18.01 AA, V18-02AÁ, V18 -

03A,

V18 -04AÁ

Serien)

(18

338-13-S
Chassis V19-OIA, V19 -02AÁ (19
338-13-S
Series)
-02A,
V21
Chassis V21 -01ÁA,

V21.03Á, V21.04A

(21 Serles)

339-18-S

V23-02AA,
V23 -01A,
V23 -03A (23 Sarles).344-18-S

Chassis

MASCO

336-9
336-9

FM -6
PM -6

MCINTOSH
C-4, C -4P
MC -60

343-7
344-10

MERCURY (Auto Radie)
335-9
FM-18805-D
6BM
68MS (FDT-18805-D(

336-10

335-9

METEOR

PC -4104
Model
PC -4121

No.

(Ch. 456.37000)
4104 -Set 298-7)
456.37100)
(Ch.

Model 4121 -Set 298-7)

(see

217328,

2173380,

1

312-8)

M

1211548,

M

Y211551,

M

7215558A,

345-9

T343-9

(Ch.
(Ch.

TS

M

(Ch.
(Ch.

-538Y)

343-8
TTS-5371)
345-9
TS -5379)
343-9

(Ch.

MA

1211(568,

TTS-537Y)

(Ch.

MA

WT343-8

1211578, M, MCH (Ch. WTS-5381)

Y21K58B,

M

721K59M,

MCH

(Ch.

166 -Set

PCB

VTS-5381)

T5 -5349E -05-1H)

12I726CH-H (Ch.
(See

343-8
343-8
343-8

WTS-538Y)

(Ch.

329-1

and

Model 1211(378-Set 312-8)
411211298, M (Ch. TS -53411 (Sae
PCB 166-Set 329-1 and Model
1211(378-Set 312-8)
921129M -H (Ch. TS-534YE-05-1H(
166-Set 329.1 and
PC811(371--Set
312-8)
Modal 12ee
1211308, M (Ch. TS-5301) (Sae
PCB 167 -Set 330-1 and Model

1211(38 -Set 315-7)
411217301-H, 921130M -H (Ch. TS 53010 -05-1H) (See PCB 167
Set 330-1 and Model 121538
Set 315-7)
Y211318, M (Ch. VIS-5341) (See
PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Model

--

1211378 -Set 312-8)

Y21732B,

343-9
TS 345-9

(Ch.

MGA

CHA,

121732BA,

TTS-5371)

(Ch.

CH

537I(
921733BG, CH, MG (Ch

121T34B,

(Ch.

M

1217348A,

TS -533-88Y)

34
TTS-5371)

345-9
343-9
343-8

TS -5379)

(Ch.

MA

56L1A, 56L1AU, 56L2A, 5612AÚ,
56L3A, 56L3AU, 56L4A, 56L4AU
341-9
(Ch. HS -513, A)
56M1Á, 56M1AU, 56M2A, 56M2AU,
56M3A, 56M3AU (Ch. HS514, A)

341-9

5671

6611,

(Ch.
66L2

1211308-H)
TS -5317E -05-1H (See Model
721726CH-H)
Ch. TS -537 (See Model 215538A)
Ch. TS -537Y (See Modal 7215538A)
Ch. TS -538 (Sae Model 211(541)
Ch. TS -5387 (See Model 1211(5481
Ch. TTS-537 (See Model 211(538)
Ch. TM -537Y (See Model 1211538)
Ch. VIS-530 (See Model 211(38)
Ch. VIS -5301 (See Model 121538)
Ch. VIS -538 (See Model 21559M)
Ch. VIS-5381 (Sea Model Y21 159M)
Ch. WIS-5341E-05-1H (See Model
124T3M-H)
Ch. WTS-537 (Sae Model 241(1311
Model
(See
WTS-5371
Ch.
1241138)
Ch. WTS-538 (See Model 211(56B)
Ch. WTS-5381 (Sae Model 121 1568)

Ch.

343-8
andB

MP 21K378-Set 312- 8)
12413M (Ch. WTS-5341) (See
Model

PCB 166 -Sat 329-1 and Model
1211378 -Set 312-8)
12413M -H (Ch. TS -5349E -05-1H)

166-Set

PCB

(See

Model

924158G,

329-1

and

Y25378 --Set 312-8)
MG (Ch. W75-5371)

345-9

M (Ch. VIS -5381) 343-8
331-9
6M, 6M-12
333-8
61A58
14P3, 14P4, 14P5 (Ch. TS-423)

124768,

341-18-S

17727 Series, 17128 Series (Ch.
344-18-S
TS -422)
21K46, B (Ch. 75-5301 (See
PCB 167 -Set 330.1 and Model
211(38 -Set

21K471.
PCB

M

315-7)

(Ch.

166 -Set

WTS-534) (See
329-1 and Model

215378 -Set 312-8)

21K50B, M (Ch. VIS -530) (See
PCB 167 -Set 330-1 and Modal
21138 -Set 315-7)
5211(518, M (Ch. TS -534) (See
PCB 166 -Set 329-1 and Model
211378 -Set 312-8)
211(531, M (Ch. TTS-537) 343-9
211(538A, MA (Ch. TS -537) 345-9
(Ch. TS -538)..343-8

211548,

M

211(568,

M (Ch. WTS-538)

215578,

M,

211(588,

M (Ch. WTS-538)

21 1(558, M (Ch. TTS-537)..345-9
21 K55BA, MA (Ch. TS -537) 343-9
343-8
521159M,

MCH (Ch.

MCH

(Ch.

W7S-538)

343-8
343-8
VIS-538)
343-8

217298,
PCB

TS -534)
M
(Ch.
(See
166 -Set 329-1 and Model

PCB

(See
167 -Set 330-1 and Model

211(371-Sat 312-8)
217308, M (Ch. TS-530)

21K38-Set 315-7)
.211311, M (Ch. VTS-534)

(See

NOTE: PCB Denotes Production Change Bulletin.

(See
166 -Set 329-1 and Model
211(378 --Sat 312-8)
PCB

Denotes Television Receiver.

333-10

11762
11764
E -2002C (Ch. 7E10)
UE2002C (Ch. 7E10)
22D4033G, L (Ch.

2204135, 22D4137,
(Ch. TV -332, U)

1C821

177-Set

342-10
341-10
341-10
341-10

I

11(C41,

11(C42, 15C43 (Ch.

l5L42U,

1KL41U,

117.10
11011

"Cr1

(Ch.

11(140U

338-8
338-8

"CI")

340-13
340-13
336-12
336-12

"CC")
"CD")

(Ch.

"CL")

341-11
341-11

SITM13U (Ch. "CM")

338-8

4CE15 (Ch. "CE")
4CG27
4CG26,

(Ch.

4CH28,

(Ch.

4CH29

4CN15U (Ch.

"CN")

4CR26U,

4CR27U

(Ch

4C528U,

4CS29U

(Ch

41(G44, 41(045 (Ch.
4KR44U, 4KR45U

141150

(Ch.

341-11

17013 (Ch.
IT110U (Ch. "Cl")
1TK11U (Ch. "C5")
11L12U

"CC")
340-13
336-12

I10143U

"CA")

(Ch.
(Ch.

ITC12 (Ch.

"CM")

341-1l

338-8
336-12
338-8

(Ch. "CB")
(Ch. "Cl(")
KA40 (Ch. "CA")

1DK17U

"CG")

340-13

"CH")

340-13
336-12

"Cl")

341-11
CS")
341-11

"CG") 340-13
(Ch

(Ch. "CT")
17TU51,
177Ú52 (Ch.

"Cl"(

341-11

337-13

"CU")

337-13

"CA" (See Model I CÁ20)
Ch. "CB" (See Model 1CB21(
Ch. "CC" (See Model 1CC22)
Ch. "CD" (See Model ICD24)
Ch. "CE" (Sae Modal 4CE15)
Ch. "CG" (See Model 4CG26)
Ch. "CH" (See Model 4CH28)
Ch. "C1" (See Model 1C120Ú7
Ch. "CK" (See Modal IC(21U)
Ch. "CL" (See Model 1C122U)
Ch. "CM" (See Model 1CM24U)
Ch. "CN" (See Model 4CN15U(
Ch. "CR" (See Model 4CR26U)
Ch. "CS" (See Model 4C528U(
Ch. "CT" (Sea Modal 141150)
Ch. "CU" (See Model 177Ú51)
Ch.

PACKARD
7267427 (480487)
S

and

Model

335-12

U)

24061261,
2406320C,

341-11

((Ch

344-1

1803020C-Set 325-9)
L
(Ch. TV -332) (See
Model 22040330 -Set 335-12)
2204172, L (Ch. TV -331) (See PCB
Model
344.1
and
177 -Sat
1803020C -Sat 325-9)
22043211, M, T, W (Ch. TV -332,

2204171,

336-13

Denotes Schematic Coverage Only.

M (Ch. TV -444)
M (Ch. TV -414)

330-8
330-8

Ch. TV-331, U (Sea Model 2204170)
Model
TV -332,
U
Ch.
(Sea

2204033G)
Ch. TV -140 (See Model 2204148)
Ch. TV-444 (See Model 24061261)
Ch. 7E10 (See Model E2002C)

PHONOLA
755

340-14

PILOT
AA -905

330-9

PORT -A -PHONE
W1 -100 -UL

341-12

RCA VICTOR
6C5A, 6C5B, 6C5C (Ch.
6EMP2A,

6EMP28

RC -1157A)

340-15
15-153)

(Ch.

338-9

328-9
6E72 (Ch. RS -1361)
332-12
6E73A, B (Ch. RS -152A)
A,
RC-1154,
6HF1, 6HF2 (Ch.
334-8
RS -147)
333-11
6XY5A, B (Ch. RC -1152)
781101 (Ch. RC -1156) ..329-10
7BX5F, HH, 11 (Ch. RC -1149) (See
Modal 6BX5-Sat 299-7)
78X6, 71X7 (Ch. RC -1161, A)
344-11

78581,

1CM25U

L

335-12

Model 2204033G --Sat 335-12)
2204162, L, 2204163M, 2204164
332-10
(Ch. TV -440)
2204170, L (Ch. TV -331) (See PCB

1CC23 (Ch.
1CD25 (Ch.

1

U)

335-12

2204139,

(See PCB
Model 1803020C -Set 325-9)
L (Ch. TV -440) .332-10
(See
L
(Ch. TV -332)

"CC") 340-13
"CD") 340-13
ICD24,
336-12
C120U (Ch. "Cl")
336-12
e1CK21U (Ch. "CI")
ICL22U, ICL23U (Ch. "CL")

1CC22,

.335-20-5

TV -332,
L,

2204148,
22D4155,

338-8
338-8

"CA")
"CB")

...335-20-5

UXL (Ch. 7V -330U)
177-Set 344-1 and

22D4139UX,

330-7
(Ch.
(Ch.

345-11
343-11
345-11

E1362

OLYMPIC

.10817

329-1

328-8
D-579
328-8
D-590, D-591
328-8
D-717, D-719, 0-726
D-1337, 0-1339, 0-1344, D-1346

OLDSMOBILE

1CA20

143-10

PHILCO

334-7

983334

17711)

PEDERSEN
APM-6A

200333-9

M

166-Set

(Ch. V8-1)
(Ch. V8 -I)
Ch. V8-1 (See Model

NEWCOMB
CO -100
CO

343-9
332-9
332-9

5R1

17VT1, -U
21V71, U

MUNTZ

621C, 6217, 6211S
621.9C, 621-97
624C, 6241, 62415, 624TW
627C, 62715

M

9241311-H (Ch. WTS-534YE-05-1H)

338-7

Series)
Ch. 15-423 (See Model 14P3)
Ch. 15-53010-03-1H (Sae Model

124514B,

VIS -5389)

(Ch.

334-6
396, 396-12
340-12
506, 506-12
336-11
556
336-11
596, 596-12
Ch. HS -483 (Sae Model 5671)
Ch. HS -512, A (See Model 5681A)
Model
56L1A)
A
(See
HS
-513,
Ch.
Ch. HS -514, A (See Model S6M1A)
Ch. HS -515, -A (See Model 6611)
17727
(See Model
Ch.
TS -422

724K13B,

WTS-537Y)

339-12
-A)
HS -515

HS -483)

1CM24U,

(Ch.

TS

341-9

1211351, M (Ch. TS -538Y)
WTS-5381)
M
(Ch.
419211368,
(Ch.

MG (Ch.

345-9
TS -537)
345-9
TS -S38)
343-8
345-9
345-9
343-8
343-8
345-9
343-8

-537)
211358, M (Ch. TS -538)
217368, M (Ch. WTS-538)
.241(131, M (Ch. WTS-537)
241(141, M (Ch. VIS -5381
2413M (Ch. WTS-534) (See PCB
Model
and
329-1
166-Set
1215378 -Set 312-8)
24T5BG, MG (Ch. WTS-537) 345-9
24768, M (Ch. VIS -538) 343-8
5681A, 56111AU (Ch. HS -512, A)

332-8
1ISTCA, L5TCA-12
411'21546, 8 (Ch. TS -530Y) (Sea PCB
Model
and
167 -Set
330-1
1211(38 -Set 313-7)
1211471, M (Ch. WTS-53411 (See
PCB 166-Set 329-1 and Model
1211(37B-Set 312-8)
411211(50B, M (Ch. VTS-5301) (Sea
PCB 167 -Set 330-1 and Model
1211(38 -Set 315-7)
1211(518, M (Ch. TS-5347) (Sea
PCB 166 -Sat 329-1 and Model
Y21K37111--Set

CH,

M (Ch. T7S-537)

e 21T34BA, MA (Ch.

339-11
340-11

721K538A,

CH (Ch. 77S-537)

21734B,

Folder
No.

Set

No.

PACKARD-BELL

.211328A, CHA, MGA (Ch.

345-8

Y21 1538,

Folder
No.

Set

MOTOROLA-Cont.

4104-8

CMUA465AA-Set 317-7)
Chassis CMUE472BB (650 Series)

(See

24170M

6BH

344-8
344-8

CMUA481 BB (600 Series)

Chassis CMUA479CC, CMUA480CC,

Series)

HOTPOINT

145201,

Chassis CMUA479B8, CMUA480BB,

PCB

Folder
No.

No.

METEOR-Cont.

MAGNAVOX-Cont.

81024, -U, -U2 (Ch. 319,

81031,

No.

No.

Set

Felder
No.

Set

Fola«

SN
No.

HOFFMAN

78581

RC -1162)

(Ch.

RC -11258)

345-12

(See

PCB
(Ch.
-Set 334.1 and Modal
38X671 -Set 228-14)
7C6F, 7C6N (Ch. RC -1157A) 340-15
331-9
7EMP2 (Ch. RS -153)
7E1101, 7EY1EF, 71111F (Ch. RS-

78X10
171

341-13
155)
7HF3 (Ch. RC -1155 and RS -151A)
(See Model 6HF3-Set 323-11)
344-12
7HFP1 (Ch. R5 -150C)
8P17030 (Ch. KCS10011) (Also see
336-14
PCB 176-Set 343-1)
8PT7030I (Ch. KC51005) (See PCB
176 -Set 343-1 and Model 8P77030 -Set 336-14)
8P17031 (Ch. KCS1008) (Also see
336-14
PCB 176 -Set 343-1)

8PT70317 (Ch. KCS1005) (See PCB
176 -Set 343-1 and Model BPI7030-Set 336-14)
8P17032 (Ch. KCS100B) (Also see
336-14
PCB 176-Set 343-1)
8P170321 (Ch. KCS100K) (Sea PCB
176 --Set 343-1 and Model 8P1336-14)
-Set
7030
8P17034 (Ch. 1(051008) (Also see
336-14
PCB 176 -Set 343-1)
8P770347 (Ch. KCSIOOK) (Sae PCB
176 -Set 343-1 and Model 8PI-

7030-Set 336-14)

RC-1140A) (See
Model 40641 -Sat 259-13)
(Ch. KC51028 .334-14-S
51457070, 1457071, 1457074 (Ch.

8X901, 8X901 (Ch.

1457052

334-14-S

KCS1028)

17560221,

KU

(Ch. KC594,A) (See

171-.1at 334-1 and Model
17P16962 -Sat 315-9)
.17560251(, KU (Ch. KC594,A) (See
PCB

171 -Set 334-1 and Model
17P76962-Sel 315-9)
(Ch. KCS94) (See PCB
Model
and
334-1
171 -Set
17P16962 -Sat 315.9)
17560271, KU (Ch. KC594,A) (See
PCB 171 -Set 334-1 and Model
17P16962-Set 315-9)
21CS7815, U, 21CS7817 U (Ch.
22S -14S
CTCS, A)
PCB

1756026K

U, 2107175, U, 2107176, U, 2107177, U (Ch. KCS-

2107174,
103A,

7217,

345-13

B)

.2107215,

U,
U

21D7235,
KCSI03C,

2107216,
(Ch.

U,

211)-

KCSIO3,

U, 2107237,
D)

U

DI3
(Ch.

343-13

U
(Ch. KCS95) (See
Model 2156052 -Set 322-11)
U, 2117113, U . (Ch
332-14-S
KCS98A, C)
.2117117, U (Ch. KC
332-14-S
98A, C)

21S6055,

.2117112,

Set
Folder
No.
No.
RCA VICTOR -Cent.
82177152, U, 2117153, U (Ch.
KCS98A, C)
332-14-S
2117157, U (Ch. KCS98A, C)

332-14-S

2117352,

U

(Ch.

KCS98E,

2117355,

U

(Ch.

KCS98E,

F)

2117357,

U

(Ch.

KCS98E,

F)

332-14-S
332-14-S

.2407295, U, 24D7296,
7297,

24D7315,

241)1)

345-13

2407317,

U,

KCS103R, T)
2477272, U

U,

KCSIO3R,

(Ch.

U

F)

332-14-8

(Ch.

U

345-13

KCS103N,

(Ch.

P)

345-13

U,
2417277, U (Ch.
345-13
KCS103N, P)
Ch. CTC5, A (See Model 21 CS7815)
Ch. KCS98A, C (See Model 2117112)
Ch. KCS98E, F (See Model 2117352)
Ch. KCS100B (See Model 8P17030(
Ch. KCS100K (See Model 8PT70301(
Ch. KCS1028 (See Model 1457052)
Model
Ch.
KCS103A,
8
(See

82417275,

2107174)
KCS103C,

Ch.

D

2107215)
KCS103N,

Ch.

Model

(See

P

KCS103R,

T

(See

Model

(See

Model

(See Model 6XY5A1
A (See Model 6HF1(
RC -1156 (See Model 78710K)
RC -1157A (See Model 6C541
RC-1161, A (See Model 78)(6)
RC -1162 (See Model 78)(811
RS -1361 (See Model 6E12)
RS -147 (See Model 6HFI)
RS -150 (See Model 6HF5)
RS -1514 (See Model 7HF3)
RS -152A (See Model 6EY3A)
RS -153 (See Model 6EMP2A(
RS -155 (See Model 701101)
RS -1506 (See Model 7HFP1)
RC-1152

RC -1154,

RADLAND

332-13

HF355

RAYTHEON
T-100-1,

T-100-2,

T-100.3, T-100-

4, T-100-5 (Ch.

4RT11

..331-11

1-150-1, T-150-2, T-150.3, T-150-4,
T-150-5 (Ch. 6RT1)
335-13
329-11
12500 (Ch. 7RT4)
UM -2186, UM -2187, UM -2188,
UM -2189 (Ch. 21732)
331-12
Ch. 4RT1 (See Model T-100-1)
Ch. 6RT1 (See Model T-150-1)
Ch. 7R14 (See Model T2500)
Ch. 21732 (See Model UM -2186)
REGAL (TOK-FONE)

17C

(Ch. Series 20-Codes 91, 93,
Photofact Servicer Set

94) (See

328)

171 (Ch. 20 Series-Codes 91, 93,
94) (See Photofoct Service, Set

3281

20C

(Ch. Series 20-Codes 91, 93,
94) (See Photofact Servicer Set

328)

207

(Ch. Series 20-Codes 91, 93,
94) (See Photofact Servicer Set

328)

21H20

(Ch. Series 20--Codes 91,
93, 941 (See Photofact Service,

Set 328)
82420 (Ch. Series

94) (See
3281

20 -Codes 91, 93,
Photofoct Servicer Set

TR -IG

334-9

SCOTT (H. H.)
311-A

331-13

345-19-S
344-13

Series

1U-816,

1

U-826

Chassis U74 -01A4,

U74 -02A4 (74

345-19-5

Series)

Chassis V74-0144,

V74 -02A4 (74

345-19-S

Series)

SETCHELL-CARLSON
P61 (Ch. C100-Lote)
329-12
611 (Ch. C200)
329-12
Ch. C100 -late (See Model P61)
Ch. C200 (See Model 611)
S-1000

345-14

Model

456.38900,

456.-

42001)

330-10)
PC-6106

(Ch.

(See

Model

456.-

5161 -Set

(Ch.

456.39000, 456.39002, 456.43600) (See Model

5160 -Set 325-12)
(Ch.
456.42301) (See
Model 5161 -Set 330-10)
ePC-6108 (Ch. 456.39000, 456.39002, 456.43600) (See Model
5160 -Set 325-12)
PC -6110 (Ch. 456.38200, 456.38204, 456.43700) (See Model
5160 -Set 325-12)
PC -6112
(Ch.
456.43800)
(See
Model 5160 -Set 325-12)
PC -6113
(Ch. 456.42401, 456.42403) (See Model 5161 -Set
PC -6107

330-10)

ePC-6114 (Ch. 456.38400, 456.38404, 456.43800) (See Model
5160 -Set 325-12)
(Ch. 456.35606,

/PC -6115

42400, 456.42401,
(See Model 5161

PC -6116

320.12)
37901)

330-10)

PC -6122

39402)

329-13)

456.37900, 456.(Ch.
(See Model 5161 -Set
(Ch.
(See

456.39400,
Model

456.-

6122 -Set

PC -6123
Model
PC -6124

(Ch. 456.39500) (See
6122 -Set 329-13)
(Ch. 456.39400, 456.394021 (see Model 6122 -Set

456.456.42403)

-Sei 330-10)

(Ch. 456.38400, 456.456.43800) (See Model
5160 -Set 325-12)
PC -6117 (Ch. 456.35606, 456.-

38404,

42400, 456.42401, 456.42403)
(See Model 5161 -Set 330-10)

6108 (Ch. 528.43000,
528.43601)
6108 (Ch. 528.43602)
5161 -Set 330-10)
6109 (Ch. 528.35003,

330-10

(See Model

330-10

6113 (Ch. 528.42400)
330-10
86113 (Ch. 528.42406, 528.42407)
(See Model 5161 --Set 330-10)

PC -6128A

43800)

325-12)

(Ch. 456.38404, 456.(See Model 5160 -Set

(Ch. 456.35606)
(See
Model 5161 -Set 330-101
PC -61294 (Ch. 4S6.35606, 456.42400) (See Model 5161 -Set
PC -6129

330-10)

456.38400, 456.(Ch.
38404) (See Model 5160 -Set

(Ch. 456.33404, 456.43800) (see Model 5160 -Set
325-121

PC -6130.4

ePC-6131
(See
(Ch. 456.35606)
Model 5161 -Set 330-10)
PC -61314 (Ch. 456.35606, 456.42400) (See Model 5161 -Set

330-10)

PC -6132 (Ch. 456.38700,
38702, 456.44100) (See
6122 -Set 329-13)
PC -6133 (Ch. 456.38600,
42600, 456.42601) (See
6122 -Set 329-13)

456.Model

456.Model

(Ch. 456.38400, 456.456.43800) IS» Model

PC -6136

38404,
5160 -Set 325-12)
(Ch. 456.40500)
(See
Model 6160 -Set 320-10)
ePC-6161
(Ch.
456.45600) (See
Model 6160 -Set 330-10)
PC -6164 (Ch. 456.43800) (See
Model 5160-Set 325-12)
PC -6165 (Ch. 456.42401, 456.42403) (See Model 5161 -Set
PC -6160

330-10)

PC -6166

Ch.

456.43800)

(See

Model 5160-Set 325-12)
(Ch. 456.42401, 456.42403) (See Model 5161Set

PC-6167

330-10)

PC -6170

44000)

325-12)

PC -6171

42501)

330-10)

e PC -6172

(Ch. 456.37700, 456.(See Model 5160 -Set

(Ch. 456.37300, 456.(See Model 5161 -Set
(Ch.

456.44000)

(Ch.

456.42501)

Model 5160 -Set 325-12)

PC -6173

Model

51615.1 330-I0)

PC -6174 (Ch. 456.38500,
38503, 456.44200) Mee
6122 -Set 329-13)
PC -6175 (Ch. 456.38100,
42700, 456.42701) (See
6122 -Set 329-13)
PC -6176

(Ch.

456.38500,

(See
(See

456.Model

456.Model

456.-

38503, 456.44200) Mee Model
6122 --Set 329-13)

456.38100, 456.(Ch.
(See Model
6122 -Set 329-13)
PC -6178 (Ch. 456.38500, 4.54:.38503, 456.44200) (See Model
6122 -Set 329-13)
PC -6179 (Ch. 456.38100, 456.42700) (See Model 6122 -Set
PC -6177

42700, 456.42701)

CPC -6l84

456.38500, 456.38503, 456.44200) (See Model
6122 -Set 329-13)
PC-6185
(Ch. 456.38100, 456.42700) (See Model 6122 -Set
.

(Ch.

329-13)

PC -6186 (Ch. 456.38500,
38503, 456.44200) (See
6122 -Set 329-13)
PC-6187
(Ch.
456.38100)
Model 6122 -Set 329-13)
PC-6190

38404)

PC -61904

(Ch.
(See

456.38400,
Model

330-10)

Model
(See

456.-

5160 -Set

(Ch. 456.45900)
Model 5160 -Set 325-12)

42400)

456.-

(See

(Ch. 456.35606, 456.(See Model 5161 -Set

e PC -6192 (Ch. 456.38400, 456.38404) (See Model 5160 -Set

(Ch. 528.43802) (See Model
6106-Set 330-10)

6114

(Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
and Radio Ch. 528.40300)

6114 (Ch. 528.43802)
6106-Set 330-10)
6115 (Ch. 528.35603,

330-10

(See Model

528.35604,
528.35606, 528.42400, 528.42401, 528.42402, 528.42403,
330-10
528.42404)
6115 (Ch. 528.42405) (see Model
5161

-Set 330-10)
(Ch. 528.42406, 528.42407)
-Sol 330-10)

(See Model 5161

6115Y

(Ch. 528.35605)

...330-10

86116 (Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
and Radio

Ch.

330-10

(See Model

7101Y

(Ch. 528.50030)

339-13

(Ch. 528.50010, 528.50012,

Ch.

339-13

Model 6100)
528.43502 (See Model 61001
528.43600, 528.43601 (See
Model 6106)
Ch. 528.43602 (See Model 6106)
Ch. 528.43700, 528.43701 (See
Model 6110)
Ch.
Ch.

Ch.

(Ch. 528.500301

Model 6120)
Ch. 528.44000,
Model 6170)

339-13

(Ch. 528.50020, 528.50021,
528.50022)
339-13)
(Ch. 528.50010, 528.50012,
528.50014)
339-13

Ch.

7113

6122 -Set 329-13)
6160 (Ch. 528.45500, 528.45501,

7127A

339-13
339-13

(Ch. 528.500301

339-13

7212, 7213 (Ch. 528.33300) (See
Model 6217 -Set 303-13)
Ch. 132.39900 (See Model 7006
Ch. 132.40500 (See Model 2014)
Ch. 132.41000 (See Model 7003)
Ch. 456.35606 (See Mode PC -6115
Ch. 456.37300 (See Mode PC-6171
Ch. 456.37700 (See Mode PC-6170
Ch. 456.37900 (See Mode PC6121
Ch. 456.37901 (See Mode PC -6121
Ch. 456.38100 (See Mode PC-6175
Ch. 456.38200 (See Mode PC-6110
Ch. 456.38204 (See Mode PC-6110
Ch. 456.38400 (See Mode PC-6114
Ch. 456.38404 (See Mode PC-6114
Ch. 456.38500 (See Mode PC-6174
Ch. 456.38503 (See Mode PC-6174
Ch. 456.38600 (See Mode PC-6133
Ch. 456.38700 (See Mode PC -6132
Ch. 456.38702 (See Mode PC -6132
Ch. 456.38800 (See Mode PC -61001
Ch. 456.38801 (See Mode PC -6100
Ch. 456.38900 (See Mode PC -6101
Ch. 456.39000 (See Mode PC6106
Ch. 456.39002 (See Mode PC6106
Ch. 456.39100 (See Mode PC -6120
Ch. 456.39101 (See Mode PC -6120
Ch. 456.39400 Mee Mode PC -6122
Ch. 456.39402 Mee Mode PC -6122
Ch. 456.39500 (See Mode PC -6123
Ch. 456.42001 (See Mode PC -6101
Ch. 456.42301 (See Mode PC -6107
Ch. 456.42400 (See Mode PC -6115
Ch. 456.42401 (See Mode PC -6115
Ch. 456.42403 (See Mode PC -6115
Ch. 456.42501 (See Mode PC -6171
Ch. 456.42600 (See Mode PC -6133)

528.45600, 528.45601) .330.10
6161 (Ch. 528.45601) (See Model
5161 -Set 330-10)
(Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
and Radio Ch. 528.40300)

6164

330-10

(See Model

6165

(Ch. 528.42400, 528.42402,
528.42403. 528.42404) .330.19
(Ch. 528.424051 (See Model

6165

5161 -Set 330-10)
(Ch. 528.42406, 528.42407)
(See Model 5161 -Set 330-10)

61 65

6166 (Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
and Radio Ch. 528.403001

330-10

(Ch. 528.43802) (See Model
6106 -Set 330-10)
6167 (Ch. 528.42403, 528.42404)

330-10

330-10

86171 (Ch. 528.37300, 528.37301,
528.42500,
528.42501,
528.

....330.10

86172 (Ch. 528.44000, 528.440011

330-10

(Ch. 528.42500, 528.42501,
528.42502, 528.42503) .330-10

.

S Denotes Schematic

Coverage On y.

528.44200,

Model 6174)
528.44300,
Model 6122)

528.50002)

(Ch. 528.50020, 528.50021,
528.50022)
339-13
87127 (Ch. 528.50010, 528.50012,
528.50014)
339-13

528.44001 (See

Ch.

7112A

7126A

528.43801 (See

528.44100, 528.44101 (See
Model 6132)
Ch. 528.44200 (See Model 6132)

87112 (Ch. 528.50000, 528.50002)
339-13

71I3A (Ch. 528.500301
7126 (Ch. 528.50000,

528.43800,

Model 6130)

Ch. 528.43802 (See Model 6112)
Ch. 528.43900, 528.43901 (See

(Ch. 528.50010, 528.50012,
528.50014)
339-13

7111A

528.42700, 528.42701, 528.-

42702 (See Model 6175)

Ch. 528.42800, 528.42801, 528.42802 (See Model 6123)
Ch. 528.42900 (See Model 6100)
Ch. 528.43000 (See Model 6106)
Ch. 528.43500, 528.43501 (See

7111

-Set 330-10)

Denotes Television Receive

Model 6113)
528.42500, 528.42501, 528.42502, 528.42503 (See Model
6171)
Ch. 528.42600, 528.42601, 528.42602 (See Model 61331
Ch. 528.42603 (See Model 61331
Ch.

339-13

339-13
871104 (Ch. 528.50020, 528.50021,
528.50022)
339-13

528.38702, 528.44100, 528.44101, 528.44200)
329-13
6133 (Ch. 528.38600, 528.38601,
528.38602,
528.42600,
528..
42601, 528.42602)
329-13
6133 (Ch. 528.42603) (See Model

NOTE: PCB Denotes Production Change Bulletin.

339-13

(Ch. 528.47600) (See Model
61904 -Set 330-10)
87107 (Ch. 528.47700, 528.47701)
(See Model 61904-Set 330-10)
7107 (Ch. 528.47702, 528.47703)
(See Model 61904-Set 330-10)
87108 (Ch. 528.47600) (See Model
61904 -Set 330-101
7110 (Ch. 528.50000, 528.50002)

6131A (Ch. 528.42400) ...330-10
6132 (Ch. 528.38700, 528.38701,

6173

339-13

(Ch. 528.50000, 528.50002)

(Ch. 528.50010, 528.50012,
AY, AZ

528.42300, 528.42301, 528.-

42302 (See Model 6107)
Ch. 528.42400 (See Model 6131)
Ch. 528.42401, 528.42402, 528.42403, 528.42404 (See Model
61151
Ch. 528.42405 (See Model 6115)
Ch. 528.42406, 528.42407 (See

339-13

7106

Ch. 528.40300)
330-10
(Ch. 528.43802) (See Model
6106 -Set 330-10)
86131 (Ch. 528.35305, 528.35601,
528.35602, 528.35604, 528.35606, 528.42400, 528.42402,
528.42403, 528.42404) .330-10
6131 (Ch. 528.42405) (See Model
516I -Set 330-10)'
86131 (Ch. 528.42406, 528.42407)
(See Model 5161 -Set 330.10)

42502, 528.42503)

Ch.

528.50002)

AY, AZ (Ch. 528.50020,

528.500141
339-13
7101Z (Ch. 528.50010, 528.50012,
528.50014)
339-13
7102 (Ch. 528.50020, 528.50021,
528.50022)
339-13
7103, R, S, T (Ch. 528.50030)

6130

6167 (Ch. 528.42405) (See Model
5161 -Set 330-10)
6167 (Ch. 528.42406, 528.42407)
(See Model 5161 -Set 330-101
6170 (Ch. 528.44000, 528.44001)

345-15

7101A,

(Ch. 528.42406, 528.42407)
(See Model 5161 -Set 330-101
861294 (Ch. 528.42400)
330-10
6130 (Ch. 528.35602, 528.35604,
528.43800, 528.43801 and Radio

6101

42002 (see Model 6101)
528.42100, 528.42101, 528.42102 (See Model 6111)
Ch. 528.42103 (See Model 6121)
Ch. 528.42200, 528.42201, 528.42202 (See Model 6121)
Ch.

341-14

528.50014)

-Set 330-10)

6166

528.43501)
330-10
(Ch. 528.38900, 528.38901,
528.38902, 528.42000,
528.42001, 528.42002)
330-10
6104, 6105 (Ch. 549.20030, 549.20031, 549.20032, 549.20033,
549.20034)
333-12
6106 (Ch. 528.43000, 528.43600,
528.43601)
330-10
6106 (Ch. 528.43602) (See Model
5161 -Set 330-101
6107 (Ch. 528.35001, 528.35002,
528.35003,
528.42300,
528.42301, 528.42302) ....330-10

7101

330-10

(Ch. 528.43502) (See Model
5161 -Set 330-10)
6100 (Ch. 528.42900, 528.43500,

39402 (see Model 6122)
Ch. 528.39500, 528.39501, 528.39502 (See Model 6123)
Ch. 528.40400 (see Model 6025)
Ch. 528.42000, 528.42001, 528.-

132.39900)

(Ch.

(Ch. 528.50000,

7100Z

(See Model

6100

328-10

528.37300, 528.37301 (See
Model 6171)
528.37900, 528.37901 (See
Model 6121)
Ch. 528.38100, 528.38101, 528.38102 (See Model 6175)
Ch. 528.38500, 528.38501, 528.38502, 528.38503 (See Model
6174)
Ch. 528.38600, 528.38601, 528.38602 (See Model 6133)
Ch. 528.38700, 528.38701, 528.38702 (See Model 6132)
Ch. 528.38900, 528.38901, 528.38902 (See Model 6101)
Ch. 528.39300 (see Model 5161)
Ch. 528.39400, 528.39401, 528.Ch.

528.50021, 528.50022) .339-13

(Ch.

86164 (Ch. 528.43802)
6106 -Set 330-10)

6115)

Ch.

871009 (Ch. 528.50000, 528.50002)

528.35601,
528.35602, 528.35604,
528.35606, 528.42400, 528.42402,
528.42403, 528.42404) .330-10
6129 (Ch. 528.42405) (See Model

5161

7007

7100A,

330-10

Model 5160 -Set 325-12)
(Ch. 456.45900) (See
Model 5160 -Set 325-12)
PC -6193 (Ch. 456.35606) (See
Model 5161 -Set 330-10)
PC -7106
(Ch. 456.47600)
(See
Model 61904-Set 330-10)
5161 (Ch. 528.39300) ....330-10
5171 (Ch. 528.39300) ....330-10
6025, 6026 (Ch. 528.40400)

PC -61924

7100

528.35301, 528.35302,
528.35304, 528.42100,
528.42101, 528.42102) ....330-10
6128 (Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
and Radio Ch. 528.40300)

5161

Model 6129)

516I -Set 330-10)
6192 (Ch. 528.35602, 528.35604,
528.43800, 528.43801 and Radio
Ch. 528.40300)
330-10
6192A (Ch. 528.45900, 528.45901,
528.47600, 528.47700) .330-10
7003,
7004
(Ch.
132.41000)
7006,

528.35304 (See

Ch. 528.35603, 528.35604, 528.35605, 528.35606 (See Model

5161 -Set 330-10)
(Ch. 528.45202) (See Model

330-10

528.35303,

Model 6111)

Ch. 528.35305 (See Model 6129)
Ch. 528.35601, 528.35602 (See

6191A

86121 (Ch. 528.37900, 528.37901,
528.42103, 528.42200, 528.42201, 528.42202) ....330-10
86122 (Ch. 528.39400, 528.39401,
528.39402, 528.44300, 528.44301)
329-13
6123 (Ch. 528.39500, 528.39501,
528.39502,
528.42800, S28.
42801, 528.42802) ....329-13
6124 (Ch. 528.39400, 528.39401,
528.39402,
528.44300, 528.44301)
329-13
6126 (Ch. 528.43700, 528.43701)

6129

Model 6127)

Ch.

(Ch. 528.35305, 528.35601,
528.35602,
528.35604, 528.35606, 528.42400)
330-10
6191A (Ch. 528.45201) (See Model

5161 -Set 330-10)
6117 (Ch. 528.42406, 528.42407)
(See Model 5161 --Set 330-10)
6120 (Ch. 528.43900, 528.43901)

6128 (Ch. 528.43802)
6106 -Set 330-10)
6129 (Ch. 528.35305,

6190A)

Ch. 456.45600 (See Model PC -6161)
Ch. 456.45500 (See Model PC -6160)
Ch. 528.35001, 528.35002, 528.35003 (see Model 6107)
Ch. 528.35301, 528.35302 (See

330-10

6191

528.35604,
528.35606,
528.42400,
528.42401, 528.42402, 528.42403,
528.42404)
330-10
6117 (Ch. 528.42405) (See Model

Folder
No.

Ch. 456.42601 (See Mode PC-6133)
Ch. 456.42700 (See Mode PC-6175)
Ch. 456.42701 (See Mode PC-6175)
Ch. 456.43500 (See Mode PC-6110)
Ch. 456.43600 (See Mode PC-6106)
Ch. 456.43700 (See Mode PC-6110)
Ch. 456.43800 (See Mode PC -6114)
Ch. 456.44000 (See Mode PC -6170)
Ch. 456.44100 (See Mode PC -61321
Ch. 456.44200 (See Mode PC -6174)
Ch. 456.45900 (See Model PC-

42701, 528.42702) .
329-13
6190A (Ch. 528.45900, 528.45901,
528.47600, 528.47700)

528.40300)

6116 (Ch. 528.43802)
6106 -Set 330-10)
6117 (Ch. 528.35603,

6127

No.

-

....

6115

Set

SILVERTONE-Cent.

528.44900, 528.44901, 528.
45000, 528.45001, 528.45200,
528.45201)
330-10
6175 (Ch. 528.38100, 528.38101,
528.38102,
528.42700,
528.42701, 528.42702) .. 329-13
6176 (Ch. 528.38500, 528.38501,
528.38502, 528.38503) .329-13
6176 (Ch. 528.44200, 528.44201,
528.44900, 528.44901, 528.45000, 528.45001, 528.45200,
528.45201)
330.10
6177 (Ch. 528.38100, 528.38101,
528.38102, 528.42700, 528.42701, 528.427021
329-13
6184 (Ch. 528.38500. 528.38501,
528.38502, 528.38503) .329-13
6184 (Ch. 528.44200, 528.44201,
528.44900,
528.44901,
528.45000, 528.45001, 528.45200,
528.45201)
330-10
6185 (Ch. 528.38100, 528.38101,
528.38102, 528.42700, 528.42701, 528.42702)
329-13
6186 (Ch. 528.38500, 528.38501,
528.38502, 528.38503) 329-13
6186 (Ch. 528.44200, 528.44201,
528.44900,
528.44901,
528.45000, 528.45001, 528.45200,
528.45201)
330-10
6187 (Ch. 528.38100, 528.38101,
528.38102, 528.42700, 528.-

528.42300,
528.42301, 528.42302) .330-10
06110 (Ch. 528.43700, 528.43701)
330 -lo
6111 (Ch. 528.35303, 528.35304,
528.42100, 528.42101, 528.42102)
330-10
6111 (Ch. 528.42103) (See Model
5161 -Set 330-101
6112 (Ch. 528.43800, 528.43801
and Radio Ch. 528.40300)

6112

(Ch. 456.38400, 456.(see Model 5160-Set

Folder
No.

6174 (Ch. 528.38500, 528.38501,
528.38502, 528.38503) 329-13
6174 (Ch. 528.44200, 528.44201,

528.43600,

38404)

325-12)

Set

No.

SILVERTONE-Cent.

329-13)

PC -6128

PC -6191

SILVERTONE

PC -6100 (Ch. 456.38800,
38801, 456.43500) (See
5160 -Set 325-121
e

(Ch. 456.38400, 456.38404, 465.43800) (See Model
5160 -Set 325-12)
PC -6120
(Ch. 456.39100, 456.39101) (See Model 5160 --Set

325-12)

SHERWOOD

ePC-6101

PC.6118

PC -6121

Folder
No.

Set

No.

SILVERTONE-Cent.

329-13)

SENTINEL

74

Folder
No.

325-12)

2407295)
Ch. RC -11258 (See Model 78X10)
Ch. RC -1140A (See Model 8)(9DE)
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

No.

PC -6130

2437272)
Ch.

Set

SILVERTONE-Cent.

528.44201

(See

Ch.

528.44301

(See

Ch. 528.44900,
Model 6174)
Ch. 528.45000,

528.44901

(5ee

528.45001 (See
Model 6174)
528.45200, 528.45201 (See
Model 6174)
Ch. 528.45202 (See Model 6191A)
Ch. 528.45500, 528.45501 (See
Model 6160)
Ch. 528.45600, 528.45601 (See
Model 61601
Ch. 528.45900, 528.45901 (See
Model 61904)
Ch. 528.47600 (See Model 61904)
Ch. 528.47700 (See Model 61904)
Ch. 528.47701, 528.47702, 528.47703 (See Model 71071
Ch. 528.50000 (see Model 7100)
Ch. 528.50002 IS.. Model 7100)
Ch. 528.50010 (See Model 7101)
Ch. 528.50012 (See Model 7101)
Ch. 528.50014 Mee Model 7101)
Ch. 528.50020 (See Model 7100A1
Ch. 528.50021 (See Model 7100A)
Ch. 528.50022 (See Model 7100A)
Ch. 528.50030 Mee Model 71014)
Ch. 549.20030, 549.20031, 549.20032, 549.20033, 549.20034
(See Model 6104)
Ch.

SPARTAN
I5 Series
1

116

339-14

Series
340-17
CMUA465B13, CMUA466118,
CMUA469118, CMUA47388 (115

Chassis

Series)

Chassis CMUA47588,

339-14

CMUA476138,
CMUA479BB, CMUA480BB, CMUA481 B8 1116 Series(
340-17
Chassis C34465118, CTA4668B, CTA469BB, C1447388 (115 Series)

339-14

Chassis

C3447588,
CTA476138,
C3A479B8, CTA4801113, CTA481BB
(116 Series)

340-17

Sel

Folder

No.

No.

SPARTON

5290,

5296, 5297 (Ch. 2550202
and Power Ch. 250202) (See Photofact Sarvicar Sat 336)
20312, 20313 (Ch. 24U2131 (See
Photofact Service, Sat 334)
21322, 21324 (Ch. 24U213) (See
Photofoot Service, Set 334)
Ch. 250202 (See Modal 5290)
Ch. 24U213 (See Modal 20312)
Ch. 2550202 (See Modal 5290)
STEELMAN
3Aß4

340-18
333-13

3ßP4

STUDEBAKER

333-14
345-16
333-14
345-16

AC -2745
AC -2746
AC -2747

AC2748

14P101, 149102 Serias (Ch. 1-5251, -2)
339-18-S
21C401, 21C403 Sertes (Ch. 1-5321, -2)
328-11
210401, 210404, 21C405 (Ch.
1-532-3, -4)
341-15
210508, 210509 (Ch. 1-532-5, -6,

-7)

211101,

217102,
(Ch. 1.532.1, -2)

341-15
217104 Serla
328-11

211101, 217102, 211104, 217105,
211106,

217110

(Ch.

-41

1-532.3,

341-15

211207, 217208 (Ch. 1-532-5, -6,
-7)
341-15
Serles (Ch. 1.532-1, -2)

247101

328-11

241101 (Ch. 1-532-3, -4) 341-15
241201 (Ch. 1-532-5, 6, -7)
341-15
919 (Ch. 1.609)
329-14
969 (Ch. 1-609)
329-14
1102GR,

No.

H,

RE

(Ch.

1-607-41

343-10

3201 Series (Ch. 1-610-1) 342-11
3302 Serias (Ch. 1.611.1(342-11
3401 (Ch. 1.612-1)
345-17
Ch. 1-525-1, -2 (Set Model 14P10)
Series)
Ch. 1-532.3, -4 (See Model 21C401)
Ch. 1-532-5, -6, -7 (See Model

2105081

Ch. 1.607-4 (Sea Modal 11020E)
Ch. 1.609 (Sae Modal 919)
Ch. 1-610-1
(Sea Mode) 3201

Sade.)

1-611-1
Modal 3302
(See
Seres)
Ch. 1-612-1 (Sao Model 3401)
Ch.

"Elite"
"Jubile."

343-11

"Operette 6"
Opus No. 6 (Ch. A,

B)..

339-15
342-12
341-16

TRAV-LER
517.106, 517-107, 521-111, 521112 (Ch. 52085, 5208D5) 333-15
517.106, 517-107 (Ch. 52005)
330-11
0517.106,
517.107 (Ch. 520A5)

338-10

521-111,

521.112

(Ch.

0521.111,

521-112

(Ch.

520051

330-11
520A51

338-10

617-33, 617-34 (Ch. 627A61337-14

617-73 (Ch. 627.16)
335-14
621-20, 621-21, 621-22, 621-25,

621-26 (Ch. 412M6)-.
334-10
81621-20U, 621.21U, 621-22U, 62125U, 621-26U
(Ch.
421E5,
42105, 421M6)
331-14
621-30, 621.31, 621-32 (Ch.
627A6)
337-14
621-R40 (Ch. 627A6)
337-14
621-75, 621.76 (Ch.

624,

343-12

6300

Ch. 412M6 (Sae Model 621-20)

Polder

No.

No.

421E5, 42105, 421M6 (Sae
Modal 621-20U)
Ch. 520A5 (See Modal 517-106)
Ch. 52085, 520805 (Sae Mode)
517-106)
Ch. 627-16 (See Model 617-73)
Ch. 52005 (Sae Modal 517-1061
Ch. 627A6 (Seo Modal 617-33)

H-563P4A

Ch.

TRUETONE
D2372
02665A, D2666A
02684A, D2685A
D3603A, 03604A
D3614Á
D5606A, 05609A

329-15
333-16
343-13
344-14
343-14
335-15

(See PCB 172 -Set 335-1
and Modal 2D1411A-5at 28716)
2015228 (Ch. 21731) (See PCB 165
-Set 328-1 and Model 201520-A

201411C

316-15)
2131530A, 8, 201532A,

B

2D1633A

2D2520A,
202530A,

2025300
Set

328-12
328-12

343 -IS

B
B

-

328-12

(Sea Model

20153011

328-12)

ULTRATONE

335-16
342-13
342-13
339-16
340-19
335-17

110
155

255
310
410
.1285-8, 1285-M

V -M
334-11

155

VIKING
(Aise See Recorder Listing)
PB60 (Sae

344-15)
ßP61

Model FF75 Series -Set

(Seo Modal FF75 Series -Set

344-15)
W EBCOR

331-15
336-15
331-15
329-16

1655, 1656
1658
1659, 1660, 1662
1691

WELLS-GARDNER

2321A61C-A-580
2321A61U-A-580

340-20
340-20

321A61C-A-522,

321A61C-A-578

321A61U-A-522,

340-20

321A61U-A-578

340-20

WESTINGHOUSE

LAKEN

Set

WESTINGHOUSE -font.

-Set

SYLVANIA

Folder
No.

Set

TRAY-LER-Copt.

H141170, A, H14T171, A, 11141172, A (Ch. V-2211)-.343-19-S
H14TU170, A, H14TU171, A,
H14TU172,

H21K112A,

A
B,

(Ch.

V-2321)

343-19-S

H21K1138

(Ch.

343-19-S

V-23461

H21KR113A,

H21KRI14A, H2IKR115A, H21KR116A (Ch. V-23461

343-19-0

H21KU112A,

KU1I4A,

B,

H21KU113A, H21H21KU115A, H21KU-

B,

116A (Ch. V -23561
343-19-S
H21T101B (Ch. V-2346) 343-19-S
H211107B, H21T1088 (Ch. V-2346)

343-19-S
H21TU101A (Ch. V-2356) 343-19-S
H21TU1078, H217U108B (Ch. V2356)
343-19-S
H -24K130

(Ch. V-23431 (See PCB
169--Sat 332-1 and Model H-

934121

-Set 313-14)

H-24KU130 (Ch. V-23531 (Sea PCB
169-Set 332-1 and Model H 9341U21 in Sat 313-14)
H -52615A
(Ch.
V-2259-1) (Seo
Modal H -54115 -Set 318-14)
H -562P4 (Ch. V-2268-1, -2)345-18
V-2268-3,
H-562P4A
(Ch.
-4)

345-18
H -563P4 (Ch. V-2268-1, -21345-18

(Ch.

V-2268-3,

-4)

345-18
-21345-18
V2268.3, -4)
345-18
H -565P4 (Ch. V-2268-11
345-18
11-564P4 (Ch. V-2268-1,

H-564P4A

(Ch.

H-57414, H-57574, H-57614, H57774 (Ch. V-2239-3) (See Model
H -52314 -sat 301-14)
H -782K21,
H-7831(21, H -784K21,
H-7851(21 (Ch. V-2247-11 (See
Photofact Sarvicar Set 330)
H-788021, H -789C21, H -790C21
V-2249-41
(Ch. V-2249-1 late,
S.. Photofact
iah Set
only)
H -791K21, H-7921(21 (Ch. V-22471) (See Photofact Service, Set

(

330)
H -794C21

(Ch. V -2249-I late, V-

2249-4) (TV Ch. only) (Sae Photo fact Service, Sat 334)
-916117A (Ch. V-2340-15, -251

H
(Ch.
H -934121A
169 -Sat

311-18

V-2342) (Sae
and Modal

332-1

PCB

H-

-Sat 313-14)
H-934TU21A (Ch. V-2352) (Sae PCB
169 -Sat 332-1 and Modal H934721 -Sat 313-14)
H935121Á (Ch. V-23421 (Sec PCB
169 -Set 332-1 and Model H
934721 -Set 313-14)
H-935TU21A (Ch. V-23521 (Sea PCB
and Modal H
169-Set 332-1
934721 -Set 313-I4)
H-941K21A (Ch. V-2342) (Seo PC8
169 -Set 332-1 and Model H934721 -Set 313-14)
H-941KU21A (Ch. V-23521 (See PCB
169-Set 332-1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
H-942K21A (Ch. V.2342) (Sae PCB
169-Sat 332-1 and Model H934121 -Ser 313-141
H-942KU21A (Ch. V-2352) (Sao PC8
169-Set 332.1 and Modal H934721 -Set 313-14)
(See PCB
H -950724A (Ch. V-2343) Model
H169-Set 332-1 and
934721 -Sat 313-14)
934121

H-950TU24A ICh. V-2353) (Sae
169-Set 332-1 and Model

X2636E,

EU, R,

RU

X2670E,

EU, R,

RU

H-

Model

H -788C21)
V -2268-I,
-2, -3, -4 (Seo
Model H -562P4)
Ch. V-2311 (Sae Modal H1471701
Ch. V-2321 (Sea Modal H14TU170)
Ch. V-2346 (Sae Modal H21K112A)
Ch. V-2356 (Ses Model H21KU112A)

Ch.

ZENITH
12X21)
12X21)

334-12
334-12

338-12
17X23)

(Ch

338-12

333-19

Y2229R,

RU, 02230E, EU, R, RU
334-13
(Ch. 19122, U)
Y2232E, EU, R, RU (Ch. 17122, U1

335-19

Y2247E, EU, R, RU, Y2250E, EU, R,
RU, U (Ch. 17122, U)
335-19
02254M, MU, Y2256E, EU, R, RU
334-13
(Ch. 19022, U)
02258E, EU, H, HU, R, RU, U (Ch.
17022, 5)
335-19
Y2263R, RU (Ch. 19022, U) 334-13
1,12281E, EU, R, RU, U (Ch 17122,

333-19

U)

Y2636EUZ,

EZ,

RUZ,

RZ

(Ch.

EZ,

RUZ,

RZ

(Ch.

338-12

171(23)

Y2670EUZ,

17X23)
02671R, RU,
22021, U)

O

338-12

02672E,

EU

(G.

330-12
343-16

YP68, YP6F

Set

24000E,

342-14

Z1816C,

CU, E, EU, R, RU (Ch.
16Z21, U1
342-14
Z1818C, CU, E, EU, R, RU (Ch.
16221, U)
342-14
12220R, RU, Y, YU (Ch 17Z20,

343-18

U)

Z2220RD,

YO
(Ch. 17020) (See
Modal 02220R -Sat 335-19)
Z2222C, CU, E, EU, R, RU, Y, YU
(Ch. 17221, U)
343-18
Z2229R, RU, Z2230E, EU, R, RU
(Ch. 19122, U)
341-17
Z2229R0, 22230ED, RD (Ch. 19122)

(See

odalet

Z2272EMR (Ch.217Y2]
12232E-Set 335-19)
22247E,
17Z22,
Z2248E,
17022)

EU,

H, HU,

(Ch.

343-18

R, RU, Z2257E, EU,
R, RU (Ch. 19222, U)

EU,

M, MU,

341-17

H, HU,
R, RU

R,

RU

(Ch.

343-18

(Ch. 17Z22, U)

343-18

e22337E, EU,

R, RU, Y, YU (Ch.
17223, U)
343-18
U, 22360R, RU (Ch 22120,

223S9,

340-21

U)

Z2636Y2

(Ch. 17X23) (See Model
%2636E -Set 338-12)
EU, R, RU (Ch. 17123, U)

Z2672E,

343-18

Z3000E, EU,

R,

RU

(Ch. 17Z220,

343-18

U)

e Z3004E,

EU,

R,

RU (Ch.

172220,

RU

(Ch.

17Z220,

RU

(Ch. 172220,

U)

Z3006E,

EU, R,
EU, R,

U)

Z3008E,

23010E,

No.

172230,

Z3010E)

Ch. 19222, U (Sea Model 22229R)
Ch. 22121, U (Sae Model 02671 R)
222200, QU (Sea Modal
Ch.

23012H)
Ch. 22220, U (Seo Modal 22359)

RECORD CHANGERS
CHRYSLER
Highway Hl Fi

335-3

COLLABO

342-3

RC -456

GARRARD
RC88,

338-5

ßC98

MIRACORD

337-12

XA-100

MIRAPNON
335-11

XM110, XM110A

MOTOROLA
VMBRC,
PFF29

V0-11)M9RC,

VM1ORC

(See

RECORDERS
RU

H, R, 12250, E, R (Ch.
(See Modal Y2232E-Set

22258E, EU,
17122, U)
1,12282E, EU,

(Ch.

(See Modal

R,

U)

O

RU

334-13)

33S-19)

22255E,

EU, R,

U)
343-18
Ch. 3002 (Ses Modal HFY17E)
Ch. 3003 (Ses Modal HF%14)
Ch. 4240, 4Z41 (See Modal Z400)
Ch. 5001 (See Modal Y513F)
Ch. 5140 (Sea Model Y5061)
Ch. 5203 (Sea Modal Z522)
Ch. 7002 (See Modal 0724G)
Ch. 7103 (Sae Modal 0733G)
Ch. 7004 (Sao Modal 0723G)
Ch. 12X21 (See Modal HFX1284E)
Ch. 16020, U (Sea Model 018140)
Ch. 16220, U (Sea Modal 11814R)
Ch. 16221, U (Sea Model 21816C)
Ch. 16125 (Sea Modal 215101)
Ch. 17X23 (See Modal 52636E)
Ch. 17020, U (See Modal 02220E)
Ch. 17022, U (Sas Mode) 02232E)
Ch. 17220, U (See Model 1222011
Ch. 17221, U (Sea Modal 22222C)
Ch. 17222, U (See Model 22247E)
Ch. 172220, U (Sea Model 23000E)
Ch. 17123, U (See Model 22637E)
Ch. 172230, U (Sae Model Z4000E)
Ch. 19122, U (Sea Modal 02229R)
Ch. 19Z22 (See Model 22255E)
192220, OU (See Modal
Ch.

343-17

Z519PD, RD, VD, WD (Ch. 5%071
(Seo Modal X519F-Set 316-17)
Z522, G, R, V (Ch. 5103) (Sea
Modal 7521F-Set 303-16)
Z1510L, Z1511B, 115121 (Ch.
16125)
345-19-5
Z1814R, RU, Y, YU (Ch 16220, U)

Polder

No.

ZENITH-Copt.

4Z41)

Z400, 2402, 1404 (Ch. 4Z40

U)

3002)
329-17
(Ch. 3103) 344-16

17X23)

(Ch

15061. ICh. 50401
344-17
Y513F, G, R, W (Ch. 5001) 335-18
0723G, R, W (Ch. 7004) 338-11
1724G, R, W (Ch. 70021- 338-11
Y733G, R, Y (Ch. 70031--339-17
Y1814Y, YU, Y1816C, CU, E, EU,
333-17
R, RU (Ch. 16020, U)
Y2220R, RU, Y2222C, CU, E, EU,
R, RU, Y, YU (Ch. 17120, U)

PCB

934121 -Sat 313-14)
H-951T24A (Ch. V-2343) (Seo PCB
Hd Modal
169-Set 332-1
934721 -Sat 313-14)
H9511U24A (Ch. V-23531 (See PCB
169-Set 332-1 and Modal H934121 -Set 313-14)
H-954K24A (Ch. V-2343) (Sea PCB
169-Set 332-1 and Modal H
934121 -Sat 313-14)
H954KU24A (Ch. V-2353) (See PCB
169-Sat 332-1 and Modal H934721 -Sat 313-14)
H-9SSK24A (Ch. V-2343) (See PCB
169-Set 332-1 and Modal H934121 -Sat 313-14)
H-955KU24A (Ch. V-2353) (Seo PCB
169-Set 332-1 and Modal H.
934721 -Sat 313-14)
H-956K24A (Ch. V-2343) (Sao PCB
169-Set 332-1 and Model H934121 -Set 313-14)
H-956KU24A (Ch. V-2353) (Sea PCB
169-Set 332-1 and Modal H934721 -Set 313-14)
Ch. V-2239-3 (Seo Modal H-57414)
Ch. V-2247-1 (Sao Modal H-7821(21)
Ch. V-2249-1 lote, V-2249-4 (Set

HFY17E, R (Ch.
HFX14, HFX14E
HFX1284E (Ch.
HFX129OR (Ch.

Polder
Na.

Set

No.

ZENITH-Cant.
M2251EZ1 (Ch. 19128) (Sae Modal
L2229E-Set 223-14)

343-18
343-18
343-18

EU, H, HU, R, RU, Y YU
341-17
(Ch. 192220, OU)
Z3012H, HU, R, RU, Z3014H, HU,
R, RU (Ch. 222200, QU) 340-21

AMPEX
612

343-2

AMPRO
745 "Caraer"

333-3

BELL
RT -75

329-4

MAGNECORD
F-358

345-7

PENTRON
T-90

331-10

RCA
SRT-401, SRT-402
7-1R-2, 7 -TR -3

332-11

340-16

SILVERTONE
6072A (Ch. 567.34003 and Amp.
Ch. 567.350091 (Sea Modal 4072

-Sat 297-8)

VIKING
FF75 Serias

344-15

WERCOR
2611, 2612

328-13

Mail coupon today for your free
to the Sams Photofact Index

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
2203 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Indiana
[
Send me your FREE Master Index to PHOTOFACT Folders (twice yearly(,
and put me on your mailing list to receive all Index Supplements. My letterhead and/or business card is attached.

[]

I

am o Service Technician:

My Distributor

[ì full

time;

part time.

to Service Techniciens Only

is:

Shop Name

Affe:
Address
City

Zone

State

J

THE NEW SAMS INDEX
TO PHOTOFACT FOLDERS

IT TAKES TWO:

RCA
to produce high -quality Picture Tubes

When the customer says, "Why?",
"What?", "How Much?", don't just
talk tubes, talk:

Today, your customers are wellinformed TV viewers who demand
the best in picture tube performance.
These are the people who, week in
and week out, read the RCA Silver ama story in Life, TV Guide, the
Saturday Evening Post. These are
the people who see and hear the
RCA Silverama quality story on
NBC's network radio and TV shows.
And these are the very customers
who say "yes" to RCA. So, team-up
with RCA. You'll know the difference, and your customers will see it
-big and bright as life.

QUALITY Tell them how an RCA picture tube
must pass well over 100 careful inspections before it's good enough for

you-or your customer.
ACCEPTANCE

Remind them that more people view
TV shows on RCA picture tubes
than on any other brand.

BRAND NAME Emphasize RCA-the name that's
first in electronics.
WARRANTY The Warranty Card you give your
customers says the tube is an RCA

tube; it says it's factory -fresh; above
all it says: "warranted for a year."

RIvera
\\\,

eh,,f
PICTURE
leak

TMK (S) ®

TUBES

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Harrison, N. J.
Tube Division

üurt.n I,rt,Anr' em,n

THERE'S ONLY ONE RIGHT WAY
A fuse caddy for your tube caddy: 18 individual compartments for fingertip selection. The fuse caddy
is complete with the 15 boxes of fuses required to service 93% of all TV sets. Three spare compartments
are provided for additional fuses of your own selection.

LITTELFUSE

Des Plaines, Ill.

